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T CELL RECEPTORS THAT BIND TO MIXED LINEAGE LEUKEMIA (MLL)-

SPECIFIC PHOSPHOPEPTIDES AND METHODS OF USE THEREOF

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[000 1] This application claims the benefit of U .S. Provisional Application No:

62/553,957, filed September 4, 2017, which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

1. FIELD

[0002] The instant disclosure relates to T ceil receptors (TCRs) that bind to mixed lineage

eptides and methods of using the same.

[0003] Phosphoproteins arising from deregulated post-translation modifications are

critical determinants for cancerous cell transformation. Degradation of these

phosphoproteins can generate phosphopeptides that are presented by MHC molecules and

mediate cancer-specific T cell responses. Mixed lineage leukemia (MLL, also known as

Histone-lysine N-methyltransferase 2A (KMT2A)) is a his tone-modifying enzyme regulating

genome accessibility and transcription. A number of phosphopeptides that are derived from

MLL have been reported, see, e.g., Cobbold et al., Sci Transl Med. 2013 Sep 18; 5(203):

203ral25, incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. In view of their tumor expression

profiles, MLL phosphopeptides hold great promise as targets for cancer therapies.

[0004] Accordingly, there is a need in the art for novel compositions that can recognize

cancer cells presenting MLL phosphopeptides on their surface and direct an immune response

against these cells.

3. SUMMARY

[0005] The instant disclosure provides TCRs (e.g., TCRs that bind to a MLL

phosphopeptide, e.g., the phosphopeptide MLL-pM EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45) or

MLL-pP RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)), cells and pharmaceutical compositions

comprising these TCRs, nucleic acids encoding these TCRs, expression vectors and host cells

for making these TCRs, and methods of treating a subject using these TCRs. The TCRs

disclosed herein are particularly useful for directing an immune response against cancer cells

expressing MLL (e.g., cancer cells displaying a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., the



phosphopeptide MLL-pM EPR[pSJPSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45) or MLL-pP RVR[pS]PTRSP

(SEQ ID NO: 47)), and hence for treating a MLL-expressing cancer in a subject.

[0006] Accordingly, in one aspect, the instant disclosure provides an isolated T cell

receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising an a chain variable region (Va) comprising complementarity

determining region CDR3a, wherein the CDR3a comprises the ammo acid sequence set forth

in SEQ ID NO: 21. In certain embodiments, the Va comprises CD la and CDR2a

comprising the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 1 and 16, respectively. I

certain embodiments, the Va comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 86.

In certain embodiments, the Va comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

1. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises an a chain comprising the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 58. In certain embodiments, the a chain further comprises

the amino acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus. In certain embodiments, the TCR

comprises an a chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 236. In

certain embodiments, the TCR comprises an chain comprising a amino acid sequence

selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 58, 236, 259, 260, 272, 261, and 249. In

certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain variable region (VP) comprising CDR3P,

wherein the CDR3p comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 36. n

certain embodiments, the Vp comprises CDRip and CDR2 comprising the amino acid

sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 26 and 3 , respectively. In certain embodiments, the V

comprises the am o acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 87. In certain embodiments, the

Vp comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 2 . In certain embodiments,

the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

59. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 60. In certain embodiments, the β chain further comprises

the amino acid sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-

terminus. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a chain comprising the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 237. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β

chain comprising an amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs:

59, 237, 262, 263, 264, 273, 60, and 250.

[0007] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising a β

chain variable region (VP) comprising complementarity determining region CDR3p, wherein

the CDR3P comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 36. In certain



embodiments, the V[3 comprises CDRip and CDR2p comprising the amino acid sequences

set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 26 and 31, respectively. In certain embodiments, the β comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 87. In certain embodiments, the ν β

comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ D NO: 2 . n certain embodiments, the

TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 59.

In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 60. In certain embodiments, the β chain further comprises the amino

acid sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus. In

certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 237. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising

an amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 59, 237, 262,

263, 264, 273, 60, and 250.

[0008] n another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising an a

chain variable region (Va) comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%,

95%, 99%, or 100% identical to the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 73. In

certain embodiments, the Va comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 73.

n certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain variable region (Vp) comprising an

amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 100% identical to the

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 74. In certain embodiments, the β comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 74.

[0009] n another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising a β

chain variable region ( β) comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%,

95%, 99%, or 100% identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 74. In

certain embodiments, the ν β comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 74.

[0010] In certain embodiments of the foregoing aspects, the TCR comprises an a chain

variable region (Va) comprising CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3a and a β chain variable region

(VP) comprising CDRip, CDR2p, and CDR3P, wherein the CDRla, CDR2a, CDR3a,

CD p, CDR2P, and CDR3p comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs:

11, 16, 21, 26, 31, and 36, respectively.

[0011] In another aspect, disclosed herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain

variable region (Va) comprising complementarity determining regions CDR , CDR2a, and

CDR3o and a β cham variable region ( β) comprising CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3p,



wherein the CDRla, CDR2a, CDR3 , CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P comprise the amino

acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 1, 16, 2 , 26, 31, and 36, respectively. In certain

embodiments, the Va and ν β comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs:

86 and 87, respectively. In certain embodiments, the Va and ν β comprise the amino acid

sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 1 and 2, respectively.

[0012] In another aspect, disclosed herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain and a

β chain, wherein the a chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 58

and/or the β chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 59. In certain

embodiments, the chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GS at the C-

terminus, and/or the β chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of

GSGATNFSLLKQAGD VEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-termmus. In certain

embodiments, the a chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 236

and/or the β chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 237. In

certain embodiments, the isolated TCR disclosed herein comprises an chain comprising an

amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 58, 236, 259, 260,

272, 261, and 249 and a β chain comprising an amino acid sequence selected from the group

consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 59, 237, 262, 263, 264, 273, 60, and 250. In certain

embodiments, the TCR comprises an a chain comprising the ammo acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 249 and a βchain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

250.

[0 3 ] n another aspect, disclosed herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain and a

β chain, wherein the a chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 58

or 236 and/or the β chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 60. In

certain embodiments, the a chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GS at the C-

terminus, and the β chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of

GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-termmus

[0014] In another aspect, disclosed herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising an a

chain variable region (Va) comprising complementarity determining region CDR3a, wherein

the CDR3a comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 22. In certain

embodiments, the Va comprises CDR a and CDR2a comprising the amino acid sequences

set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 1 and 17, respectively. In certain embodiments, the Va comprises

the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 88 In certain embodiments, the Va

comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 3 . In certain embodiments, the



TCR comprises an chain comprising tl e amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID MO: 61.

In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises an a chain comprising the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 251. In certain embodiments, the a chain further comprises the

amino acid sequence of GS at tl e C-terminus. n certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a

β chain variable region (Υ β) comprising CDR3P, wherein the CDR3 comprises the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 37. In certain embodiments, the Υ β comprises

CDR and CDR2P comprising the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 27 and

32, respectively. In certain embodiments, the Υ β comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 89. In certain embodiments, the Υ β comprises the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 4 . In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 62. In certain embodiments, the TCR

comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 63. In

certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ D NO: 252. In certain embodiments, the β chain further comprises the amino

acid sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus.

[0015] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising a β
chain variable region (V ) comprising complementarity determining region CDR3p, wherein

the CDR3P comprises the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 37. In certain

embodiments, the ν β comprises CDRip and CDR2P comprising the amino acid sequences

set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 27 and 32, respectively. n certain embodiments, tlie β comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 89. In certain embodiments, the Υ β

comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 4 . In certain embodiments, the

TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 62,

In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 63. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain

comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 252, In certain embodiments,

the β chain further comprises tl e amino acid sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG

(SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-termmus.

[0016] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the am o acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO : 45, the TCR comprising an a

chain variable region ( ) comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%,

95%, 99%, or 100% identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 75 In

certain embodiments, the Va comprises tlie amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 75.



In certam embodiments, the 'ICR comprises a β chain variable region (VP) comprising an

ammo acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 100% identical to the

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 76. In certain embodiments, the V comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 76.

[0017] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated CR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the CR comprising a β

chain variable region ( β) comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%,

95%, 99%, or 100% identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 76. In

certain embodiments, the VP comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 76.

[0018] In certain embodiments of the foregoing aspects, the TCR comprises an a chain

variable region (Va) comprising CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3a and a β chain variable region

(VP) comprising CDR , CDR2P, and CDR3p, wherein the CDRla, CDR2a, CDR3a,

CDR , CDR2p, and CDR3P comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs:

12, 17, 22, 27, 32, and 37, respectively.

[0019] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain

variable region (Va) comprising complementarity determining regions CDRla, CDR2a, and

CDR3a and a β chain variable region (VP) comprising CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P,

wherein the CDRla, CDR2a, CDR3a, CDRlp, CDR2p, and CDR3p comprise the am o

acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 12, 17, 22, 27, 32, and 37, respectively. In certam

embodiments, the Va and ν β comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs:

88 and 89, respectively. n certain embodiments, the Va and Vp comprise the amino acid

sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 3 and 4, respectively.

[0020] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain and a

Ρ chain, wherein the a chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 6 1

and the β chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 62. In certain

embodiment, the a chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus,

and the β chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of

GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-termmus.

[0021] n another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain and a

β chain, wherein the a chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 6

and the β chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 63. In certain

embodiment, the a chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus,

and the β chain further comprises the ammo acid sequence of

GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus.



[0022] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain and a

β chain, wherein the a chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 2

and/or the β chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 252. In

certain embodiment, the a chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GS at the C-

terminus, and/or the β chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of

GSGATNF SLLKQ AGDVEENP G (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-termmus

[0023] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising an

chain variable region (Va) comprising complementarity determining region CDR3 , wherein

the CDR3 comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 23. n certain

embodiments, the Va comprises CDRla and CDR2 comprising the amino acid sequences

set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 13 and 109, respectively. In certain embodiments, the Va

comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 106. n certain embodiments,

the TCR comprises an chain comprising the am o acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

64. In certain embodiments, the a chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GS at

the C-terminus. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain variable region (ν β)

comprising CDR3P, wherein the CDR3P comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 38. In certain embodiments, the V comprises CDR and CDR2 comprising the

amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 28 and 33, respectively. In certain

embodiments, the comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 107. In

certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the am o acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 65. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 66. In certain embodiments, the β chain

further comprises the amino acid sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID

NO: 93) at the C-termmus.

[0024] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising an

chain variable region ( ) comprising complementarity determining region CDR3a, wherein

the CDR3a comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 23. In certain

embodiments, the Va comprises CDRla and CDR2a comprising the amino acid sequences

set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 13 and 18, respectively. In certain embodiments, the Va comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 5 . In certain embodiments, the TCR

comprises an chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 253. In

certain embodiments, the chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GS at the C-



terminus. n certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain variable region (ν β)

comprising CDR3P, wherein the CDR3P comprises the amino add sequence set forth SEQ

ID NO: 38. In certain embodiments, the V comprises CDR and CDR2p comprising the

amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 28 and 33, respectively. In certain

embodiments, the comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 6 . In

certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 254. In certain embodiments, the β chain further comprises the amino

acid sequence of GSGATNF SLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus.

[0025] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising a β

chain variable region (VP) comprising complementarity determining region CDR3p, wherein

the CDRSp comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 38. In certain

embodiments, the V comprises CDRip and CDR2P comprising the amino acid sequences

set fortli in SEQ ID NOs: 28 and 33, respectively. n certain embodiments, the β comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 107. In certain embodiments, the

comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 6 . In certain embodiments, the

TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set fortli in SEQ ID NO: 65.

In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 66. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain

comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 254. In certain embodiments,

the β chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG

(SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-termmus.

[0026] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set fortli in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising an a

chain variable region ( ) comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%,

95%, 99%, or 00% identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 77. In

certain embodiments, the Va comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 77.

In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain variable region (VP) comprising an

ammo acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 100% identical to the

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 78. In certain embodiments, the ν β comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 78.

[0027] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising a β

chain variable region ( β) comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%,



95%, 99%, or 100% identical to the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 78. In

certam embodiments, the VP comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 78.

[0028] In certain embodiments of the foregoing aspects, the TCR comprises an a chain

variable region (Va) comprising CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3a and a β chain variable region

(VP) comprising CDRlp, CDR2p, and CDR3p, wherein the CDR l , CDR2 , CDR3a,

CDR , CDR2p, and CDR3P comprise the amino ac d sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs:

13, 109, 23, 28, 33, and 38, respectively.

[0029] n certain embodiments of the foregoing aspects, the TCR comprises an chain

variable region (Va) comprising CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3a and a β chain variable region

(VP) comprising CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P, wherein the CDRla, CDR2a, CDR3a,

CDRlp, CDR2p, and CDR3p comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs:

13, 18, 23, 28, 33, and 38, respectively.

[0030] n another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain

variable region (Va) comprising complementarity determining regions CDRla, CDR2a, and

CDR3a and a β chain variable region (Vp) comprising CDRlp, CDR2p, and CDR3P,

wherein the CDRla, CDR2a, CDR3a, CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P comprise the amino

acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 13, 109, 23, 28, 33, and 38, respectively. In certam

embodiments, the Va and ν β comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs:

6 and 7, respectively.

[0031] in another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain

variable region (Va) comprising complementarity determining regions CDRla, CDR2a, and

CDR3a and a β chain variable region (ν β) comprising CDRip, CDR2p, and CDR3P,

wherein the CDRla, CDR2a, CDR3a, CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P comprise the amino

acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 13, 18, 23, 28, 33, and 38, respectively. In certam

embodiments, the Va and comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 5

and 6, respectively.

[0032] in another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain and a

β chain, wherein the a chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 64

and the β chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth i SEQ ID NO: 65. In certain

embodiment, the a chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GS at the C~terminus,

and the β chain further comprises the am o acid sequence of

GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus.

[0033] in another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an chain and a

β chain, wherein the a chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 64



and the β chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 66. In certain

embodiment, the a chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus,

and the β chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of

GSGATNF SLLKQ AGD VEENP G (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus.

[0034] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain and a

β chain, wherein the a chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 253

and the β chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 254. In certain

embodiment, the chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus,

and the β chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of

GSGATN FSLLKQ AGDVEENP G (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus.

[0035] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising an a

chain variable region (Va) comprising complementarity determining region CDR3 , wherein

the CDR3 comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 24. In certain

embodiment, the Va comprises CDRla and CDR2a comprising the amino acid sequences set

forth in SEQ ID NOs: 14 and 19, respectively. In certain embodiments, the Va comprises the

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 7 . In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises

an a chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 67. In certain

embodiments, the TCR comprises an chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 255. In certain embodiment, the a chain further comprises the amino acid

sequence of GS at the C-terminus. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain

variable region (Vp) comprising CDR3P, wherein the CDR3P comprises the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 39. In certain embodiments, the VP comprises CDR

and CDR2P comprising the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 29 and 34,

respectively. In certain embodiments, the Vp comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 10 8 . In certain embodiments, the V comprises the am o acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 8. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising

the am o acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 68. In certain embodiments, the TCR

comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 69. In

certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 256. In certain embodiments, the β chain further comprises the amino

acid sequence of GSGATNF SLLKQ AGDVEEN PG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus.

[0036] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising a β



chain variable region (Vp) comprising complementarity determining region CDR3P, wherein

the CDR3P comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 39. In certain

embodiments, the Vp comprises CDRip and CDR2P comprising the amino acid sequences

set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 29 and 34, respectively. In certain embodiments, the P comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 108. In certain embodiments, the Vp

comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 8. In certain embodiments, the

TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 68.

In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 69. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain

comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 256. In certain embodiments,

the β chain further comprises the am o acid sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG

(SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus.

[0037] n another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising an a

chain variable region (Va) comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%,

95%, 99%, or 00% identical to the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 79. In

certain embodiments, the Va comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 79.

In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain variable region (Vp) comprising an

amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 100% identical to the

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 80. n certain embodiments, the \ β comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 80.

[0038] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising a β

chain variable region (ν β) comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%,

95%, 99%, or 100% identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 80. In

certain embodiments, the ν β comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 80.

[0039] n certain embodiments of the foregoing aspects, the TCR comprises an a chain

variable region (Va) comprising CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3a and a β chain variable region

(VP) comprising CDR , CDR2p, and CDR3P, wherein the CDRla, CDR2a, CDR3a,

CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3p comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs:

14, 19, 24, 29, 34, and 39, respectively.

[0040] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain

variable region (Va) comprising complementarity determining regions CDR , CDR2a, and

CDR3o and a β chain variable region ( β) comprising CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3p,



wherein the CDRla, CDR2a, CDR3 , CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P comprise the amino

acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 14, 19, 24, 29, 34, and 39, respectively. In certain

embodiments, the Va and Vp comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 7

and 108, respectively. In certain embodiments, the Va and Vp comprise the ammo acid

sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 7 and 8, respectively.

[0041] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain and a

β chain, wherein the a chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 67

and the chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 68. In certain

embodiment, the a chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus,

and the β chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of

GSGATNF SLLKQAGD VEENP G (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus.

[0042] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain and a

β chain, wherein the a chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 67

and the p chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 69. In certain

embodiment, the chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus,

and the β chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of

GSGATN FSLLKQAGDVEENP G (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus.

[0043] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain and a

β chain, wherein the a chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 255

and the β chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 256. In certain

embodiment, the a chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus,

and the β chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of

GSGATNF SLLKQAGDVEENP G (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-termmus.

[0044] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47, the TCR comprising an a

chain variable region (Va) comprising complementarity determining region CDR3a, wherein

the CDR3 comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 25. In certain

embodiments, the Va comprises CDRla and CDR2a comprising the amino acid sequences

set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 15 and 20, respectively. In certain embodiments, the Va comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 9 . In certain embodiments, the TCR

comprises an chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 70. n

certain embodiments, the TCR comprises an chain comprising the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 257. In certain embodiments, the a chain further comprises the ammo

acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β



chain variable region ( β) comprising CDR3P, wherein the CDR3 comprises the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 40. In certain embodiments, the Vp comprises CDK!p

and CDR2P comprising the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 30 and 35,

respectively. In certain embodiments, the Vp comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 10. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a p chain comprising the

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 71. In certain embodiments, the TCR

comprises a chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 72. In

certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 258. In certain embodiments, the β chain further comprises the amino

acid sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus.

[0045] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47, the TCR comprising a β

chain variable region ( β) comprising complementarity determining region CDR3p, wherein

the CDR3p comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 40. In certain

embodiments, the β comprises CDRip and CDR2p comprising the amino acid sequences

set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 30 and 35, respectively. In certain embodiments, the β comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 10. In certain embodiments, the TCR

comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 71. n

certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 72. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 258. In certain embodiments, the β chain

further comprises the amino acid sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID

NO: 93) at the C-terminus

[0046] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47, the TCR comprising an a

chain variable region (Va) comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%,

95%, 99%, or 100% identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 81. In

certain embodiments, the Va comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: .

In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain variable region (ν β) comprising an

am o acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 100% identical to the

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 82. In certain embodiments, the ν β comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 82.

[0047] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47, the TCR comprising a β



chain variable region (Vp) comprising an am o acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%,

95%, 99%, or 100% identical to the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ D NO: 82. In

certain embodiments, the β comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 82.

[0048] In certain embodiments of the foregoing aspects, the TC comprises an a chain

variable region (Va) comprising CDRla, CDR2 , and CDR3a and a β chain variable region

(\' β) comprising CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P, wherein the CDRla, CDR2o, CDR3o,

CDRip, CDR2p, and CDR3p comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs:

15, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40, respectively.

[0049] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain

variable region (Va) comprising complementarity determining regions CDRla, CDR2a, and

CDR3a and a β chain variable region (ν β) comprising CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3p,

wherein the CDRla, CDR2a, CDR3a, CDRip, CDR2.p, and CDR3 comprise the amino

acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40, respectively. In certain

embodiments, the Va and Vp comprise the am o acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 9

and 10, respectively.

[0050] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain and a

Ρ chain, wherein the a chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 70

and the chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 71. In certain

embodiment, the a chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus,

and the β chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of

GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-termmus.

[0051] n another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain and a

β chain, wherein the a chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 70

and the β chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 72. In certain

embodiment, the chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus,

and the β chain further comprises the ammo acid sequence of

GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus.

[0052] n another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain and a

β chain, wherein the a chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 257

and the β chain comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 258. In certain

embodiment, the chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus,

and the β chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of

GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus.

[0053] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to the same



epitope as a CR disclosed herein.

[0054] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds

to: i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, ii) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 51, iii) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56, iv) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 1 17, v) a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 128, vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 135, vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 192, or viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 233, or ix) any combination thereof.

[0055] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds

to: i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, ii) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 5 , iii) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56, iv) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 117, v) a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 128, vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 135, vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 92, and viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 233.

[0056] n some embodiments, the isolated TCR described herein does not bind to, or does

not substantially bind to: i) a peptide consisting of the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 46, ii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49,

50, 52, 53, 54, 55, or 57, or iii) a peptide consisting of the ammo acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 47, or iv) any combination thereof. In some embodiments, the isolated TCR

described herein does not bind to, or does not substantially bind to: i) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46, ii) a peptide consisting of the ammo

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, or 57, and iii) a peptide

consisting of the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47.

[0057] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds

to: i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, ii) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 51, iii) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56, iv) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 7, v) a peptide consisting of the ammo

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 128, vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid



sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 35, vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 192, or viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ D NO: 233, or ix) any combination thereof, wherein the isolated TCR does not

bind to, or does not substantially bind to: a) a peptide consisting of the am o acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46, b) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, or 57, or c) a peptide consisting of the am o acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47, or d) any combination thereof.

[0058] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds

to: i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, ii) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 51, iii) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56, iv) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 117, v) a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 128, vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 35, vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 192, and viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 233, wherein the isolated TCR does not bind to, or does not

substantially bind to: a) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 46, b) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49, 50,

52, 53, 54, 55, or 57, and c) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 47.

[0059] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds

to: i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, ii) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 51, iii) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56, iv) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 117, v) a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 28, vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 135, vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 192, viii) a peptide consisting of the am o acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 219, ix) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 220, x) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 226, or

xi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 233, or xii) any

combination thereof.

[0060] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds

to: i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, ii) a



peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 51, lii) a peptide

consistmg of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56, iv) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 7, v) a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 128, vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 135, vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 192, viii) a peptide consistmg of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 219, ix) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 220, x) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 226,

and xi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 233.

[0061] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated T cell receptor (ICR) that binds

to: i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, ii) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 51, iii) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56, iv) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 7, v) a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 128, vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 135, vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 192, viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 219, ix) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 220, x) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 226, or

xi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 233, or xii) any

combination thereof, wherein the isolated TCR does not bind to, or does not substantially

bind to: a) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46, b) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55,

or 57, or c) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47, or d)

any combination thereof.

[0062] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds

to: i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, ii) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 51, iii) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56, iv) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 117, v) a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 128, vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 135, vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 192, viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 219, ix) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID



NO: 220, x) a peptide consisting of the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 226,

and xi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 233, wherein

the isolated TCR does not bind to, or does not substantially bind to: a) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46, b) a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, or 57, and c) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47.

[0063] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to: i) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, ii) a peptide consisting of

the amino add sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 51, iii) a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56, iv) a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ D NO: 7, v) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 128, vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 135, vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 192, or viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

233, or ix) any combination thereof. In certain embodiments, the TCR binds to i) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, ii) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 51, iii) a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56, iv) a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 7, v) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 128, vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 135, vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 192, and viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

233. In certain embodiments, the TCR does not bind to, or does not substantially bind to: i) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46, ii) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, or 57,

or iii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47, or iv) any

combination thereof. In certain embodiments, the TCR does not bind to, or does not

substantially bind to, any of: ) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 46, ii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

49, iii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 50, iv) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 52, v) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 53, vi) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 54, vii) a peptide consisting of the am o

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 55, viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid



sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 57, and ix) a peptide consisting of the am o acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47. In certain embodiments, the binding between the TCR and a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46, 49, 50, 52, 53, 54,

55, 57, or 47 is substantially weakened relative to the binding between the TCR and a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, 51, 56, 117, 128, 135,

92, or 233. In certain embodiments, the binding between the TCR and any of: i) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46, ii) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49, iii) a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 50, iv) a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 52, v) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 53, vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 54, vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 55,

viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 57, and ix) a

peptide consisting of the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47 is substantially

weakened relative to the binding between the TCR and any of: a) a peptide consisting of the

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, b) a peptide consisting of the ammo acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 5 , c) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 56, d) a peptide consisting of the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 7, e) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 28,

f) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 135, g) a peptide

consisting of the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 192, and h) a peptide

consisting of the am ino acid sequence set forth i SEQ ID NO: 233.

[0064] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to at least one of

peptide selected from the group consisting of:

i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45,

ii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 51,

iii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56,

iv) a peptide consisting of the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 7,

v) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 128,

vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 35,

vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 192, and

viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 233,

wherem the isolated TCR does not bmd to, or does not substantially bind to at least one of

peptide selected from the group consisting of:



a) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46,

b) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49, 50, 52,

53, 54, 55, or 57, and

c) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47.

[0065] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that:

a) binds to: i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 45, ii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 5 , iii) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56, iv) a peptide

consisting of the am o acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 7, v) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 128, vi) a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ D NO: 135, vii) a peptide consisting of the ammo acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 192, or viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 233, or ix) any combination thereof; and

b) comprises an chain variable region (Va) comprising CDR3 , wherein the CDR3a

comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 21. In certain embodiments, the

Va comprises CD and CDR2a comprising the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID

NOs: and 16, respectively. In certain embodiments, the Va comprises the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 86. n certain embodiments, the Va comprises the am o

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 1. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises an a

chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 58. In certain

embodiments, the chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus.

In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a a chain comprising the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 236 In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises an a chain

comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 259, 260, 272, 261, or 249. In

certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain variable region (Vp) comprising CDR3p,

wherein the CDR3 comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 36. In

certain embodiments, the ν β comprises CDRip and CDR2 comprising the amino acid

sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 26 and 3 , respectively. In certain embodiments, the Υβ

comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 87. In certain embodiments, the

ν β comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 2 . In certain embodiments,

the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the am o acid sequence set forth in SEQ D NO:

59. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 60. In certain embodiments, the β chain further comprises

the amino acid sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-



terminus. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the am o acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 237 In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β

chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 262, 263, 264, 273, or

250.

[0066] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that:

a) binds to: i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 45, ii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 5 , iii) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56, iv) a peptide

consisting of the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 7, v) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 128, vi) a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ D NO: 135, vii) a peptide consisting of the am o acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 192, or viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 233, or ix) any combination thereof; and

b) comprises a β chain variable region (Vp) comprising CDR3p, wherein the CDR3p

comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 36. In certain embodiments, the

ν β comprises CDR and CDR2p comprising the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID

NOs: 26 and 31, respectively n certain embodiments, the P comprises the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 87. In certain embodiments, the V comprises the am o

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 2 . In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β

chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 59. In certain

embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 60. In certain embodiments, the β chain further comprises the amino acid

sequence of GSGATNF SLLKQ GDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus. In

certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 237. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising

the amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 262, 263, 264,

273, and 250.

[0067] n another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that:

a) binds to: i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 45, ii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 51, iii) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56, iv) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 7, v) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 28, vi) a peptide consisting of the ammo

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 135, vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid



sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 192, or viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 233, or ix) any combination thereof; and

b) comprises an a chain variable region (Va) comprising CDRla, CDR2a, and

CDR3a and a β chain variable region (VP) comprising CDRlp, CDR2P, and CDR3p,

wherein the CDRla, CDR2a, CDR3a, CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P comprise the amino

acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 11, 16, 21, 26, 31, and 36, respectively. In certain

embodiments, the Va and ν β comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs:

86 and 87, respectively. In certain embodiments, the Va and V comprise the amino acid

sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 1 and 2, respectively.

[0068] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR, wherein when the TCR is

expressed on the surface of a T cell, the T cell is activated: i) when co-cultured with a second

cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45

(e.g., a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 45 in the context of HLA-B*0702), ii) when co-cultured with a second cell

displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 5 1 (e.g.,

a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 5 in the context of HLA-B*0702); iii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56 (e.g., a second ceil

displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56 in the

context of HLA-B*0702), or iv) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide

consisting of an amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ D NOs:

17, 128, 135, 192, and 233 (e.g., a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of an amino

acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 117, 128, 135, 192, and

233 in the context of HLA-B*0702), or v) any combination thereof. In certain embodiments,

when the TCR is expressed on the surface of a T cell, the T cell is activated: i) when co-

cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 in the context of HLA-B*0702), ii) when co-cultured

with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 5 1 (e.g., a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 5 in the context of HLA-B*0702), iii) when co-cultured

with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 56 (e.g., a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56 in the context of HLA-B*0702), and iv) when co-



cultured with a second ceil displaying a peptide consisting of an ammo acid sequence

selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 7, 128, 135, 192, and 233 (e.g., a

second cell displaying a peptide consisting of an amino acid sequence selected from the

group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 117, 128, 135, 92, and 233 in the context of HLA-

B*0702). In certain embodiments, when the T'CR is expressed on the surface of a T cell, the

T cell is not activated, or is not substantially activated: i) when co-cultured with a second cell

displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46 (e.g.,

a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 46 in the context of HLA-B*0702), i) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55,

or 57 (e.g., a second ce l displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth

in SEQ ID NO: 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, or 57 in the context of HLA-B*0702), or iii) when co-

cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 47 (e.g., a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47 in the context of HLA-B*0702), or iv) any combination

thereof. In certain embodiments, when the CR is expressed on the surface of a T cell, the T

cell is not activated, or is not substantially activated, when co-cultured with a second cell

displaying any of the following peptides: i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46 (e.g., in the context of HLA-B*0702), ii) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49 (e.g., in the context of HLA-B*0702),

iii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 50 (e.g., in the

context of HLA-B*0702), iv) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 52 (e.g., in the context of HLA-B*0702), v) a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 53 (e.g., in the context of HLA-B*0702), vi) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 54 (e.g., in the context of

HLA-B*0702), vii) a peptide consisting of the am o acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

55 (e.g., in the context of HLA-B*0702), viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 57 (e.g., in the context of HLA-B*0702), and ix) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47 (e.g., in the context of

HLA-B*0702). In certain embodiments, when the TCR is expressed on the surface of a T

ceil, the activation of the T cell is substantially weakened when the T cell is co-cultured with

a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 46, 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, 57, or 47 (e.g., a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ D NO: 46, 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, 57, or 47in the



context of HLA-B*0702) relative to the activation of the T cell when the T cell is co-cultured

with a third cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 45, 51, 56, 117, 128, 135, 192, or 233 (e.g., a third cell displaying a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, 51, 56, 7, 128, 135,

192, or 233 in the context of HLA-B*0702). In certain embodiments, when the TCR is

expressed on the surface of a T cell, the activation of the T cell is substantially weakened

when the T cell is co-cultured with a second cell displaying any of the following peptides: i) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46 (e.g., in the context

of HLA-B*0702), i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 49 (e.g., in the context of HLA-B*0702), iii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 50 (e.g., in the context of HLA-B*0702), iv) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 52 (e.g., in the context of

HLA-B*0702), v) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

53 (e.g., in the context of HLA-B*0702), vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 54 (e.g., in the context of HLA-B*0702), vii) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 55 (e.g., in the context of HLA-B*0702),

viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 57 (e.g., in the

context of HLA-B*0702), and ix) a peptide consisting of the am o acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 47 (e.g., in the context of HLA-B*0702), relative to the activation of the T cell

when the T cell is co-cultured with a third cell displaying any of the following peptides: a) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., in the context

of HLA-B*0702), b) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 5 1 (e.g., in the context of HLA-B*0702), c) a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56 (e.g., in the context of HLA-B*0702), and d) a peptide

consisting of an amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs:

7, 128, 35, 92, and 233 (e.g., in the context of HLA-B*0702).

[0069] n another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR, wherein when the TCR is

expressed on the surface of a T cell, the activation of the T cell is substantially weakened

when the T cell is separately co-cultured with each of: i) a second cell displaying a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46, ii) a second cell

displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ D NO: 49, iii) a

second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 50, iv) a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the ammo acid sequence set forth

in SEQ ID NO: 52, v) a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid



sequence set forth in SEQ ID MO: 53, vi) a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of t e

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 54, vii) a second ce l displaying a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 55, viii) a second cell

displaying a peptide consisting of the am o acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 57, and

ix) a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the am ino acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 47, relative to the activation of the T cell when the T cell is separately co-cultured

with each of: a) a third cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, b) a third cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 51, c) a third cell displaying a peptide consisting of the

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56, d) a third cell displaying a peptide

consisting of the am o acid sequence set forth in SEQ D NO: 7, e) a third cell displaying

a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 128, f) a third cell

displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 135, g) a

third cell displaying a peptide consisting of the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

192, and h) a third cel displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth i

SEQ ID NO: 233. In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR comprising an a chain

variable region (Va) comprising CDR3a, wherein the CDR3a comprises the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 21, wherein when the TCR is expressed on the surface of a

T cell, the T cell is activated: i) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a second cell

displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 in the

context of HLA-B*0702), ii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 5 1 (e.g., a second cell

displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 5 in the

context of HLA-B*0702); iii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56 (e.g., a second cell

displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56 in the

context of HLA-B*0702), or iv) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide

consisting of an amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs:

7, 128, 135, 92, and 233 (e.g., a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of an amino

acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 7, 128, 135, 192, and

233 in the context of HLA-B*0702), or v) any combination thereof. In certain embodiments,

the Va comprises CDRla and CDR2a comprising the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ

ID NOs: and 16, respectively. In certain embodiments, the Va comprises the amino acid



sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 86. In certain embodiments, the Va comprises the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: i . In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises an a

chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 58. In certain

embodiments, the chain further comprises the ammo acid sequence of GS at the C-

terminus. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises an a chain comprising the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 236. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises an a

chain comprising an amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs:

259, 260, 272, 261, and 249. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain variable

region ( β) comprising CDR , wherein the CDR3P comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 36. In certain embodiments, the β comprises CD i and CDR2P

comprising the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 26 and , respectively n

certain embodiments, the V comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 87.

In certain embodiments, the P comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

2 . In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the ammo acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 59. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain

comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 60. In certain embodiments,

the p chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG

(SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain

comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 237. In certain embodiments,

the TCR comprises a β chain comprising an amino acid sequence selected from the group

consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 262, 263, 264, 273, and 250.

[0070] n another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that comprises a β chain

variable region ( β) comprising CDR3p, wherein the CDR3P comprises the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 36, wherein when the TCR is expressed on the surface of a

T cell, the T cell is activated: i) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a second cell

displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 in the

context of HLA-B*0702), ii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 5 1 (e.g., a second cell

displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 5 in the

context of HLA-B*0702); iii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56 (e.g., a second cell

displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56 in the

context of HLA-B*0702); or iv) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide



consisting of an amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ D NOs:

7, 128, 135, 92, and 233 (e.g., a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of an amino

acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 7, 128, 135, 192, and

233 in the context of HLA-B*0702); or v) any combination thereof. In certam embodiments,

the ν β comprises CD i and CDR2 comprising the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ

ID NOs: 26 and 31, respectively. In certain embodiments, the ν comprises the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 87. In certain embodiments, the Vp comprises the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 2 . In certain embodiments, the CR comprises a β

chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 59. In certain

embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 60. n certain embodiments, the β chain further comprises the ammo acid

sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus. In

certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 237. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising

an amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 262, 263, 264,

273, and 250.

[0071] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that comprises an a chain

variable region (Va) comprising CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3 and a β chain variable region

(\' β) comprising CDR , CDR2p, and CDR3 , wherein the CDRla, CDR2o, CDR3a,

CDRip, CDR2p, and CDR3P comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs:

, 16, 21, 26, 3 , and 36, respectively, wherein when the TCR is expressed on the surface of

a T cell, the T cell is activated: i) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a second cell

displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 in the

context of HLA-B*0702), ii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 5 1 (e.g., a second cell

displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 5 1 in the

context of HLA-B*0702); lii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56 (e.g., a second cell

displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56 in the

context of HLA-B*0702), or iv) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide

consisting of an amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs:

7, 28, 35, 192, and 233 (e.g., a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of an amino

acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 7, 128, 135, 192, and



233 the context of HLA-B*0702), or v) any combination thereof. n certain embodiments,

the Va and β comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 86 and 87,

respectively. In certain embodiments, the Va and V comprise the amino acid sequences set

forth SEQ ID NOs: 1 and 2, respectively.

[0072] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47. In certain embodiments,

the TCR does not bind to, or does not substantially bind to a peptide consisting of an amino

acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 45, 46, and 49-57. In

certain embodiments, the binding between the TCR and a peptide consisting of an amino acid

sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 45, 46, and 49-57 is

substantially weakened relative to the binding between the TCR and a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47.

[0073] In another aspect, provided herein is an isolated TCR, wherein when the TCR is

expressed on the surface of a T cell, the T cell is activated when co-cultured with a second

cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47

(e.g., a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 47 in the context of HLA-B*0702). In certain embodiments, when the TCR is

expressed on the surface of a T cell, the T cell is not activated, or is not substantially

activated when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of an am o

acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 45, 46, and 49-57 (e.g., a

second cell displaying a peptide consisting of an amino acid sequence selected from the

group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 45, 46, and 49-57 i the context of HLA-B*0702). In

certain embodiments, when the TCR is expressed on the surface of a T cell, the activation of

the T cell is substantially weakened when the T cell is co-cultured with a second cell

displaying a peptide consisting of an amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting

of SEQ ID NOs: 45, 46, and 49-57 (e.g., a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of an

amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 45, 46, and 49-57 in

the context of HLA-B*0702) relative to the activation of the T cell when the T cell is co-

cultured with a third cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth

in SEQ ID NO: 47 (e.g., a third cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47 in the context of HLA-B*0702).

[0074] In certain embodiments of the foregoing aspects, the TCR comprises an a chain

comprising an a chain constant region comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 41. In certain embodiments, the a chain constant region comprises the amino acid



sequence set forth in SEQ ID MO: 42. n certain embodiments of the foregoing aspects, the

TCR comprises an a chain comprising an chain constant region comprising the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 247.

[0075] In certain embodiments of the foregoing aspects, the TCR comprises a β chain

comprising a β chain constant region comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 43, 44, or 248.

[0076] The following embodiments apply to each of the foregoing aspects.

[0077] n certain embodiment, the TCR is a human TCR (e.g., a full-length human TCR).

In certain embodiment, the TCR is a full-length TCR, a soluble TCR, or a single-chain TCR.

[0078] In certain embodiment, the peptide is presented in the context of ITLA-B*()702.

In certain embodiment, when the TCR is expressed on the surface of a T cell, the T cell is

activated when co-cultured with a second cell displaying the peptide (e.g., a second cell

displaying the peptide in the context of HLA-B*0702). In certain embodiment, the T cell

exhibits (a) increased CD69 surface expression, (b) increased CD25 surface expression, (c)

increased CD 107a expression, (d) increased T cell proliferation, (e) increased IFNy secretion,

or (f) increased nuclear factor of activated T cells (NFAT) promoter activation when co-

cultured with the second cell displaying the peptide (e.g., a second cell displaying the peptide

in the context of HLA-B*0702). In certain embodiment, the T cell induces apoptosis or death

of the second cell displaying the peptide (e.g., a second cell displaying the peptide in the

context of HLA-B*0702).

[0079] n certain embodiment, the TCR is conjugated to an effector moiety. n certain

embodiments, the effector moiety is a cytotoxic agent, cytostatic agent, toxin, radionuclide,

detectable label, or binding moiety. In certain embodiments, the binding moiety is an

antibody. In certain embodiments, the binding moiety is an antibody Fc region.

[0080] In another aspect, the instant disclosure provides an isolated polynucleotide

encoding a polypeptide comprising an a chain variable region and/or a β chain variable

region, or an chain and/or a β chain of a TCR disclosed herein. In certain embodiments, the

polynucleotide comprises the nucleic acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 90. In certain

embodiments, the polynucleotide comprises the nucleic acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 238.

In certain embodiments, the polynucleotide encodes a polypeptide comprising an amino acid

sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 83, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270,

and 271. In certain embodiments, the polynucleotide encodes a polypeptide comprising the

amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 9 1 In certain embodiments, the polynucleotide

encodes a polypeptide comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 265. In certain



embodiments, the polynucleotide encodes a polypeptide comprising the amino acid sequence

of SEQ ID NO: 92.

[008 1] In another aspect, the instant disclosure provides an isolated vector comprising a

polynucleotide disclosed herein. In certain embodiments, the vector is a viral vector selected

from the group consisting of a lentiviral vector, a retroviral vector, an adenoviral vector, an

adeno-associated viral vector, and a baculoviral vector. In certain embodiments, the vector

comprises an amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 83,

266, 267, 268, 269, 270, and 27 1.

[0082] In another aspect, the instant disclosure provides an engineered cell comprising a

polynucleotide or vector disclosed herein. In certain embodiments, the polynucleodtide or

vector encodes an amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs:

83, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, and 271. In another aspect, the instant disclosure provides a

method of producing a TCR that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47, the method comprising cuiturmg the engineered cell so that

the polynucleotide is expressed and the TCR is produced. In another aspect, the instant

disclosure provides an isolated TCR produced by such methods.

[0083] In another aspect, the instant disclosure provides a TCR encoded by a

polynucleotide sequence disclosed herein. In another aspect, the instant disclosure provides a

TCR that results from expression of a polynucleotide sequence disclosed herein.

[0084] n another aspect, the instant disclosure provides a method of producing an

engineered cell expressing a TCR that binds to a peptide consisting of the am o acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47, the method comprising contacting a cell with a

polynucleotide (or a vector comprising such polynucleotide) encoding an a chain variable

region and/or a β chain variable region, or an a chain and/or a β chain of a TCR disclosed

herein (e.g., a polynucleotide comprising the nucleic acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 90 or

238) under conditions that allow introduction of the vector into the cell. In certain

embodiments, the polynucleotide is introduced into the cell using a vector (e.g., a viral

vector). In certain embodiments, the polynucleotide is introduced into the cell by

electroporation. In certain embodiments, the polynucleotide is mRNA and is introduced into

the cell by electroporation.

[0085] In another aspect, the instant disclosure provides an engineered cell presenting a

TCR disclosed herein on the cell surface. In certain embodiments, the cell expresses the

TCR. In certain embodiments, the cell is a human lymphocyte. In certain embodiments, the

cell is selected from the group consisting of an alpha beta or gamma delta T cell (e.g., a CD8+



T cell, or a CD4+ T cell), a natural killer T (NKT) cell, an invariant natural killer T (iNKT)

cell, a mucosal-associated invariant T (MAiT) cell, and a natural killer (NK) cell. In one

embodiment, the cell is an INKT cell.

[0086] In another aspect, the instant disclosure provides a pharmaceutical composition

comprising a TCR, polynucleotide, vector, or engineered cell disclosed herein, and a

pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.

[0087] In another aspect, the instant disclosure provides a method of inducing an immune

response to a cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 45 or 47 in a subject, the method comprising administering to the subject an effective

amount of a TCR, polynucleotide, vector, engineered cell, or pharmaceutical composition

disclosed herein. In another aspect, the instant disclosure provides a method of treating

cancer in a subject, the method comprising administering to the subject an effective amount

of a TCR, polynucleotide, vector, engineered cell, or pharmaceutical composition disclosed

herein. In certain embodiments, the TCR, polynucleotide, vector, engineered cell, or

pharmaceutical composition is administered intravenously. In certain embodiments, the

methods further comprise administering an additional therapeutic agent to the subject. In

certain embodiments, the additional therapeutic agent is a chemotherapeutic, a

radiotherapeutic, or a checkpoint targeting agent. In certain embodiments, the checkpoint

targeting agent is selected from the group consisting of an antagonist anti-PD-! antibody, an

antagonist anti-PD-Ll antibody, an antagonist anti-PD-L2 antibody, an antagonist anti-

CTLA-4 antibody, an antagonist anti-TIM-3 antibody, an antagonist anti-LAG-3 antibody, an

antagonist VISTA antibody, an antagonist CD96 antibody, an antagonist anti-CEACAMl

antibody, an antagonist anti-TIGIT antibody, an agonist anti-CD 137 antibody, an agonist

anti-GITR antibody, and an agonist anti-OX40 antibody. In certain embodiments, the

additional therapeutic agent is an anti-PD- 1 antibody, optionally wherein the anti-PD- 1

antibody is pembrolizumab or nivolumab. In certain embodiments, the additional therapeutic

agent is an inhibitor of indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase (IDO). In certain embodiments, the

inhibitor is selected from the group consisting of epacadostat, F001287, indoximod, and

NLG919. In certain embodiments, the inhibitor is epacadostat. In certain embodiments, the

additional therapeutic agent is a vaccine. In certain embodiments, the vaccine comprises a

heat shock protein peptide complex (HSPPC) comprising a heat shock protein complexed

with an antigenic peptide. In certain embodiments, the heat shock protein is hsc70 and is

complexed with a tumor-associated antigenic peptide. In certain embodiments, the heat

shock protein is gp96 and is complexed with a tumor-associated antigenic peptide, wherein



the HSPPC is derived from a tumor obtained from a subject. In certain embodiments, the

cancer is leukemia (e.g., mixed lineage leukemia, acute lymphocytic leukemia, acute myeloid

leukemia, chronic lymphocytic leukemia, or chronic myeloid leukemia), alveolar

rhabdomyosarcoma, bone cancer, brain cancer (e.g., glioblastoma), breast cancer, cancer of

the anus, anal canal, or anorectum, cancer of the eye, cancer of the intrahepatic bile duct (e.g.,

intrahepatic cholangiocellular cancer), cancer of the joints, cancer of the neck, gallbladder, or

pleura, cancer of the nose, nasal cavity, or middle ear, cancer of the oral cavity, cancer of the

vulva, myeloma (e.g., chronic myeloid cancer), colon cancer, esophageal cancer, cervical

cancer, gastrointestinal carcinoid tumor Hodgkin's lymphoma, hypopharynx cancer, kidney

cancer, larynx cancer, liver cancer (e.g., hepatocellular carcinoma), lung cancer (e.g., non-

small cell lung cancer), malignant mesothelioma, melanoma, multiple myeloma, nasopharynx

cancer, non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, ovarian cancer, pancreatic cancer, peritoneum, omentum,

and mesentery cancer, pharynx cancer, prostate cancer, rectal cancer, renal cancer (e.g., renal

cell carcinoma (RCC)), gastric cancer, small intestine cancer, soft tissue cancer, stomach

cancer, carcinoma, sarcoma (e.g., synovial sarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma), testicular cancer,

thyroid cancer, head and neck cancer, ureter cancer, and urinary bladder cancer. In certain

embodiments, the cancer is melanoma, breast cancer, lung cancer, prostate cancer, thyroid

cancer, ovarian cancer, or synovial sarcoma. In one embodiment, the cancer is synovial

sarcoma or liposarcoma (e.g., myxoid/round cell liposarcoma).

4. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0088] FIG. 1 is a bar graph showing the percentage of TNFo+ cells among the total

CD8+ cells from three HLA-B*0702 healthy donors after their PBMCs were stimulated with

the MLL-pM peptide (EPR[pS]PSHSM; SEQ D NO: 45), the MLL-pP peptide

(RVR[pS]PTRSP; SEQ ID NO: 47), or a mix of peptides selected from viral T cell epitopes.

[0089] FIG. 2 is a pair of flow cytometry plots showing analysis of memory CD8+ T

ceils that were co-cultured with non-pulsed DCs ( 'No peptide") or DCs pulsed with the

peptide EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45) ("MLL-pM peptide"). After co-culturing, the

cells were stained with the MLL-pM/HLA-B*0702 pentamers and an anti-CD8 antibody.

[0090] FIG. 3 is a set of flow cytometry plots showing staining of AK-D 10R3 cells

expressing the chimeric ICRs TCR0077, TCR0079, TCR008 1, TCR0083, or TCR0085 with

PE-labeled HLA-B*0702 pentamers loaded with the MLL-pM peptide (EPR[pS]PSHSM;

SEQ ID NO: 45) (5 ί ΐ or 0.5 µ νε ), the non-phosphorylated MLL- control peptide

(EPRSPSHSM; SEQ ID NO: 46) (5 µ νε Ϊ ) or the MLL-pP peptide (RVR[pS]PTRSP; SEQ



ID NO: 47) (5 µΙ ν ΙΙ) . The percentages of pentamer+ TCR+ cells are indicated in the upper

right panel of each plot

[0091] FIGs. 4A and 4 are flow cytometry plots showing the results of an assay testing

activation of AK-D10R3 single cell clones expressing the chimeric TCRs TCR0077,

TCR0079, TCR0081, TCR0083, or TCR0085 after co-culture with T2-B7 cells (i.e., T2 cells

overexpressing HLA-B*0702) pulsed with 50 µg or 5 µg/mL of the MLL-pM peptide

(EPR[pS]PSHSM; SEQ ID NO: 45), 50 ΐ of the MLL-M control peptide

(EPRSPSHSM; SEQ ID NO: 46), or 50 g/ L of the MLL-pP peptide (RVR[pS]PTRSP;

SEQ ID NO: 47) at an effector to target cell ratio of 2:1. TCR-expressing AK-D10R3 cells

alone or co-cultures containing TCR-expressing AK-D10R3 cells and non-pulsed T2-B7 cells

were included as controls. The percentages of TCR+EGFP+ cells are indicated in the upper

right panel of each plot.

[0092] FIG. 5 is a set of histograms showing the results of an assay testing the potential

of TCR-expressing AK-D10R3 single ce l clones to induce apoptosis in T2-B7 target cells

pulsed with 50 µg/ml or 5 , . of the MLL-pM peptide (EPR[pS]PSHSM; SEQ ID NO:

45), 50 g L of the MLL-M control peptide (EPRSPSHSM; SEQ ID NO: 46), or 50

of the MLL-pP peptide (RVR[pS]PTRSP; SEQ ID NO: 47). Co-cultures containing non-

pulsed T2-B7 cells or T2-B7 cells incubated without TCR-expressing AK-D10R3 cells

served as controls. The percentages of caspase+ T2-B7 cells are indicated in the upper right

panel of each histogram.

[0093] FIGs. 6A a d 6B are bar graphs showing activation of TCR0077-expressing or

TCR0085-expressing AK-D10R3 cells after co-culturing with T2-B7 target cells pulsed with

the MLL-pM peptide (EPR[pS]PSHSM; SEQ ID NO: 45), its alanine-modified variants, the

MLL-M peptide, or the MLL-pP peptide. Activation of the AK-D10R3 cells was assessed by

measuring EGFP expression resulting from the activation of an IL-2-(NFAT)3-EGFP reporter

construct. Assays were performed in triplicate and the y axis shows the percentage of EGFP-

positive TCR-positive AK-D10R3 ceils.

[0094] FIGs. 7A and 7 are heat maps comparing specificities of the indicated TCRs

(FIG. 7A: TCR0077; FIG. 7B: TCR0081) to a panel of variants of the peptide

EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45), where each amino acid position in each peptide, except

for the anchor positions P2 (P) and P9 (M), of SEQ ID NO: 45 was individually substituted

with each of the 19 other possible naturally occurring am ino acids, and position P4 ([pS]) was

additionally substituted with non-phosphorylated serine. Each peptide of the panel was

separately loaded onto T2 target cells, prior to co-culturing with TCR-expressing AK-D10R3



effector cells. Upon binding of the TCR to a resulting mutant peptide, the AK-D 10R3 cells

were activated to express an EGFP reporter, which was detected by FACS. The results are

shown as heat maps in which each block represents the amino acid residue substitution of the

native residue in the MLL-pM peptide EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45). The native

residues are shown on the horizontal axis and the substituted residues indicated on the

vertical axis. Each block is shaded in scale to the normalized mean activation (with

normalized values cropped to a minimum of 0.0 and to a maximum of 1.0). "X" denotes

untested mutants. Background activation (no peptide loaded) was subtracted from all peptide-

loaded samples (altered and native sequences).

[0095] FIGs. 8A a d 8B are bar graphs comparing the specificity profiles of the

indicated TCRs (FIG. 8A: TCR0077; FIG. 8B: TCR008 1), and show normalized mean

activation values for each variant MLL-pM peptide (black dot, "altered") described in Table

8, as well as the values for the peptide EPRjpSJPSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45) (open square,

"epitope"). Normalized mean activation values corresponding to the variant MLL-pM

peptides in Table 8 are displayed, left to right, according to the peptide sequence in Table 8,

i.e., SEQ TD NOs: 49, 110- 127, 5 1, 128- 145, 52, 146- 159, 46, 160- 163, 53, 164- 181, 54, 182-

199, 55, 200-2 17, 56, and 2 18-235. Brackets were used to designate groups of variant MLL-

pM peptides according to the position of their variant residue in the MLL-pM peptide

sequence. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM).

[0096] FIGs. 9A-9D are flow cytometry plots showing the phenotype of control T cells

and TCR0078-transduced T cells. Specifically, stimulated primary T cells, with or without

TCR transduction, were stained with a Zombie NIR™ Live/Dead reagent, anti-CD3-FITC,

anti-CD4-PerCp/Cy5.5 and anti-CD8-PE/Cy7 antibodies, and the PE-conjugated HLA-

B*0702 pentamer loaded with the MLL-pM peptide EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO:45). FIG.

9A shows the sequence of flow cytometry gates used to identify intact, live, singlet cells.

Specifically, the left panel shows the gate used for the selection of intact cells from the whole

sample; the middle panel shows the gate used for the selection of live cells from intact cells;

and the right panel shows the gate for used for the selection of singlet ceils from live cells.

The data in FIG. 9A are for control T cells. Similar data was obtained for TCR0078-

transduced T cells using the same flow cytometry gate parameters. Numbers in each panel

show the percentage of cells passing through each gate, with intact, live, singlet cells used for

the remainder of the experiment. In FIG. 9B, anti-CD3-FITC antibody staining was used to

identify T cells and pentamer staining was used to identify cells expressing TCR0078 in both

control (left) and TCR0078-transduced (right) T cells. FIG. 9C shows the expression of CD4



and CD8 in each of three conditions: the left panel shows data from the whole population of

control T cells (from left panel, FIG. 9B); the middle panel shows data from the whole

population of TCR0078 transduced cells (from right panel, FIG. 9B): and, the right panel

shows data from the 58.1% of cells identified as expressing TCR0078 by pentamer staining

(from gated cells in right panel of FIG. 9B). CD4 and CDS were identified by staining with

anti-CD4-PerCp/Cy5.5 and anti-CD8-PE/Cy7 antibodies respectively. Two cell populations

were identified (CD4+/CD8- and CD4-/CD8+). The two cell populations were also apparent

with other staining, such as anti-CD3 or anti-CD8 antibodies with pentamer staining (FIG.

9D)

[0097] FIG. 10 is a set of bar graphs showing results from an assay testing the activation

of T cells that were eiectroporated with mock mRNA, TCR0086 mRNA, or TCR0078 mRNA

and co-cultured with KGla-A2 cells expressing MLL or KGla-B7 cells expressing MLL, at

an effector:target ratio of 2:1. The left panel shows the percentage of CD25+ T cells. The

middle panel shows the percentage of CD107a+ T cells. The right panel shows the

percentage of proliferating T cells.

[0098] FIG, is a graph showing the percentage of specific killing of KGla-B7 target

cells by T cells eiectroporated with mock mRNA, TCR0086 mRNA, or TCR0078 mRNA.

The x axis shows the effectontarget (E:T) ratios used in this study.

[0099] FIGs. 12 A- C are a set of bar graphs showing activation of a Jurkat IL-2-NFAT-

luciferase reporter cell line expressing TCR0078, upon co-culturing with various tumor cell

lines expressing HLA-B*0702. In FIG. 12A, the Jurkat cells (Effector) were co-cultured with

KGla cells overexpressing HLA-B*0702 ("KGla B7"), K562 cells overexpressing HLA-

B*0702 ("K562 B7"), Namalwa cells, or Loucy cells (Target) for 24 hours at various

effeetortarget ratios (as the x-axis). Activation of the Jurkat cells was assessed by measuring

luciferase activity (represented on the v-axis by arbitrary units (a.u.)) resulting from the

activation of the IL-2-NFAT-luciferase reporter. FIG. 2B represents a negative control in

which Jurkat reporter cells not transduced with TCR0078 were co-cultured with the same

tumor ceils. As a positive control, the luminescence was measured after Jurkat ceils, either

expressing TCR0078 or not, were stimulated with phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA)

and Ionomycin (representing maximum NFAT-luciferase expression) (FIG. 12C). For

"jurkat control," the non-transduced Jurkat report ceils described for FIG. 12B were used.

For "Jurkat expressing TCR," TCR0078-transduced Jurkat reporter cells originating from one

cell clone ("c75") with optimal TCR expression were used.

[00100] FIGs. 13A-13C are a set of bar graphs showing activation of a Jurkat NFAT-



luciferase reporter cell line expressing TCR0078, after co-culturing with various tumor cell

lines. TCR0078-transduced Jurkat reporter cells expressing HLA-B*0702 (Effector) were

co-cultured for 24 hours at various ratios with tumor cell lines such as Loucy, H929, and

KG a overexpressing HLA-B*0702 ("KG a B7") (FIG. 13A); Raji, YT-Indy, J.RT3-T3.5,

KGla B7, and Raji overexpressing HLA-B*0702 (FIG. 13B); and ΊΉ Ρ-1, LCL 721 221,

THP-1 overexpressing HLA-B*0702, U266B1, KGla B7, and LCL 721 221 overexpressing

HLA-B*0702 ("721.221 B7") (FIG. 13C). Activation of the Jurkat cells was assessed by

measuring luciferase bioluminesccnee activity (represented on the v-axis by arbitrary units

(a.u.)) resulting from the activation of the TL-2-NFAT-Luciferase reporter. KGla-HLA-

B*0702 cell line was used as a reference for other tumor cell lines in each Figure.

[00101] FIG. 14 is a panel of graphs showing results from an assay testing the activation

of T cells that were electroporated with mock mRNA or TCR0078-encoding mRNA and co-

cultured with T2-B7 target cells pulsed with either the MLL-pM phosphopeptide or the non-

phosphorylated MLL-M control peptide. T ceils incubated with anti-CD3 and anti-CD28

antibodies were used as positive controls ("TCR0078 mRN A; CD3/CD28"). The upper two

panels show the percentage of CD25+ T cells. The lower two panels show the percentage of

CD107a+ T cells. In all four panels, the x axis shows the concentrations of the peptides used

to pulse the T2-B7 cells.

[0 2] FIG. is a pair of graphs showing the counts of peptide-pulsed T2-B7 cells after

being co-cultured with T cells electroporated with mock mRNA or TCR0078 mRNA. The

T2-B7 cell had been pulsed with the MLL-pM phosphopeptide or the non-phosphorylated

MLL-M control peptide before co-culturing. The x axis shows the concentrations of the

peptides used to pulse the T2-B7 cells.

[00103] FIGs. 16A-16C are a set of graphs showing an assay testing the activation and

cytotoxic activity of TCR0078-transduced T cells co-cultured with T2-HLA-B*0702 ("T2-B7

cells") pulsed with the MLL phosphopeptide EPR[pS]SHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45) or the non-

phosphorylated control peptide EPRSPSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 46). T2 cells expressing HLA-

B*0702 were labeled with CFSE and then pulsed for 2.5 hours with a dose titration of either

peptide, prior to co-culturing with primary T cells stably expressing TCR0078 for 20 hours.

FIG. 16A shows the percentage of killing of T2-HLA-B*0702 cells (calculated by subtracting

the alive T2-B7 cell number from the total T2-B7 number without co-culturing with the

effector primary T cell, then divided by the total T2-B7 number without co-culturing) by

TCR0078-transduced T cells after co-culturing. FIGs. 16B and 16C show the percentage of

CD25 and FN- positive primary T cells, respectively, in ail primary T cells, detected by



anti-CD25-PE/Cy7 and anti-IFNy-FlTC antibodies and measured by fluorescence emitted

from the corresponding fluorescent-dye. The x-axis shows the concentration of the peptides

used to pulse the T2-B7 cells. A two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni test was used. "***"

signifies p =0.001.

[00104] FIG. 17A a d 17B are a pair of bar graphs showing an assay testing the activation

of TCR0078-transduced primary T cells co-cultured with T2 cells expressmg HLA*A02.01

or T2-HLA-B*0702 and pulsed with either the phosphopeptide EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID

NO: 45) or non-phosphorylated peptide EPRSPSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 46). CD25 and FNy

expression by the effector primaiy T cells were measured as in FIG. 16. FIG. 7A compares

the surface expression of CD25 on the T cells (MFI = Mean Fluorescent Expression) after co-

culturing with T2 target cells pulsed with different peptides. FIG. I7B compares the

percentage of IFN-y positive T cells of the total effector primary T cells after the co-

culturing. A two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni test was used. "*" signifies p =0.05. "**"

signifies p =0.01. "***" signifies p = 0.001. "ns" signifies non-significant.

[00105] FIGs. 18A-18C are a set of bar graphs showing an assay testing the cytotoxic

activity and activation of control or TCR0078-transduced primary T cells, co-cultured with

either KGla-HLA*A02.01 or KGla-HLA-B*0702. The co-culturing, cell staining, and

number counting methods were the same as those in FIG. 16. FIG. 18A shows the

percentage of killing of KGla tumor cells by primary T cells after co-culturing, representing

the cytotoxic activity of T cells toward KG l a tumor cells. FIG. 18B and FIG. 18C show the

percentage of CD25 and IFN-y positive primaiy T cells, respectively, after co-culturing. A

two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni test was used. "***" signifies p =0.001.

[00106] FIGs. 19A-19E are a set of bar graphs showing assays testing the cytotoxic

activity' of control and TCR0078-transduced primary T cells co-cultured with KGla-HLA-

B*0702, K562-HLA-B*0702, SK-MEL-5, U266B1, or Namalwa tumor cell lines. The co-

culturing, cell staining, and number counting methods were the same as those used in the

experiments set forth in FIGs. 18A-18C. The x-axis indicates the ratio of T cell/Tumor cells

used. A two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni test was used. "*" signifies p =0.05. "**"

signifies p =0.01. "***" signifies/' = 0.001.

[00107] FIGs. 20A and 20B are a set of bar graphs showing an in vitro assay of cy totoxic

activity' and activation of TCR0078-transduced T cells co-cultured with KGla-HLA-B*0702

before adoptive transfer to NOG mice bearing KGla-HLA-B*0702 tumor. FIG. 20A and

FIG. 20B compare the cytotoxic activity and T cell activation (represented by CD25

expression), respectively, between control and TCR0078-transduced T cells. The x-axis



indicates the various T cell/tumor cell ratios.

[00 108] FIGs. 21A-21 C are a set of graphs and flow cytometry plots showing the anti

tumor activity of TCR0078-transduced human primary T cells after adoptive transfer to NOG

mice bearing a KGla-HLA-B*0702 tumor. Twenty mice were each injected with one million

tumor cells (KGl a-HLA-B*0702) subcutaneously. One day post-injection ten of the twenty

mice were injected intravenously with 5 million TCR0078-transduced primary T cells ("T

cells expressing TCR0078") and the other ten mice remained un-injected ("no T cells"). FIG.

2 1A compares tumor volumes (average +/- SEM) in the two groups (n = 10 each) of mice

measured every 3-5 days from Day 7 to Day 42. A two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni test

was used. "***" signifies / = 0.00 1. FIG. 21B compares tumor volumes of the 10 individual

mice injected with the T cells expressing TCR0078. After the first measurement at Day 7,

two of the ten mice were sacrificed to confirm T cells injection and homing; hence, no data

points after Day 7 were available for these two mice. Each line in FIG. 2 B represents the

tumor volumes of one of the eight remaining mice throughout the 42-day period. Except for

two mice with significant tumor growth (white circles), six of the eight mice had minimal

tumor growth (black circles). FIG. 21C shows a pair of flow cytometry plots identifying

human T-cells and metastatic tumor cells in the spleen of mice injected with TCR0078

transduced T cells. All mice were sacrificed at day 4 1 post tumor implantation and their

spleens were collected, processed and stained with anti-CD3 and anti-CD45 antibodies for

subsequent detection by Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). The left panel of FIG.

2 IC shows the percentage of T cells (CD3+/CD45+, 0.027% of all cells in the sample) and

tumor cells (CD3-/CD45+, 0 .25% of all cells in the sample) in an injected mouse with

significant tumor growth in FIG. 2 1B . The right panel of FIG. 2 1C shows the percentage of

T cells (72. 5%) and tumor cells (0.037%) in the spleen of an injected mouse with minimal

tumor growth in FIG. 21B. The percentage of cells within each gate is indicated.

5. DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[00 109] Provided are TCRs (e.g., TCRs that bind to MLL phosphopeptides), ceils and

pharmaceutical compositions comprising these TCRs, nucleic acids encoding these TCRs,

expression vectors and host cells for making these TCRs, and methods of treating a subject

using these TCRs. The TCRs disclosed herein are particularly useful for directing an

immune response against cancer cells displaying MLL phosphopeptides on the cell surface,

and hence for treating a MLL-expressing cancer in a subject.



5.1 Definitions

[00110] As used herein, the terms ' about' and "approximately,' when used to modify a

numeric value or numeric range, indicate that deviations of 5% to 10% above (e.g., up to 5%

to % above) and 5% to % below (e.g., up to 5% to 10% below) the value or range

remain within the intended meaning of the recited value or range.

[0 1 As used herein, the term "MLL ' refers to mixed lineage leukemia (also known as

Histone-lysine N-methyl transferase 2A), that in human is encoded by the KMT2A gene.

[001 2 As used herein, the terms "T cell receptor" and "TCR" are used interchangeably

and refer to molecules comprising CDRs or variable regions from β or γδ T cell receptors.

Examples of TCRs include, but are not limited to, full-length TCRs, antigen-binding

fragments of TCRs, soluble TCRs lacking transmembrane and cytoplasmic regions, single-

chain TCRs containing variable regions of TCRs attached by a flexible linker, TCR chains

linked by an engineered disulfide bond, single TCR variable domains, single peptide-MHC-

specific TCRs, multi-specific TCRs (including bispecific TCRs), TCR fusions, TCRs

comprising co-stimulatory regions, human TCRs, humanized TCRs, chimeric TCRs,

recombinantly produced TCRs, and synthetic TCRs. n certain embodiments, the TCR is a

full-length TCR comprising a full-length a chain and a full-length β chain. In certain

embodiments, the TCR is a soluble TCR lacking transmembrane and/or cytoplasmic

region(s). In certain embodiments, the TCR is a single-chain TCR (scTCR) comprising Va

and β linked by a peptide linker, such as a scTCR having a structure as described in PCT

Publication No.: WO 2003/020763, WO 2004/033685, or WO 2 1/044186, each of which is

incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises

a transmembrane region. n certain embodiment, the TCR comprises a co-stimulatory

signaling region.

[001 13] As used herein, the term "full-length TCR" refers to a TCR comprising a dimer of

a first and a second polypeptide chain, each of which comprises a TCR variable region and a

TCR constant region comprising a TCR transmembrane region and a TCR cytoplasmic

region. In certain embodiments, the full-length TCR comprises one or two unmodified TCR

chains, e.g., unmodified , β, γ , or δ TCR chains. In certain embodiments, the full-length

TCR comprises one or two altered TCR chains, such as chimeric TCR chains and/or TCR

chains comprising one or more ammo acid substitutions, insertions, or deletions relative to an

unmodified TCR chain. In certain embodiments, the full-length TCR comprises a mature,

full-length TCR a chain and a mature, full-length TCR β chain. In certain embodiments, the



full-length TCR comprises a mature, full-length TCR γ chain and a mature, full-length TCR δ

chain.

[00114] As used herein, the term "TCR variable region" refers to the portion of a mature

TCR polypeptide chain (e.g., a TCR a chain or β chain) which is not encoded by the TRAC

gene for TCR a chains, either the T'RBCl or TRBC2 genes for TCR β chains, the TRDC gene

for TCR δ chains, or either the TRGC1 or TRGC2 gene for TCR γ chains. In some

embodiments, the TCR variable region of a TCR a chain encompasses all amino acids of a

mature TCR chain polypeptide which are encoded by a TRAV and/or TRAJ gene, and the

TCR variable region of a TCR β chain encompasses all amino acids of a mature TCR β chain

polypeptide which are encoded by a TRBV, TRBD, and/or TRBJ gene (see, e.g., T cell

receptor Factshook, (2001) LeFranc and LeFranc, Academic Press, ISBN 0-12-441352-8,

which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety). ICR variable regions generally

comprise framework regions (FR) 1, 2, 3 and 4 and complementarity determining regions

(CDR) 1, 2 and 3 .

[00 5] As used herein, the terms "a chain variable region" and " " are used

interchangeably and refer to the variable region of a TCR a chain.

[00116] As used herein, the terms "β chain variable region" and ' β" are used

interchangeably and refer to the variable region of a TCR β chain.

[00 7] As used herein in the context of a TCR, the term "CDR" or "complementarity

determining region" means the noncontiguous antigen combining sites found within the

variable regions of a TCR chain (e.g., an chain or a β chain). These regions have been

described in Lefranc, (1999) The Immunologist 7 : 132-136, Lefranc et al., (1999) Nucleic

Acids Res 27: 209-212, LeFranc (2001) T cell receptor Factsbook, Academic Press, ISBN 0-

12-441352-8, Lefranc et al., (2003) Dev Comp Immunol. 27(l):55-77, and in Kabat et al,

( 9 ) Sequences of protein of immunological interest, each of which is herein incorporated

by reference in its entirety. In certain embodiments, CDRs are determined according to the

IMGT numbering system described in Lefranc (1999) supra. In certain embodiments, CDRs

are defined according to the Kabat numbering system described in Kabat supra. In certain

embodiments, CDRs are defined empirically, e.g., based upon a structural analysis of the

interaction of a TCR with a cognate antigen (e.g., a peptide or a peptide-MHC complex). In

certain embodiments, the a chain and β chain CDRs of a TCR are defined according to

different conventions (e.g., according to the Kabat or IMGT numbering systems, or

empirically based upon structural analysis).



[00 8] As used herein, the term 'framework amino acid residues" refers to those amino

acids the framework region of a TCR chain (e.g., an chain or a β chain). The term

"framework region" or "FR" as used herein includes the amino acid residues that are part of

the TCR variable region, but are not part of the CDRs.

[00 9] As used herein, the term "constant region" with respect to a TCR refers to the

portion of a TCR that is encoded by the TRAC gene (for TCR a chains), either the TRBC l or

TRBC2 gene (for TCR β chains), the TRDC gene (for TCR δ chains), or either the TRGC1 or

TRGC2 gene (for TCR γ chains), optionally lacking all or a portion of a transmembrane

region and/or all or a portion of a cytoplasmic region. In certain embodiments, a TCR

constant region lacks a transmembrane region and a cytoplasmic region. A TCR constant

region does not include amino acids encoded by a TRAV, TRAJ, TRBV, TRBD, TRBJ,

TRDV, TR D, TRDJ, TRGV, or TRGJ gene (see, e.g., T cell receptor Factsbook, (2001)

LeFranc and LeFranc, Academic Press, ISBN 0-12-441352-8, which is incorporated by

reference herein in its entirety).

[00120] As used herein, the terms '"major histocompatibility complex" and "MHC" are

used interchangeably and refer to an MHC class I molecule and/or an MHC class II molecule.

[00121] As used herein, the term "MHC class I" refers to a dimer of an MHC class I a

chain and a β2 microglobulin chain and the term "MHC class II" refers to a dimer of an MHC

class II a chain and an MHC class II β chain

[00122] As used herein, the term "peptide-MHC complex" refers to an MHC molecule

(MHC class I or MHC class II) with a peptide bound in the art-recognized peptide binding

pocket of the MHC. In some embodiments, the MHC molecule is a membrane-bound protein

expressed on cell surface. In some embodiments, the MHC molecule is a soluble protein

lacking transmembrane or cytoplasmic regions.

[00123] As used herein, the terms "[pS]" and "(pS)" are used interchangeably and refer to

phosphoserine.

[00124] As used herein, the term "extracellular" with respect to TCR refers to the portion

or portions of a recombinant transmembrane protein that are located outside of a cell.

[00125] As used herein, the term "transmembrane" with respect to a TCR chain refers to

the portion or portions of a TCR chain that are embedded in the plasma membrane of a cell.

[00126] As used herein, the term "cytoplasmic" with respect to a TCR chain refers to the

portion or portions of a TCR chain that are located in the cytoplasm of a cell.



[00 127] As used herein, the term "co-stimulatory signaling region" refers to the

intracellular portion of a co-stimulatory molecule that is responsible for mediating

intracellular signaling events.

[00 128] 'Binding affinity ' generally refers to the strength of the sum total of non-covalent

interactions between a single binding site of a molecule (e.g., a TCR) and its binding partner

(e.g., a peptide-MHC complex). Unless indicated otherwise, as used herein, '"binding

affinity" refers to intrinsic binding affinity which reflects a 1:1 interaction between members

of a binding pair (e.g., a TCR and a peptide-MHC complex). The affinity of a molecule X for

its partner Y can generally be represented by the dissociation constant ( ) . Affinity can be

measured and/or expressed in a number of ways known in the art, including, but not limited

to, equilibrium dissociation constant (K ) and equilibrium association constant (K A) . The K

is calculated from the quotient of ,n k, . . whereas K A is calculated from the quotient of

o 0ff. k refers to the association rate constant of, e.g., a TCR to a peptide-MHC complex,

and k refers to the dissociation rate constant of, e.g., a TCR to a peptide-MHC complex.

The k and k0ff can be determined by techniques known to one of ordinary skill in the art,

such as use of BTAcore® or KinExA. As used herein, a "lower affinity" refers to a larger K .

[00 129] As used herein, the term "specifically binds to" refers to the ability of a TCR to

preferentially bind to a particular antigen (e.g., a specific peptide or a specific peptide-MHC

complex combination) as such binding is understood by one skilled in the art. For example, a

TCR that specifically binds to an antigen can bind to other antigens, generally with lower

affinity as determined by, e.g., BIAcore*, or other immunoassays known in the art (see, e.g..

Savage et al., Immunity. 1999, 10(4):485-92, which is incorporated by reference herein in its

entirety). n a specific embodiment, a TCR that specifically binds to an antigen binds to the

antigen with an association constant ( a) that is at least 2-fold, 5-fold, 10-fold, 50-fold, 100-

fold, 500-fold, 1,000-fold, 5,000-fold, or 0,000-fold greater than the Ka when the TCR binds

to another antigen. n certain embodiments, the TCRs disclosed herein specifically bind to a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45. In certain

embodiments, the TCRs disclosed herein specifically bind to a peptide consisting of the

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47.

[00 130] In some embodiments, a TCR does not substantially bind to an antigen when the

TCR binds to the antigen with an association constant (Ka) that is at least 2-fold, 5-fold, 10-

fold, 50-fold, 100-fold, 500-fold, 1,000-fold, 5,000-fold, or 10,000-fold smaller than the Ka

when the TCR binds to another antigen. In some embodiments, a TCR does not substantially

bind to an antigen when the binding between the TCR and the antigen is at least 2-fold, 5-



fold, 10-fold, 50-fold, 100-fold, 500-fold, 1,000-fold, 5,000-fold, or 10,000-fold weaker than

the binding between the TCR and another antigen.

[00131] As used herein, the binding between a test TCR and a first antigen is

"substantially weakened' relative to the binding between the test TCR and a second antigen if

the binding between the test TCR and the first antigen is reduced by at least 30%, 40%, 50%,

60%, 70%, or 80%, relative to the binding between the test TCR and the second antigen, e.g.,

in a given experiment, or using mean values from multiple experiments.

[00132] n some embodiments, en a TCR is expressed on the surface of a T cell, the T

cell is not substantially activated when the T cell is co-cultured with a second cell displaying

a peptide if the activation of the T cell is at least 2-fold, 5-fold, 10-fold, 50-fold, 100-fold,

500-fold, 1,000-fold, 5,000-fold, or 10,000-fold weaker than the activation of the T cell when

the T cell is co-cultured with a third cell displaying another peptide.

[00133] As used herein, when a test TCR is expressed on the surface of a T cell, the

activation of the T ceil when the T ceil is co-cultured with a second cell displaying a first

peptide is "substantially weakened" relative to the activation of the T cell when the T cell is

co-cultured with a third cell displaying a second peptide if the activation of the T cell when

co-cultured with the second cell displaying the first peptide is reduced by at least 30%, 40%,

50%, 60%, 70%, or 80%, relative to the activation of the T cell when co-cultured with the

third cell displaying the second peptide, e.g., in a given experiment, or using mean values

from multiple experiments, as assessed by, e.g., an assay comprising the following steps: (a)

expressing the test TCR in a T cell comprising an lL-2-(NFAT) -EGFP reporter construct; (b)

pulsing a HLA-B*0702 positive T2 cell ("T2-B7 cell") with the first peptide or the second

peptide; (c) co-culturing the TCR-expressing T cell with the peptide-pulsed T2-B7 target cell

at a ratio of 1:2 for 16 hours at 37°C and 10% CO?.; (d) analyzing the expression of TCR and

EGFP using flow cytometry; (e) determining the percentage of TCR+ EGFP+ cells; and (f)

determining the reduction of T cell activation when co-cultured with a T2-B7 target cell

displaying the first peptide relative to when co-cultured with a T2-B7 target cell displaying

the second peptide based on the respective percentages of TCR+EGFP+ ceils.

[00134] As used herein, an "epitope" is a term in the art and refers to a localized region of

an antigen (e.g., a peptide or a peptide-MHC complex) to which a TCR can bind. In certain

embodiments, the epitope to which a TCR binds can be determined by, e.g., NMR

spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction crystallography studies, ELISA assays, hydrogen/deuterium

exchange coupled with mass spectrometry (e.g., liquid chromatography electrospray mass

spectrometry), flow cytometry analysis, mutagenesis mapping (e.g., site-directed mutagenesis



mapping), and/or structural modeling. For X-ray crystallography, crystallization may be

accomplished using any of the known methods in the art (e.g., Giege R et al , (1994) Acta

Crystallogr D Biol Crystallogr 50(Pt 4): 339-350; McPherson A (1990) Eur J Biochem 189:

1-23; Chayen NE (1997) Structure 5 : 1269-1274; McPherson A (1976) J Biol Chem 251:

6300-6303, each of which is herein incorporated by reference in its entirety). TCR: antigen

crystals may be studied using well-known X-ray diffraction techniques and may be refined

using computer software such as X-PLOR (Yale University, 1992, distributed by Molecular

Simulations, inc.; see, e.g., Met Enzy o (1985) volumes 114 & 115, eds Wyckoff HW et

al.,; U.S. 2004/0014194), and BUSTER (Bricogne G (1993) Acta Crystallogr D Biol

Crystallogr 49(Pt 1): 37-60; Bricogne G (1997) Meth Enzymoi 276A: 361-423, ed Carter

CW; Roversi P et al, (2000) Acta Crystallogr D Biol Crystallogr 56(Pt 10): 1316-1323), each

of which is herein incorporated by reference in its entirety. Mutagenesis mapping studies

may be accomplished using any method known to one of skill in the art. See, e.g., Champe

M et al, (1995) J Biol Chem 270: 1388-1394 and Cunningham BC & Wells JA (1989)

Science 244: 1081-1085, each of which is herein incorporated by reference in its entirety, for

a description of mutagenesis techniques, including alanine scanning mutagenesis techniques.

In a specific embodiment, the epitope of an antigen is determined using alanine scanning

mutagenesis studies. n a specific embodiment, the epitope of an antigen is determined usmg

hydrogen/deuterium exchange coupled with mass spectrometry. In certain embodiments, the

antigen is a peptide-MHC complex. In certain embodiments, the antigen is a peptide

presented by an MHC molecule.

[00135] As used herein, the terms "treat," '"treating," and '"treatment" refer to therapeutic

or preventative measures described herein. In some embodiments, the methods of

"treatment" employ administration of a TCR or a cell expressing a TCR to a subject having a

disease or disorder, or predisposed to having such a disease or disorder, in order to prevent,

cure, delay, reduce the severity of, or ameliorate one or more symptoms of the disease or

disorder or recurring disease or disorder, or in order to prolong the survival of a subject

beyond that expected in the absence of such treatment.

[00136] As used herein, the term "effective amount" in the context of the administration of

a therapy to a subject refers to the amount of a therapy that achieves a desired prophylactic or

therapeutic effect.

[00137] As used herein, the term "subject" includes any human or non-human animal. In

one embodiment, the subject is a human or non-human mammal. In one embodiment, the

subject is a human.



[00138] The determination of "percent identity" between two sequences (e.g., am o acid

sequences or nucleic acid sequences) can be accomplished using a mathematical algorithm.

A specific, non-limiting example of a mathematical algorithm utilized for the comparison of

two sequences is the algorithm of Karlin S & Altschul SF (1990) PNAS 87: 2264-2268,

modified as in Karlin S & Altschul SF (1993) PNAS 90: 5873-5877, each of which is herein

incorporated by reference in its entirety. Such an algorithm is incorporated into the NBLAST

and XBLAST programs of Altschul SF e al., (1990) J o Biol 215: 403, which is herein

incorporated by reference in its entirety. BLAST nucleotide searches can be performed with

the NBLAST nucleotide program parameters set, e.g., at seore^TOO, wordlength=I2 to obtain

nucleotide sequences homologous to a nucleic acid molecule described herein. BLAST

protein searches can be performed with the XBLAST program parameters set, e.g., at

seore=50, wordlength=3 to obtain amino acid sequences homologous to a protein molecule

described herein. To obtain gapped alignments for comparison purposes, Gapped BLAST

can be utilized as described in Altschul SF et al, (1997) Nuc Acids Res 25: 3389-3402,

which is herein incorporated by reference i its entirety. Alternatively, PSI BLAST can be

used to perform an iterated search which detects distant relationships between molecules. Id.

When utilizing BLAST, Gapped BLAST, and PSI Blast programs, the default parameters of

the respective programs (e.g., of XBLAST and NBLAST) can be used (see, e.g., National

Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) on the worldwide web, ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).

Another specific, non-limiting example of a mathematical algorithm utilized for the

comparison of sequences is the algorithm of Myers and Miller, 1988, CABIOS 4:11-17,

which is herein incorporated by reference in its entirety. Such an algorithm is incorporated in

the ALIGN program (version 2.0) which is part of the GCG sequence alignment software

package. When utilizing the ALIGN program for comparing amino acid sequences, a

PAM120 weight residue table, a gap length penally of 12, and a gap penalty of 4 can be used.

[00139] The percent identity between two sequences can be determined using techniques

similar to those described above, with or without allowing gaps. In calculating percent

identity, typically only exact matches are counted.

[00140] As used herein, the term "effector moiety" refers to a component or functional

group of a molecule that increases or decreases a natural activity of the molecule, or confers a

novel activity upon the molecule. In certain embodiments, the effector moiety is a binding

moiety. In an embodiment, the binding moiety binds to a cell surface protein. In certain

embodiments, the binding moiety is an antibody.



[00 14 1] As used herein, the terms ' antibody ' and "antibodies" include full-length

antibodies, antigen-binding fragments of full-length antibodies, and molecules comprising

antibody CDRs, VH regions or VL regions. Examples of antibodies include monoclonal

antibodies, recombinant!}' produced antibodies, monospecific antibodies, multi-specific

antibodies (including bispecific antibodies), human antibodies, humanized antibodies,

chimeric antibodies, immunoglobulins, synthetic antibodies, tetrameric antibodies comprising

two heavy chain and two light chain molecules, an antibody light chain monomer, an

antibody heavy chain monomer, an antibody light chain dimer, an antibody heavy chain

dimer, an antibody light chain- antibody heavy chain pair, intrabodies, heteroconjugate

antibodies, antibody-drug conjugates, single domain antibodies, monovalent antibodies,

single chain antibodies or single-chain Fvs (scFv), camelized antibodies, affybodies, Fab

fragments, F(ab') 2 fragments, disulfide-linked Fvs (sdFv), anti-idiotypic (anti-Id) antibodies

(including, e.g. , anti-anti-Id antibodies), and antigen-binding fragments of any of the above.

In certain embodiments, antibodies described herein refer to polyclonal antibody populations.

Antibodies can be of any type (e.g. , IgG, IgE, IgM, IgD, IgA or IgY), any class (e.g. , IgGi,

TgG2, gG , g , Tg i or IgA2), or any subclass (e.g. , gG or IgG2b) of immunoglobulin

molecule. In certain embodiments, antibodies described herein are IgG antibodies, or a class

{e.g. , human IgG; or lgG 4) or subclass thereof. In a specific embodiment, the antibody is a

humanized monoclonal antibody. In another specific embodiment, the antibody is a human

monoclonal antibody.

5.2 T el Receptors

[00 42] In one aspect, the instant disclosure provides TCRs that bind to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence of EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45). In certain

embodiments, the TCR specifically binds to a peptide consisting of the am o acid sequence

of EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45). In certain embodiments, the TCR binds to a peptide-

MHC complex comprising a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of

EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ D NO: 45). In certain embodiments, the TCR specifically binds to

the peptide-MHC complex comprising a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 45. In one aspect, the instant disclosure provides TCRs that bind to

EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45) presented by a major histocompatibility complex (MHC)

molecule. In one aspect, the instant disclosure provides TCRs that bind to a EPR[pS]PSHSM

(SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex. The amino acid sequences of exemplary TCRs are

set forth in Table 1, herein.

[00 143] n one aspect, the instant disclosure provides TCRs that bind to a peptide



consisting of the ammo acid sequence of RVR[pS jPTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47). In certain

embodiments, the TCR specifically binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence

of RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47). In certain embodiments, the TCR binds to a peptide-

MHC complex comprising a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of

RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47). In certain embodiments, the TCR specifically binds to

the peptide-MHC complex comprising a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 47. In one aspect, the instant disclosure provides TCRs that bind to

RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47) presented by a major histocompatibility complex (MHC)

molecule. In one aspect, the instant disclosure provides TCRs that bind to a RVRjpSJPTRSP

(SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702 complex. The amino acid sequences of exemplar}' TCRs are

set forth in Table 1, herein.

Table 1. Amino acid sequences of exemplary TCRs.

SEQ Description Amino acid sequence
D NO:

1 TCR0077 Vo TQLLEQSPQFLSIQEGENLTVYCNSSSVFSSLQWYRQ
EPGEGPVLLVTVVTGGEVKKLKRLTFQFGDARKD SSL
HITAAQPGDTGLYLCAGYGGGSNYKLTFGAGTRLTVK
P

2 TCR0077 ν β EAQVTQNPRYLITVTGKKLTVTCSQNMNHEYMSWYRQ
DPGLGLRQI YYSMNVEVTDKGDVPEGYKVSRKEKRNF
PL LESPSPNQT SLYFCASRLTGRVHGYT FGPGTRLT
VL

3 TCR0079 Va KNQVEQSPQSLIILEGKNCTLQCNYTVSPFSNLRWYK
QDTGRGPVSLTIMT FSENTKSNGRYTATLDADTKQSS
LHITASQLSDSASYICVVRGGAAGNKLTFGAGTRLTV
KP

4 TCR0079 Vp DAGVIQS PRHEVT E GQEVTLRCK SGHNSL F Y
TMMRGLELLIYFNNNVPIDDSGMPED FSAKMP S
S LK QPSEPRDSAVYFCASSSGGANTEAFFGPGTRL
TVL

5 TCR0081 Va AQSVTQLGSHVSVSEGAL LLRC YSSSVPPYLFWYV
Q PNQGLQLLLKYT GATLV G GFE E KKSETSF
HLTKPSAHMSDAAEY FCAVSARYN NKFY FGSGT LS
V P

6 TCR0081 ν β DSGVTQTPKHLITATGQRVTLRCSPRSGDLSVYWYQQ
SLD GLQFL YNGEERAKGNILERFSAQQ PDLHS
ELNLSSLELGDSALYF CAS, ASGGRSYEQY GPGTRL
TVV

TCR0083 Va; TCR0084 EDQVT0SPEALRLQEGESSSL CSY VSGLRGL YR
Va QDPGKGPEFLFTLYSAGEEKEKERLKATLTKKES FLH

ITAPKPEDSATYLCAVRNTGFQKLVFGTGTRLLVSP
8 TCR0083 Vp DTGVSQDPRHKI KRG VTFRCDPISEHNRLY YRQ

TLGQGPEFLTYFQNEA LEKSRLLSDRFSAERPKGSF



SEQ Description Amino acid sequence
ID NO:

STLE EQGDS YLCASSWRTGREET Y GPG R
LLVL

9 TCR0085 Va; TCR0086 KQEVTQI PAALSVPEGENLVLNCS FTDSAIYNLQWFR
Va QDPGKGLTSTJJ.IQSSQREOTSGRLNASLDKSSGRST

LY AASQPGDSATYLCAV LWNQGGKLIFGQGTELSV
KP

10 TCR0085 ν β;TCR0086 KAGVTQT PRYLI KTRGQQVTLSCS ISGHRSVSWYQQ
ν β TPGQGLQFLFEYFSETQRNKGNFPGRFSGRQF SNSRS

EMNVSTLELGDSALYLCASSLGRGYEQYFGPGTRLT V
T

86 TCR0078 Va TQLLEQSPQFLS QEGENLTVYC SSSVFSSLQ YR
E GEGPVLLVTVVTGGE KKLKRLT QFGDARKDSSL
HITAAQPGDTGLYLCAGYGGGSNYKLT FGKG LLTVN
P

87 TCR0078 ν β EAQVTQNPRYLITVTGKKLTVTCSQNMNHEYMSWYRQ
DPGLGLR YYSMNVEV TDKGDV EGYKVSRKEKR F
PL LESPSPNQTS LY CASRL GRVHGY FGSGTRL
VV

88 TCR0080 Va KNQVEQSPQSLIILEGKNCTLQCNYT VSPFSNLR YK
QDTGRGPVSLTIMTFSENTKSNGRYTATLDADTKQSS
LH TASQL SDS S ICVVRGGAAGNKL TFGGGTRVLV
K

89 TCR0080 ν β DAGVIQS PRHEVTEMGQEVTLRCKPISGHNSLFWYRQ
TMMRGLELLIYFNNNVPIDDSGMPEDRFSAKMPNASF
STLKIOPSEPRD SAV CASSSGGANTEAFFGQGTRL
TVV

106 TCR0082 Va AQSVTQLGSH SVSEG LV LRCNYSSSVPPYL
QY NQGLQLLLKYTSA T V GI G EAEFKKSETSF
HL KPS HMSDAAEYFCAVS RYNFN KFY FGSGTKLN
VKP

107 TCR0082 ν β DSGVTQTPKHLITATGQRVTLRCSPRSGDLSVYWYQQ
SLDQGLQFL HYYNGEERAKG ILERFSAQQFPDLHS
ELNLSSLELGDSALYFC ASS SGGRSYEQYFGPGTRL
TVT

108 TCR0084 ν β DTGVSQNPRHKI TKRGQNVT FRCDPI SEHNRLYWYRQ
TLGQGPEFLTYFQNEAQLEKSRLLSDRFSAERPKGSF
STLEIQRTEQGDSA YLCASSWRTGREETQYFGPGTR
LLVL

1 1 078 CDRla SVFSS
12 TCR0080 CDRla VS SN
13 TCR0082 CDRla SSVP
14 TCR0084 CDRla VSGLRG
15 TCR0086 CDRla DSA N
16 TCR0078 CDR20 WTGGEV
17 TCR0080 CDR2a MTFSENT
18 TCR0081 CDR2a YTTGATLV
109 TCR0082 CDR2a YTSAATLV
19 TCR0084 CDR20 LYSAGEE



SEQ Description Amino acid sequence
ID NO:

20 TCR0086 CDR2a IQSSQRE
2 1 TCR0078 CDR3a AGYGGGSNYKLT

22 TCR0080 CDR3o WRGGAAGNKLT

23 TCR0082 CDR3a AVSARYN FNK FY

24 TCR0084 CDR3a AVRNTGFQKLV

25 TCR0086 CDR30 AVMLWNQGGKLI

26 TCR0078 CDR MNHEY
27 TCR0080 CDR SGHNS

28 TCR0082 CDR i SGDLS

29 TCR0084 CDR i SEHNR

30 TCR0086 CDR i SGHRS

3 1 TCR0078 CDR2iJ SMNVEV

32 TCR0080 CDR2P FNNNVP

33 TCR0082 CDR2 YYNGEE

34 084 CDR2 FQNEAQ

35 TCR0086 CDR2 YFSETQ

36 TCR0078 CDR33 ASRLTGRVHGYT

>/ TCR0080 CDR3P ASSSGGANTEAF

38 TCR0082 CDR3 ASSASGGR SYEQY

39 0084 CDR ASSWRTGREETOY

40 TCR0086 CDR3 ASSLGRGYEQY

4 1 TCR chain human XIQNPDPAVYQLRDSKSSDKSVCLFTDFDSQTNVSQS
constant region consensus KDSD Y TDKTVLDMRSMDFKSNS AV SNKSDFACA

sequence (TRAC*01) A N SI PEDTFFPSPESSCDVK EKSFET D LN
FQNLSVI GFRILLLKVAGFNLLMTLRLWSS ,
wherein
X is N , Y , H , or D

42 TCR a chain human Y Q DPA YQLRDSKSSDKS CLF D DSQ VSQS
constant region KDSDVYITDKTVLDMRSMDF SNSAVAWSNKSDFACA

NAFNNSI PED FFPSPESSCDVK L EKSFE D L
FQNLSVI GFR LLKV GFNLLMTLRLWSS

247 TCR chain mouse YIQNPEPA YQL KDPRSQDSTLCLFTDFDSQINVPKT
constant region MESGT TDKTVLDMKAMDS KSNGAI AWSNQT SFTCQ

D FKETNAT YPS SDVPCDATLTEKS FETDMNLN FQNL
SVMG R LLLKVAGFN L LRLWSS

43 TCR β chain human EDLNKVFPPEVAVFEPSEAEISHTQKATLVCLATGFF
constant region variant 1 PDHVELSW VNGKE HSGVSTDPQPLKE PALNDSRY

(TRBC1*01) CLSSRLRVS ATFWQNPRNH FRCQVQFYGL SENDEWTQ
DRAKPVTQI VSAEAWGRADCG TSVSY QGVLSAT L
YEILLGKATLYAVLVSALVLMAMVKRKDF

44 TCR β chain human EDLK VFPPEVAV FEPSEAEISHTQKATLVCLATGFY
constant region variant 2 PDHVELSWWVNGKEVHSGVSTDPQPLKEQPALNDSR .Y

(TRBC2*01) CLSSRLRVS ATFWQNPRNH FRCQVQFYGL SENDEWTQ
DRAKPVTQI VSAEAWGRADCG FTSESYOQGVL SAT L
YEILLGKATLYAVLVSALVLMAMVKRKDSR.G

248 TCR β chain mouse EDLRNVTPPKVSLFEPSKAEIANKQKATLVCLARGFF
constant region PD VE SW V GKEVHSGVSTD Q Y ES YSYCLSS

RLRVSATFWHNPRNHFRCQVQFHGLSEEDKWPEGSPK



SEQ Description Amino acid sequence
ID NO:

PVT N SAEAWGRADCGIT SASYHQGVLSATILYE
LGKATLY VLVSGL LMAMV KKNS

249 TCR0077 full-length a TQLLEQSPQFLSIQEGENLTVYCNSSSVFSSLQWYRQ
c in EPGEGPVLLVTVVTGGEVKKLKRLTFQFGDARKDSSL

H TAAQPGDTGLYLCAGYGGGS YKLTFGAGTRLTVK
PYIQNPEPAVYQLKDPRSQDST LCL DFDSQ V K
TMESGTFITDKTVLD MK MDSKSNGA S QTS C
QD FKETNATY SSDV CDA LTEKSF E DMN FQN
LSVMGLR LLLKVAGFNLLMTLRL SS

250 TCR0077 full-length β EAQVTQNPRYLITVTGKKLTVTCSQNMNHEYMSWYRQ
chain DPGLGLR YYSMNVEV TDKGDVPEGYKVSRKEKR F

PLILESPSPNQTSLYFCASRLTGRVHGYTFGPGTRLT
VLEDLRNVTPPKVSLFEPSKAEIANKQKATLVCLARG
FFPDHVELSWWVNGKE HSGVSTDPQAYKESNYSYCL
SSRLRYSAT FWHNPRNHFRCQVQFHGLSEEDKWPEGS
PK VT S EA G A CG SASYHQG LSAT LYE
LLGKATLYAVLVSGL LMA KKKNS

25 TCR0079 full-length a KNQVEQSPQSLIILEGKNCTLQ CNYTVSPFSNLR YK
chain QDTGRGPYSLTIMTFSENTKSNGRYTATLDADTKQSS

LH TASQLSDS SYICYVRGGAAGNKL TFGAGTRLTV
KPYIQNPEPA YQLKDPRSQDSTLCL TD DS0 NYP
KTMESGT TTDKTYLDMKAMDS KSNGAIAWSNQT SFT
CQD KE ATYPSSD PCDATLTEKS FE DMNLNFQ
NLSVMGLR LLLKVAGFNLLMTLRLWS S

252 TCR0079 full-length β DAGYIQS PRHEVTEMGQEVTLRCKPI SGHNSL FWYRQ
chain TMMRGLELLIYFNNNYPIDDSGMPEDRFSAKMPNASF

STLKIQPSEPRDSA YFCASSSGGANTEAFFGPGTRL
TYLEDLRNYTPPKYSL E SKAEIANKQKATL CLAR
GFFPDHVELSWWVNGKEVHSGVSTDPQAYKESNYSYC
LSSRLRYSAT FWHNPRNHFRCQYQFHGLSEEDKW EG
SPK TQN SAEAWGRADC G S SYHQGVL S LY
E LLGKATLYA LVSGLVLMAMVKKKNS

253 TCR008 1 full-length a AQSVTQLGSHVSVSEGALILLRCNYSSSVPPYLFWYV
chain 0YPNQGLOLLLKYTTGATL K NGFEAEFKKSETSF

HLTKPSAHM SDAAEY CAVSARYNFNKFY FGSGTKLS
IPYIQNPEPAVYQLKDPRSQDSTLCLFTDFDSQI N

PKTMESGTFITDKTVLDM K MD KSNGA AWSN TSF
TCQDI FKETNATYPSSDVPCDATLTEKSFETDMNLNF
QNLSVMGLRILLLKVAG NLL LRLWSS

254 TCR0081 full-length β DSGVTQT PKHLITATGQRVTLRCS PRSGDLSVYWYQQ
chain SLDQGLQFLIQYYNGEERAKG LERFSAQQ PDLHS

ELNLSSLELGDSALYFCASSASGGRSYEQYFGPGTRL
TVVEDLRNVTPPKVSLFEPSKAEIANKOKAT LYCLAR
GFFPDHVELS W NGKEVHSG STDP0AYKESNYSYC
LSSRLR SAT FWHNPRNHFRCQ QFHGLSEEDKW EG
SPKPVTQNI SAEAWGRADCGIT SASYHQGVLSATILY
E±LLGKATLYAVL SGLVLMAMV S

255 TCR0083 full-length EDQVTQS PEALRLQ EGESSSLNCSYTVSGLRGL FWYR
chain QDPGKGPEFLFTLYSAGEEKEK E LKATLTKKESFLH



SEQ Description Amino acid sequence
ID NO:

TAPKPE DSATY LCAVRNT GFQKLVFGTGTRLLVS PY

Q EPAVY L KD P SQDS TLCL FTDFDSQINVP KTM

ES GT T DKTVL DM MDS KSNGAI AWSNQTS FTCQD
FKETNATY P S S DVPCDATLTEKS FET DMNLN FQNLS

V MGL LLL K AG LLMT RLWS S

256 TCR0083 full-length β DTGVSQDPRHKI K G VT F CDP S EHNRL Y YRQ
chain TL GQGPE FL TYFQN EAQLE KSRLL S D RF SAERP GS F

S LE QR EQGDSA YLCASSWR TGRE E QY G G R
LLVLEDL RNVT P PKVSL E PSKAE IANKQKATLVCLA
RGF FPDHVELSWWVNGKEVH SGVS TDPQAYKE SNYSY
CL S S RLRV SAT FWHNPRNH FRCQVQ HGL S E ED PE
GS PKPVTQNI SAEAWGRADCGI S ASYH GVL S L
YE LGKA LYAVLVSGLV LMAMVKK K S

257 TCR0085 full-length a KQEVTQI PAAL SVP EGENL VLNC S FTDSAI YNLQWFR
chain QDPGKGLT S IQS S REQ S GRLNASLDKS SGRST

L AA SQPGDSATYLC VML NQGGKL I FGQGTELS V
P Q EPAVYQL D RS QDS LCL FTDFDS Q V

KTME SGT F I TDKTVLDMKAMDS KSNGAI AWSNQTS FT
CQ D KE ATYP S S DVPCDATLTEKS FE DMN L Q
NL SVMGLR LL KV G N LMT L L S S

258 TCR0085 full-length β KAGVTQT PRYLI KT RGQQVTLSCS P I S GHRSVSWYQQ

c in TPGQGLQ FL FEY FS ETQRNKGN FPGRFSGRQFSNSRS
EMNVSTL ELGDSALYLC S SLGRGYEQY FGPGT RLTV

T EDL RNVT PP KV SL EP S KAE ANKQKATLVC LARG
DHVEL S V GKE HS GVS T D QAYKE S N YSYCL S

SRLRVSAT HNP RNHFRC QVQ FHGLS EED K PEGS P
KPVTQNI SAEAWGRADCGI TSAS HQGVL SAT L E
LL GKATL AVLVS GLVLMAMVK KK S

58 TCR0078 full-length a TQLL EQS PQFL S I QEGENL TVYCNS S S VF S SL0 WYRQ

chain E GE GPVL V VVT GG VKKLKRL FQ GDARKDS SL
HI TAAQPGDTGLYLCAGYGGGSNYKLT FGKGTLLTVN
PYI Q P DPAVYQL RDSKS S DKSVC L D DS Q T V S Q

SKDS DVY I TDKTVL DMRSMDFKSN SAV S NKS D AC
A NS 1 EDT FFPS P ES SCDVKLV EKS FETD L
NFQNLSV I GFRI LLLKVAGFNLLMTL RLWSS

236 TCR0078 full-length a TQLLEOS PQFLS IQEGENLTVYCNS S SVFS SLQWYRQ

chain, with a GS EP G GPVLL VTVVT GGEVKKLKRL T FQFGDARKD S SL

extension H TAAQPGDTGLYLCAGYGGGSNYKLT FGKGTLLTVN
PY QNPDPAVYQLRDSKSSDKSVCLFTDFDSQT VSQ
SKDS DV I DKTVL DMRSMD KSNSAVA S KSDFAC

ANAFNNS I I PEDT FFPS PBSSC DV LVEKS ET D NL
N QNLSV GFR LLKVAGFNLLMT RLWSSGS

259 TCR0078 full-length TQLL EQS PQFL S 1 0 EGENL TVYCNS S SVF S SL0 WYRQ

chain, with Furin residues E GE GPVL TVVT GG VKKLKRL T FQFGDARKD S SL

(cleaved), variant 1 HI TAAQPGDTGLYLCAGYGGGSNYKLT FGKGTLLTVN
P IQNPDPAVYQLRDSKS S DKSVCL TDFDSQT VSQ
SKDS DV I DKTVL DMRSMD KSNSAV WSNKSDFAC
ANAFNN S EDT F FP S PE S SCDVKLVEKS FETDTNL
NFQNLSVI GFRI LLLKVAGFNLLMTLRLWS S RAKR



SEQ Description Amino acid sequence
ID NO:

260 TCR0078 full-length a TQLLEQSPQFLSIQ EGENL YC SSSVFSSLQ YR
chain, with Furin residues EPGEGPVLLVTVVTGGEVKKLKRLTFQFGDARKD SSL
(cleaved), variant 2 HIT QP D GLYLCAGYGGGSNYKLTFGKGTLLT VN

PY QNPD A YQL DSKSSD SVCL TDFDSQTNVSQ
SKDSDVYITDKTVLDMRSMDFKSNSAVAWSNKSDFAC
A A NS PEDTFFPSPESSC D KLVEKSFE TDTNL
NFQNLSV GFRI LLKV GF LLMTLRLWSS RA

272 TCR0078 full-length a TQLLEQSPQFLSIQEGENLTVYC SSSVFSSLQWYRQ
chain, with Furin residues E GEGPVLLVTVVT GGEVKKLKRL TFQFGDARKD SSL
(cleaved), variant 3 H TAAQPGDTGLYLCAGYGGGSNYKLT FGKG LLTVN

NPDPAVYQLRDSKSSDKSVCLF TD DSQT VSQ
SKDSDVY DKTVL D RSMDFKSNSA AWSNKSD FAC
ANA FNNSIIPEDTFFPSPBSSC DVKLVEKS ETDTNL
N QNLSVIGFR ILLLK AG LLMTLRL SS AK

261 TCR0078 full-length a TQLLEQSPQFLSIQEGENLTVYCNSSSVFSSL0WYRQ
chain, with P2A residues EPGEGPVLLVTVVTGGEVKKLKRLTFQFGDARKD SSL
(cleaved) AAQPGDTGLYLCAGYGGGS YKLT GKG LL N

PYIQNPDPAVYQLRDSKSSDKSVC L D DSQTNVSQ
SKDSDVYITDKTVLDMRSMDFKSN SAV SNKSD AC
ANAFNNSIIPE DTFFPSPESSC D KLVEKSFE TDTNL
NFQNLSV IGFRILLLKVAGFNLLMTLRLWSSGSGATN
FSLLKQAGDVE EN G

59 TCR0078 full-length β EAQVTQNPRYLITV GK LTV CSQNMN EY S YRQ
chain variant 1 DPGLGLRQ YSM VEVTDKGDVPE GY VSRKEKRN F

PL ILESPSPNQT SLYFCAS RLTGRVHGYT FGSG RLT
W EDLNKV FPPEVAVEEPSEAE SHTQKATLVCLATG
FFPDHVELSWWVNGKE HSGVSTD QPLKEQPALNDS
RYCLSS RLRVSAT FWQNP NHFRCQVQ GLSEN DEW
TQDRAKPVTQIVS EAWGRADCGFTSVSY QQGVLSAT
LYEILLGKATL AVLVSALVLMAMVK RKDF

237 TCR0078 full-length β EAQVTQNPRYLITVTGKKLTVTCSQNMNHEYMSWYRQ
chain variant 1, with P2A DPGLGL Q Y SMNVEVT DKGDVPEGY KVSRKEK RN F
residues (cleaved) PL LESPSPNQT SLYFCAS RLTGRVHGYT FGSGTRLT

W EDLNKV FPPEVAVEEPSEAE SHTQKATLVCLATG
FFPDHV ELSW NGKE SGVSTDPQPLKEQ ALNDS
RYCLSS RLRVSAT FWQNPRNHFRCQVQFYGLS E DEW
TQDRAKPVTQIVS EAWGRADCGFTSVSY QQG LSAT
LYEILLGKATL AVLVSALVLMAMVK RKDFGSGATN

FSLLKQAGDVE!ENPG
262 TCR0078 full-length β EAQVTQNPRYLITVTGKKLTVTCSQNMNHEYMSWYRQ

chain variant 1, with a GS DPGLGLRQIYYSMNVEVTDKGDVPEGYKVSRKEKRNF
extension PL LES SPNQT SLY FCASRLTGRVHGYT FGSGTRLT

VVEDLNKVFPPEVAVFEPSEAEISHTQKATLVCLATG
F DHVELSWWVNGK EVHSG STDPQP LKEQPALNDS
RYCLSSRLRVSAT FWQNPRNH FRCQVQ FYGLSENDE
TQDR K VTQIVSAEAWGRADCGFTS VSYQQGV SAT
Ϊ LYE ILLGKATL VLVSA VLMAM KRKD GS

263 TCR0078 full-length β EAQVTQNPRYLITVTGKKLTVTCSQNMNHEYMSWYRQ
chain variant 1, with Furin DPGLGLRQ YYSMNVEV TDKGDV EGYKVSRKEK RNF



SEQ Description Amino acid sequence
ID NO:

residues (cleaved), variant PLILESPSPNQTSLY FCAS RL GRVH GY FGSG L
1 W EDLNKV PPEVAV EEPSEAE SHTQK LVCLATG

FFPDHV ELSWWVNGKEVHSGVSTDPQPLKEQ AL DS
R CLSSRLRVS ATFWQ H RCQVQ YGLSEN DE
TQD AKPVTQ V S E GRADCGFTSVSY QQGVLSAT
ILYEILLGKATLYAVLVSALVLMAMVKRKDFRAKR

264 TCR0078 full-length β E Q TQN PRYL TV GKKLTV CSQNM HEY S YRQ

chain variant 1, with Furin DPGLGL Q Y SMNVEVT DKGDVPE GYKVSRKEKRNF
residues (cleaved), variant PL ILES PSPNQT SLY EGAS L GRVHGYT FGSG RLT

W EDLNKVFPPEVAV FEPSEAE SHTQKA LVCLATG
FFPDHV ELSWWVNGKEVHSGVSTDPQPLKEQP ALNDS
RYCLSSRLR VSA 'WQNPRNHFRCQVQFYGLSEN DEW
TQD AKPVTQ V S E GRADCGFTSVSY Q GVLSAT
LYE LLGK TL VL SALVLMAMV K KD A

273 TCR0078 full-length β EAQVTQNPRYLITVTGKKLTVTCSQNMNHEYMSWYRQ

chain variant 1, with Furin DPGLGLRQIYY SMNVEVT DKGDVPE GYKVSRKEKRNF
residues (cleaved), variant PL LES PSPNQT SLY EGAS RLT GRVHGYT FGSGTRLT

3 W ED NKVFPPEVAV FEPSEAE SHTQKATLVCLATG
FFPD VELSWWVNGKEVHSGVSTDPQP LKEQ AL DS
RYCLSS RLRVSAT FWQ HFRCQVQ FYGLSE DEW
TQD AKPVTQ S E WGRADCGFTSVSY QQGVLSAT
LYE LLGK TLYAVL V SALVLMAMVK KDFRAK

60 TCR0078 full-length β EAQVTQNPRY TVTGK LTVTCSQNM EY S YRQ

chain variant 2 DPGLGLRQIYY SMNVEVT DKGDVPE GYKVSRKEKRNF
PL ILESPS NQTSLY FCAS RLT GRVH GYT FGSG LT
VVEDLK V EVAV FE SEAE SHTQK LVCLATG
Y PD VELSWWVNGKEVHSGVSTDPQP LKEQ ALNDS

RYCLSS RLRVSAT FWQN RNH FRCQVQ FYGLSE DEW
TQDRAKPVTQI V S E WGRADCG TSESYQQGVL SAT
LYE LLGK TLYAVL SALVLMAMVK KDSRG

61 TCR0080 full-length a KNQVEQSPQSLI ILEGKNCTLQCNYTVSPFSNLRWYK

c in QDTGRGPVSLTIMTFSENTKSNGRYTATLDADTKQSS
LH TASQLSDSASY CVVRGGAAGNKLT FGGGT VLV
KPYLQN PDPAVYQLRDSKS SDKSVCLFTD FDSQTNVS
QSKDSDVYI TDKTVLDMRSMD FKSNSAVAWS NKS D A

CA A FNNSI PEDTFFPSPESSCDV LVEKS E D
LN FQNLSVI GFRILLLKVAGFNLLMTLRLWS S

62 TCR0080 full-length β DAGVIQS PRHEVTEMGQEVTLRCKPI SGHNSL FWYRQ

chain variant 1 TMMRGLELLIYFNNNVPIDDSGMPEDRFSAKMPNASF
STLKIQPSEPRD SAVYFCAS SSGGANT E FFGQGT RL
TVVEDLN KV FPPEVAV EPSEAELS TQK TLVCLAT
GFFP VEL SWWVNGKE V SGVSTDPQ PLKEQPALND
SRYCLSS RLRVSAT FWQNP RNH FRCQVQ YG SENDE
WTQDRA KPVTQ VSAEAWGRAD CG FTSVSYQQGVLSA
T LYE LLGKA TLYAVLVSALVLMAMV KRKDF

63 TCR0080 full-length β DAGVIQS PRHEVTEMGQEVTLRCKPI SGHNSL FWYRQ

chain variant 2 TMMRGLELLIYFNNNVPIDDSGMPEDRFSAKMPNASF
STLKIQPSEPRD SAVY FCAS SSGGANT EA FFGQG TRL
TVVE DLKNV FP EVAV FEPSEAEISHTQKAT LVCLAT



SEQ Description Amino acid sequence
ID NO:

GFYPDHVELS V GKEVH SGVSTDPQPLKEQPALND
SRYC SS L VSA FWQNPRNH FRCQVQFYGLSENDE
WTQDRAK VSAEAWGRADCGFTSES YQ GVLSA
T LYE LLGKATLY VLVSAL LM MVKRKDSRG

64 TCR0082 fo -length a AQSVTQLGSHVSVSEGALVLLRCNYSSSVPPYLFWYV
c in QYPNQGLQLLLK SAAT VKG NG EAEFKKSETS

HL KPS MSDAAEYFCAVSARYN N FY FGSG KLN
VKPYIQNPDPAVYQLRDSKSSDKSVCL DFDSQTNV
SQSKDSDVY DKTVLDMRSMD FKSNS V WSN SDF
ACANAFNNS IPEDT FFPS PES SCDVKLVEKS FETDT
NLN FONLS GFRILLLK AGFNLLMTLRLWS S

65 TCR0082 full-length β DSGVTQTPKHLITATGQRVTLRCSPRSGDLSVYWYQQ
chain variant 1 SLD GLQFL YYNGEERAKGN LERFS QQ PDLHS

ELNLSSLELGDSALYF CAS, ASGGRSYEQYFGPGTRL
TVTEDLNKVFPPEVAVFEPSEAEI SHTQKATLVCLAT
GFFPDHVELSWWVNGKE VHSGVSTDPQPLKEQPALND
SRYCLSSRLRVSAT FWQNPRNH FRCQVQ GLSENDE
WTQDRA PVTQ VSAEAWGRADCGFTSVSYQQGVLSA
TILYEILLGKATLYAVLVSALVLMAMVKRKDF

66 TCR0082 full-length β DSGVTQT PKHLITATGQRVTLRCS PRSGDLSVYWYQQ
chain variant 2 SLDQGLQFL YYNGEERAKGN LERFSAQQ FPDLHS

ELNLSSLELGDSALYF CASSASGGRSYEQYFGPGTRL
TVTEDLKNVFPPEVAVFEPSEAEI SHTQKATLVCLAT
GFYPDHVELSWWVNGKE HSGVSTDPQPLKEQPALND
SRYCLSSRLRVSAT FWQNPRNH FRCQVQ G SENDE
WTQDRAKPVTQ VSAEAWGRADCGFTSESYQQGVLSA
TILYEILLGKATLYAVLVSALVLMAMVKRKDSRG

67 TCR0084 full-length a EDQVTQSPEALRLQEGESSSLNCSYTVSGLRGLFWYR
chain QDPGKGPEFLFTLYSAGEEKEKERLKATLTKKES FLH

ITAPKPEDSATYLCAVRNTGFQKLVFGTGTRLLVSPY
IQNPD AVYQLRDSKSSDKSVCLFTDFDSQTNVSQSK
DSDVY DKTVLDMRSMDFKSNS VAWSNKSD C
AFNNS EDTFFPSPESSC DVKLVEKS ETDTNLNF
QNLSV GFR LLLKVAGFNLLM LRL SS

68 TCR0084 full-length β DTGVSQNPRHKI TKRGQNVT FRCDPI SEHNRLYWYRQ
chain variant 1 TLGQGPEFLTYFONEAQLEKSRLLSDRFSAERPKGSF

STLEIQRTEQGDSAMYLCASSWRTGREETQYFGPGTR
LLVLEDLNKVFPPEVAVFEPSEAEISHTQKATLVCLA
TGFFPDHVELSWWVNGKEVHSGVSTDPQPLKEOPALN
DSRYCLSSRLRVSAT FWQNPRNH FRCQVQ YG SEND
EWTQDRAKPVTQI VS EAWGRADCGFTS VSY QGVLS
A LYE LLGKATL AVLVSALVLMAMVKRKD

69 TCR0084 full-length β DTGVSQNPRHKI TKRGQNVT FRCDPI SEHNRLYWYRQ
chain variant 2 TLGQGPEFLTYFONEAQLEKSRLLSDRFSAERPKGSF

STLEIQRTEQGDSAMYLCASSWRTGREETQYFGPGTR
LLVLEDLKNVFPPEVAV FEPSEAEISHTQKATLVCLA
TGFYPDHVELSWWVNGKEVHSGVSTDPQPLKEOPALN
DSRYCLSSRLRVSAT FWQNPRNHFRCQVQFYGLSEND
EWTQDRAKPVT01VSAEAWGRADCGFTSE YQ0GVLS



SEQ Description Amino acid sequence
ID NO:

AT LYEILLGKATLYAVLVSALVLMAMVKRKDS RG
70 TCR0086 full-length a KQEVTQI PAALSVPEGENLVLNCS TDSA YNLOWFR

chain QDPGKGLTSTJ .IQSSQRF.QTSGRLNASLDKSSGRST
L IA SQPGDS TYLCAVMLWNQGGKLIFGQGTEL SV
KPYIQNPD VYQLRDSKSSDKSVCLFTDFDSQT VS
QSKDSDVYI DKTVLDMRSMDFKSNS VA S KSD A
CA FNN S PED FFPSPESSCDVKLVEKSFET D
LNFQNLSVIGFRILLLKVAGFNLLMTLRLWSS

7 1 TCR0086 full-length β KAGVTQT PRYLI KTRGQQVTLSCS ISGHRSVSWYQQ
chain variant 1 TPGQGLQFLFEYFSETQRNKGNFPGRFSGRQFSNSRS

EMNVSTLELGDSALYLCASSLGRGYEQYFGPGTRLT V
TEDLN KVFPPEV V EPSEAE SHTQKATLVCLATGF
FPDHVELSSJWVNGKEVHSGVSTDPQPLKEQPALNDSR

YCLSSRLRVSATFWQNPRNHFRCQVQFYGLSENDEWT
QDRAKPVTQIVSAEA GRADCGFTSVSYQQGVLSATI
LYEI LLG A L VLVS VLMAMVKR DF

72 TCR0086 full-length β KAGVTQT PRYLI KTRGQQVTLSCS PISGHRSVSWYQQ
chain variant 2 TPGQGLQFLFEYFSETQRNKGNFPGRFSGRQF SN SR S

EMNVSTLELGDSALYLCASSLGRGYEQYFGPGTRLT V
TEDLKNVFPPEVAV FEPSEAE SHTQKATLVCLATGF
YPDHVELSWWVNGKEVHSGVSTDPQPLKEQPALNDSR
YCLS SRLRVSAT FWQNPRNHFRCQVQFYGLSENDEWT
QDRAKPVTQIVSAEAWGRADCGFTSESYQQGVLSATI
LYEILLGKATL YAVLVS VLMAMVKR KDSRG

73 a chain germline sequence TQLLEQSPQFLS10EGENLTVYCNSSSVFSSL0WYRQ
TRAV27 EPGEGPVLLVTVVTGGEVKKLKRLTFOFGDARKDSSL

H TAAQPGDTGLYLCAG
74 (3 chain germline sequence E QVTQ RYLITVTGKKLTVTCSQNMNHEYMS RQ

TRBV27 DPGLGLRQ YSMNVEVTDKGDVPEGYKVSRKE RN F
PL LESPSPNQTSLYFCAS

75 a chain germline sequence KNQVEQSPQSLI ILEG NCTL C Y T S P FSN LRWYK

TRAV10 QDTGRGPVSLTI TFSE TKSNGRYTATLDADTKQSS
LHITASQLSDSASYICVV

76 β chain germline sequence DAGVIQS PRHEVTEMGQEVTLRCKPI SGHNSL FWYRQ
TRBV12-3 TMMRGLELLIYFNNNVPIDDSGMPEDRFSAKMPNASF

STLKIQPSEPRD SAVY CASS
7/ a chain germline sequence AQSVTQLGSH SVSEGALVLLRCNYSSSVPPYL WYV

TRAV8-4 QYPNQGLQLLLKYTSAAT VKG NG EAEFKKS E TSF
HLTK SAHM SDAAEYFCAVS

78 β chain germline sequence DSGVTQTPKHLITATGQRVTLRCSPRSGDLSVYWYQQ
TRBV9~ SLDQGLQFLIHYYNGEERAKGNILERFSAQQFPDLHS

ELNLSSLELGDSALYFCASS
79 a chain germiine sequence EDQVTQSPEALRLOEGESSSLNCSYTVSGLRGLFWYR

TRAV20 QDPGKGPEFLFTLYSAGEEKEKERLKATLTKKES FLH
ITAPKPEDSATYLC AV

80 β chain germline sequence DTGVSQN PRHKI TKRGQNVT FRCDPI SEHNRLYWYRQ
TRBV7-9 TLGQGPEFLTYFQNEAQLEKSRLLSDRFSAERPKGSF

STLEIORTEQGDSAMYLCASS
8 1 a chain germline sequence KQEVTQI PAALSVPEGENLVLNCS TDSA YNLQWFR



SEQ Description Amino acid sequence
ID NO:

TRAV21 QDPGKGLTSLLLIQSSQREQTSGRLNASLDKSSGRST
LY SQPGDSATYLC V

82 β chain germline sequence KAGVTQT PRYLI KTRGQQVTLSCS ISGHRSVSWYQQ
TRBV5-1 TPGQGLQFLFEYFSETQRNKGNFPGRFSGRQFSNSRS

EMNVSTLELGDSALYLCA SSL
83 Immature TCR0078 β MGPQLLGYVVLCLLGAGPLEAQVTQNPRYLITVTGKK

chain-P2A cleavage site- LTVTCSONMNHE YMS YRQDPGLGLR YYSMNVEVT
TCR0078 a chain DKGDVPEGYKVSRKEKRNFPLILESPSPNQTSL YFCA
sequence SRLTGRVHGYTFGSGTRLTWE DLNKV FPPEVAV FEP

SEAEISHTQKATLVCLATGFFPDHVELSWWVNGKEVH
SGVSTDPQPL KEQPALNDSRYCLSSR R SAT FWQNP
RNHFRCQVQFYGLSENDEWTQDRAKPVTQIVSAEAWG
RADCGFTSVSY0QGVLSATILYEILLGKATLY VLVS
ALVLMAMVKRKDFGSGATN FSLLKQAGDVEEN GPMV
LKFSVSIL I LA VSTQLLEQSPQFLSIQEGENLTV
YC SSSV SSL YRQEPGEGPVLLVT V GGE KL
RLTFQFGDARKDSSLHITAAQPGDTGLYLCAGYGGG
SNYKLT FGKGTLLT NP IQNPDPAVYQLRDS KSSDK
SVCLFTDFDSQTNVSQSKDSDVY TD TVLDMRSMDF
KS SAVAWS KSDFACANA S EDTFFPSPESS
CDVKLVE KSFET DTNLNFQNLS IGFRILLLKVAG N
LLM'ILRLWSSGS

266 Immature TCR0078 β MGP LLGYVVLC LLGAGPLE QVT RYLITVTGKK
chain-Furin-P2A- LTVTCSQNMNHEYMSWY RQDPGLGLRQ YSMNV EVT
TCR0078 a chain DKGDVPEGYKVSRKEKR FPL LESPSPNQTSLYFCA
sequence SRLTGRVHGYTFGSGTRLTWEDLNKVFP PEVAV FEP

SEAEISHTQKATLVCLATG DHVELS WV G EVH
SGVSTDPQPLKEQP LNDSRYCLSS L VSAT F Q
RNHFRCQVQ FYGLS E DE TQDRAKPV TQIVSAE G
RADCGFTSVSYQQGV LSATILYE L G TLYAVLVS
ALVLMAMVKRKD RAKRSGSGATN SLLKQAGDVEEN
PGPMVLKFSVSIL QLAWVSTQLLEQSPQFLS 0EG
ENLTVYCNSSSVFSSLQWYRQEPGEGPVLLVTVVTGG
EVKKLKRLT FQFGDARKDSSLHITAAQPGDTGLYLCA
GYGGGSNYKLTFGKGTLLTVNPYIQNPDP AVYQLRDS
KSSDKSVCLFTDFDSQTNVS0SKDSDVY TDKTVLDM
RSMDFKSNSAVA S KSDFACANA FNNSIIPEDTFFP
SPESSCDVKLVEKS FETDTNLNFQNLS V GFRILLLK
VAG FNLLMTLRL SS

267 Immature TCR0078 β MGPQLLGYVVLCLLGAGPLEAQVTQNPRYLITVTGKK
chain -Furin-P2A- LTVTCSQNM HEY S YRQDPGLGLRQIY YSM VEVT
TCR0078 a chain DKGDVPEGYKVSRKEKRNFPLILES SPNQTSLYFCA
sequence, with a GS SRLTGRVHGYTFGSGTRLTVVEDLNKVFPPEVAV E

extension SEAEISHTQKATLVCLAT GFFPDHVELSWWVNGKEVH
SGVSTD Q LKE0 ALNDSRYCLSSRLRVSATFWQ
RNHFRCQVQ FYGLSENDEWTQDRAKPVTQIVSAEAWG
RADCGFTSVSYQ0GVLSATILYEILLGKATLY VLVS
ALVLMAMVKRKD RAKRSGSGA NFSLLKQAGDVEEN
PGPMVLKFSVS ILWIQLA VSTQLLEQSPQ FLSIQEG



SEQ Description Amino acid sequence
ID NO:

E L VYCNS SSVFSSLQWY QEPGEGPVLLVT GG
EVKKLKRLT FQFGDARKDSSLH T A GDTGLYLCA
GYGGGSNYK LT GKGTLLTV YIQNPD V QLRDS
KSSDKSVC L TDFDSQTNVSQSKDSDV Y DK VLDM
RSMD FKSNS VA SNKSD ACA AF NSI EDTF P
SPESSCDVKLVEKS FETDTNLN FQNLSVIGFRILLLK
V GFN LMTL L SSGS

268 Immature TCR0078 a MVLKFSVS LWI LA STQLLEQSPQFLS QEGENL
chain-Furin-P2A- TVYCNS SSVFSSLQWYRQE PGEGPVLLVT VVTGGEVK
TCR0078 β chain KLKRLTFQFGDARKDSSLHITAAQPGDTGLYLCAGYG
sequence GGSNYKLTFGKGTLLTVNPYIQNPDP AVYQLRDSKSS

DKSVCL FTDFDSQTNVSQS KDSDVY DKTVLDM RSM
DFKSNSAVAWSNKS DFAC FNNS IPEDT FFPS PE
SSCDVKLVEKS FETDTNLN FQNLSVIGFR LLLKVAG
FNLLMTL RLWSSRA RSGSG TNFSLLKQAGDVEENP
GPMGPQLLGY LCLLGAGPLEAQVTQNPRYLITVTG
KKLTVTCSQNMNHEYMSWYRQDPGLGLRQIYYSMNVE
VTDKGDVPEGYKVSRKEKRNFPLILESPSPNQTSLYF
CASRLTGRVHGY TFGSGTRLTVVE DLNKVFPP EVAVF
EPSEAE SHTQKATLVCLATGFFP DHVELS V GKE
VHSGVSTDPQPLKEQPALNDSRYCLSSRLRVSATFWQ
NPRNHFRCQVQFYGLSENDEWTQDRAKPVTQIVSAEA
WGRADCG FTSVSYQQGVL SAT LYEILLGKAT LYAVL
VSALVLMAMVKRKDF

269 Immature TCR0078 a MVLKFSVS LW10LAWVST0LLE SP0FLS10EGENL
chain-Furin-P2A- TVYCNSSSVFSSLQWYRQEPGEGPVLLVTWT GGEVK
TCR0078 p chain KLKRLTFQFGD_ARKDSSLHITAAQPGDTGLYLC.AGYG

sequence, with a GS GGSNYKLTFGKGTLLTVNPYIQNPDPAVYQLRDSKSS
extension DK VCLFTDFDS0TNVSQSKD DVYITDKTVLDMRSM

DFKSNSAVAW SNKSDFACANAFNNS11 EDTF SΡE
SSCDVKLVEKS FETDTNLN FQNLSVIGFRILLLKVAG
FNLLMTLRLWSSR RSGSG TN SLLKQ GDVEE P
GPMGPQLLGYWLCLLGAGPLEAQVTQNPRYLITVTG
KKLTVTCSQNMNHEYMS Y QDPGLGLRQ YYSMNVE
VTDKGDVPEGYKVSRKEKRN L LESPSPNQTS LYF
CASRLTGRVHGYTFGSGTRLTVVEDLNKVFPPEVAVF
EPSEAEI SHTQKATLVCLATGF D V ELSWWVNGKE
VHSGVSTDPQP LKEQ ALNDSRYCLSSRLRVSAT WQ
NPRNHFRCQVQFYGLSENDEWTQDRAKPVTQIVSAEA
WGRADCG TSVS YQQGVLSAT L EILLGKATLYAVL
VSALVLMAMVKRKDFGS

270 Immature TCR0078 a LKFSVSIL QLA VSTQLLEQSPQFLS QEGENL
chain-P2A cleavage site- TVYCNSSSVFSSLQWYRQEPGEGPVLLVTVVT GGEVK
TCR0078 chain KLKRLTFQFGDARK DSSLH TAAQ PGDTGLYLCAGYG
sequence GGSNYKLT FGKGTLLTVNPY QNPDPAVYQLRDS KSS

DKSVCLFTD FDSQTNVSQS KDSDVYITDKTVLDMRSM
DFKSNSAVAWS NKSD ACANAFNNS PEDT FFPSPE
SSCDVKLVEKS FETDTN FQNLSV GFR L L VAG
FNLLMTLRLWSSGSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPGPMGP



SEQ Description Amino acid sequence
ID NO:

QLLGYVVLCLLGAGPLEAQVTQNPRYLI TVTGKKLTV
TCSQNMNH EYMSWYRQDPGLGLRQI YY SM VEVTDKG
DV PEGYKVS RKE KRNFPLI LES PS PNQT SLY FCASRL
TGRVHGYT FGSG RLT EDL K FPP EVA EP SEA
E SHTQKATLVC G P DHVEL SWWVNGKEVHSGV

STD PLKEQPALNDSRYCLSS RLRVSAT FWQN RNH

FRCQVQ F'YGL SE DE TQDRAKPVTQ VSAEAWGRAD
CGFTSVSYQQGVL SATI LYE LLGKATLYAVL SALV
LMAMVKRKD F

271 Immature TCR0078 a MVLKFSVS LWI LA STQLL EQSPQFL S QEGENL
chain-P2A cleavage site- TVYCNS S S FSS LQWYRQE PGEGPVLLVT VVT GGEVK

TCR0078 β chain KLKRLTFQFGDARKDS SLHI TAAQPGDTGLYLCAGYG
sequence, with GS GGSNY KLTFGKGTLLTVNP YIQNPDP AVYQLRDS KS S
extension DKSVCL FTD FDSQTNVSQS KDS DV T DKTVL DM RSM

DFKSNSAVAWSNKS DFACANAFN S PEDT FPS PE
SSCDVKLVEKSFET DTNLN FQNLSVI GFRILLLKVAG
FNLLMTLRLWSSGS GATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPGPMGP
QLLGYW LCLLGAGPLEAQVTQNPRYLI TVTGK LTV
TCSQNMNHEYMSWYRQDPGLGLRQIYY SMNVEVT DKG
D EGYKVS RKE KRN FPLI LES PS PNQ TSLYFCASRL
TGRVHGYTFGSGTRLTVVE DLNKV FP PEVAV EP SEA
EI SHTQKATLVCLATGFFP DHVEL S V GKEVHSGV

STDPQPLKEQ AL DSRYCLSSRL RVSAT FWQN PRNH
FRCQVQ GLSEND E T QDRAKPVTQ SAEAWGRAD
CGFTSVS YQQGVL SATI LYEI LLGKATL AVLVSALV
LMAMVKR D FGS

90 Kozak-TCR0078 β chain- gc c accatgggacctcagc t gc t gggatacg 1g gc
P2A cleavage site- tgtgtctgcttggagccggacctctggaagcccaagt
TCR0078 a chain nucleic ga c a c a ga a c cccaga t a c c gate a c c g t ga c c ggc
acid sequence variant 1 aagaaactgaccgtgacctgcagccagaacatgaacc

acgagtacatgagctggtacagacaggaccctggcct
gggcctgagacagatctactacagcatgaacgtggaa
gt ga ccgaca gggc gaegtg c ccga gggc t a c a a gg
t g tcca gaaaaga gaagc gga a c ttcc c a c t ga t c c t
ggaaagc c catctc c t aacc a ga c c a gc c tgta c c
tgegee a gc a ga ctgaca ggc a ga gt gc a c ggctaca
c a 1 1 ggc a geggcac c gactgac t g t ggt gga a ga
t c t ga a c aaggtg c c c t c c a ga ggt ggc c g t g c
gagccttctgaggccgagatcagccacacacagaaag
ccacactcgtgtgcctggccaccggcttttttcccga
tcacgtggaactgtcttggtgggtcaacggcaaagag
gtgcacagcggcgtcagcacagatccccagcctctga
aagaacagcccgctctgaacgacagccggtactgcct
gtcctccagactgagagtgtccgccaccttctggcag
aaccctcggaaccacttcagatgccaggtgcagttct
acggcctgagcgagaacgatgagtggacccaggatag
agccaagcctgtgactcagatcgtgtctgccgaagcc
tggggcagagccgattgtggctttaccagcgtgtcct
atcagcagggcgtgctgtctgccaccatcctgtatga



SEQ Description Amino acid sequence

ID NO:

gatcctgctgggcaaagccactctgtacgccgtgctg

g1 1ctgccctggtgctgatggc c tggtca agagaa

aggactttggctccggcgccaccaacttcagcctgct

gaaacaggctggcgacgtggaagagaaccccggacct

atggtgctgaagttctccgtgtccatcctgtggattc

agctggcttgggtgtccacacagctgctcgaacagag

ccctcagttcctgagcatccaagagggcgagaacctg

acagtgtactgcaacagcagcagcgtgttcagcagcc

tgcagtggtacaggcaagagcctggcgaaggacctgt

gctgctggtcacagttgtgacaggcggcgaagtgaag

aagctgaagcggctgaccttccagttcggcgacgcca

gaaaggatagctccctgcacattaccgctgctcagcc

aggcga t .accggcctgta tc tgtgtg c tggatat ggc

ggcggaagcaact acaagc tgacc11 1 .ggcaagggca

ccctgc gacagtgaacccc aca11cagaacc ccga

ccage cgtgt tcagctgagagacagcaagagcagc

gacaagagcgtgtgtctgttcaccga cttcg acagcc

agaccaacgtgtcccagagcaaggacagcgacgtgta

catcacc gacaagaccgtgctggacatg cggagca g

gacttcaagagcaacagcgccgtggcctggtccaaca

agagcgatttcgcctgcgccaacgccttcaacaacag

cattatccccgaggacacattcttcccaagtcctgag

agcagctgcgacgtgaagctggtggaaaagagcttcg

agacagacaccaacctgaacttccagaacctgagcgt

gatcggcttcagaatcctgctgctgaaggtggccggc

ttcaatctgctgatgaccctgagactgtggtccagcg

gatcctga

238 Kozak-TCR0078 β chain- gccaccatggg acctcagctgctggga acg11g gc

P2A cleavage site- tgtgtctgcttggagccggacctctggaagcccaagt

TCR0078 chain nucleic gacacagaaccccagatacctgatcaccgtgaccggc

acid sequence variant 2 aagaaactgaccgtgacctgcagccagaacatgaacc

acgagtacatgagctggtacagacaggaccctggcct

gggcctgagacagatctactacagcatgaacgtggaa

gtgaccgacaagggcgacgtgcccgagggctacaagg

tgtccagaaaagagaagcggaacttcccactgatcct

ggaaagcccatctcctaaccagaccagcctgtacttc

tgcgccagcagactgacaggcagagtgcacggctaca

catttggcagcggcaccagactgactgtggtggaaga

c gaacaaggtgt cccgccggaag ggccgtgt tc

gage c1 1 .ctgaggccgaga tcagccacacacagaaag

ccac c cgtgtgcctggccac cggctt 111cccga

tcacgtggaactgtcttggtgggtcaacggcaaagag

gtgcacagcggcgtcagcacagatccccagcctctga

aagaacagcccgctctgaacgacagccggtactgcct

g cctcccgactgagagtgtccgee acc1 ctggcag

aaccctcggaaccacttcagatgccaggtgcagttct

acggcctgagcgagaacgatgagtggacccaggatag

agccaagcctgtgactcagatcgtgtctgccgaagcc

tggggcagagccgattgtggctttaccagcgtgtcct



SEQ Description Amino acid sequence
ID NO:

atcagcagggcgtgctgtctgccaccatcctgtatga

gatcctgctgggcaaagccactctgtacgccgtgctg

gtttctgccctggtgctgatggccatggtcaagagaa

aggactttggctccggcgccaccaacttcagcctgct

gaaacaggctggcgacgtggaagagaaccccggacct

atggtgctgaagttctccgtgtccatcctgtggattc

agctggcttgggtgtccacacagctgctcgaacagag

ccctcagttcctgagcatccaagagggcgagaacctg

acagtgtactgcaacagcagcagcgtgttcagcagcc

tgcagtggtacaggcaagagcctggcgaaggacctgt

gctgctggtcacagttgtgacaggcggcgaagtgaag

aagctgaagcggctgaccttccagttcggcgacgcca

gaaaggatagctccctgcacattaccgctgctcagcc

aggcgat accggc c tatctgtg tgc ggata ggc

ggcggaagc aactacaagc tgacc111ggcaag ggca

ccctgctgacagtgaacccctacattcagaaccccga

tccagccgtgtatcagctgagagacagcaagagcagc

gacaag agcgtgtgtctgttcaccgac tcgacagc c

agaccaacgtgtcccagagcaaggacagcgacgtgta

catcaccgacaagaccgtgctggacatgcggagcatg

gacttcaagagcaacagcgccgtggcctggtccaaca

agagcgatttcgcctgcgccaacgccttcaacaacag

cattatccccgaggacacattcttcccaagtcctgag

agcagctgcgacgtgaagctggtggaaaagagcttcg

agacagacaccaacctgaacttccagaacctgagcgt

gatcggcttcagaatcctgctgctgaaggtggccggc

ttcaatctgctgatgaccctgagactgtggtccagcg

gatcctga

9 1 Immature TCR0080 β M D SW T CCVS LC LVAKH TDA GV Q SP R EVT EMGQE

chain-P2A cleavage site- VTLRCKP SGHNSL W RQTMMRGLELL Y FNNNVPI

TCR0080 a chain DD SGMPEDRFSA K PNASFSTL K PS EPRDSAV Y FC

sequence A SSSGG TEAFFGQGTRLTVVEDLNK V P EVA V E

PSEA E SHTQKA TLVCLA TG FF PDHV EL SW WV N G EV

HSGV STDPQPLKEQ PAL N D SRYCL SSRLRVSAT FWQN

PRNHFRCQVQFYGLSENDEWTQDRAKPVTQIVSAEAW

GR DCG TSV SYQQ GV L SA TILYE ILL GK TLYAVLV

SALVLMAMVKRKD FGS GATN FSLL KQAGDVEENP G M

KKHLTTFLVILWLYFYRGNGKNQVEQSPQSLI ILEGK

NCTLQCNYTVSPFSNLRWYKQDTGRGPVSLTIMTFSE

NTKSNGRYTATLDADTKQSSLHITASQLSDS A SY CV

VRGGAAGNKLT FGG GTRVLVKPY IQNPDPAVYQL RD S

KSSDKSVCLFTDFDSQTNVSQSKDSDVYITDKTVL DM

RSMDFKSNS VA SNKSD CA A F S PEDTFFP

S PES SCDVKLVEKS FETDTNLN FQNLSVI GFRILLLK

V A G FN M TLR SSGS

265 Immature TCR0080 β MDSWT FCCVSLC ILVAKHT DA G IQ S RH E TEMGQE

chain-Furin -P2A- V TLRCK ISGHN SL FWY RQ TMMRGL ELL IY FNNN V I

TCR0080 a chain DD SGM PEDR FSA KM PNA SF ,3 TL KI P .3 EPRDSAV Y FC

sequence A SSSGGA N TEA FFGQGTRL TVV EDLN KV FPPEVAV FE



SEQ Description Amino acid sequence
ID NO:

PSEAE SH QKATLVCL TG DHVELS WV G EV
HSGVSTDPQ LKEQ ALNDS YCLSS LRVSAT FWQN
PRNH FRCQVQFYGLSENDEWTQDRAKPVTQIVSAEAW
GRADCGFT S SYQQGVL SA LYE LLGKATLYAVLV
SALVLMA KRKDF KRSGSGAT FSLLK AGDVEE
NPGPMKKHLTT FLVILWL FYRGNGKNQVEQ3 P SL

LEGKNCTLQCN YTVSP FSNLRWYKQDTGRGPVSLTI
MTFSENTKSNGRYTATLDADTKQSSLHITASQLSDSA
SY CWRG GAAGNKLTFGGGTRVLVKP QNPDP VY
QLRDSKSSDKSVCLFTDFDSQT VSQSKDSDVYITDK
TVLDMRSMDFKSNSAVAWSNKSDFACANAFNNS11PE
DTFFPSPESSCDVKLVEKSFETDTNLNFQNLSVIGFR
ILLLK GFNLLMTLRL SS

92 Immature TCR0086 β MGSRLLCWVLLCLLGAGPVKAGVTQTPR L KTRGQQ
chain-P2A cleavage site- VTLSCSPISGHRSVS Y TPGQGLQ L E FSETQR
TCR0086 chain NKGNFPGRFSGRQFSNSRS EMNV ,3 TLELGD,3 ALYLCA
sequence SSLGRGYEQYFGPGTRLTVTEDLN V PPEVAV EP

EAE1 HT KATLVCLATGF PDHVELSW VNGKEVHS
GVSTDPQPLKEQPALNDSRYCLSSRL RVSAT FWONPR
NHFRCQVQFYGLSENDEWTQDRAKPVTQIVS EAWGR
ADCGFTSVSY QGVLSATILYE LLGKATLYAVLVSA
LVLMAMVKRKDFGSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPGPMET
LLGLLILWLQLQWVSSK EVTQ AALSVPEGENLVL
NCSFTDS YNLQW FRQDPGKGLT SLLL QSSQREQT
,3 GRL ASLDKSSGRSTLY AASQPGDSATYLCAVMLW
NQGGKLIFGQGTELS KPYIQNPDPAV QLRDS SSD
KSVCLFTDFDSQTNVSQSKDSDVYITDKTVLD MRSMD
FKSNSAV SNKSDFACANAFNNS EDTFFPSPES
SCDVKLVEKS D LNFQNLS GF L LKVAGF
NLLMTLRLWSSGS

Table 2. Alpha chain CDR amino acid sequences of exemplar}' MLL TCRs.

*CDRs are defined according to Lefranc et a ' Dev Comp Immunol. 2003; 27(l):55-77.



Table 3. Beta chain CDR amino acid sequences of exemplary' MLL TCRs *

CDRs are defined according to Lefranc et al, Dev Comp Immunol. 2003; 27(l):55-77.

b!e 4. Variable region amino acid sequences of exemplary MLL TCRs.

Table . Exemplary peptide sequences.

SEQ Description Amino acid Sequence
ID NO:

45 MLL-pM EPR[pS]PSHSM
46 MLL-M EPRSPSHSM
47 MLL-pP RVR[pS]PTRSP
48 MLL-P RVRSPTRSP
49 MLL-pM-Al APR[pS ]PSHSM
50 MLL-pM-A2 EAR{pS]PSHSM
5 1 MLL-pM -A3 EPA[pS]PSHSM
52 MLL-pM-A4 EPRAPSHSM
53 MLL-pM-A5 EPR[pS]ASHSM
54 MLL-pM-A6 EPRjpSJPAHSM
55 MLL-pM-A7 EPR{pS]PSASM
56 MLL-pM -A8 EPR[pS]PSHAM
57 MLL-pM-A9 EPR[pS]PSHSA
84 Flu peptide QPEWFRNVL
85 CMV peptide TPRVTGGGAM



[00144] The CDRs of a 'ICR disclosed herein can be defined using any art recognized

numbering convention. Additionally or alternatively, the CDRs can be defined empirically,

e.g., based upon structural analysis of the interaction of the TCR with a cognate antigen (e.g.,

a peptide or a peptide-MHC complex).

[00145] n certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR that binds to a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that

binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex) or a peptide consisting

of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a

RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702 complex), wherein the TCR comprises one,

two, or all three of the CDRs of a Va or β disclosed in Table 1 herein, wherein the CDRs

are defined according to the IMGT numbering system, for example, as described in Lefranc

M-P (1999) supra and Lefranc M-P etal, (1999) supra.

[00146] n certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR that binds to a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that

binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex) or a peptide consisting

of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a

RVRjpSjPTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702 complex), wherein the TCR comprises one,

two, or all three of the CDRs of a Va or β disclosed in Table 1 herein, wherein the CDRs

are defined according to the Kabat numbering system described in Kabat supra.

[00147] in certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR that binds to a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that

binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex) or a peptide consisting

of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a

RVRjpS jPTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702 complex), wherein the TCR comprises one,

two, or all three of the CDRs of a Va or \ β disclosed in Table 1 herein, wherein the CDRs

are determined empirically, e.g., based upon structural analysis of the interaction of the TCR

with a cognate antigen (e.g., a peptide-MHC complex).

[00148] in certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR that binds to SEQ

ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702

complex) or a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47

(e.g., a TCR that binds to a RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

wherein the TCR comprises one, two, or all three of the CDRs of a Va or β disclosed in

Table i herein, wherein each CDR is defined in accordance with the IMGT or the Kabat



numbering system, or is determined empirically, e.g., based upon structural analysis of the

interaction of the TCR with a cognate antigen (e.g., a peptide or a peptide-MHC complex).

[00 149] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a V comprising CDR l a , CDR2a, and CDR3a and a ν β comprising

CDRi , CDR2P, and CDR3P, wherein the CDRl a , CDR2a, and CDR3a comprise the

CDR la, CDR2a, and CDR3a amino acid sequences of SEQ ID NO: 1, respectively, and the

CDR ip, CDR2p, and CDR3P comprise the CDRlp, CDR2P, and CDR3p amino acid

sequences of SEQ ID NO: 2, respectively. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure

provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth m SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID

NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex), the TCR comprising a Va comprising CDR la, CDR2a,

and CDR3CE and a Vp comprising CDRlp, CDR2p, and CDR3p, wherein the CDRla,

CDR2a, and CDR3a comprise the CDR la, CDR2a, and CDR3a amino acid sequences of

SEQ ID NO: 86, respectively, and the CDRip, CDR2p, and CDR3 comprise the CDR p,

CDR2P, and CDR3p amino acid sequences of SEQ ID NO: 87, respectively. In certain

embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated TCR) that binds to a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that

binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex), the TCR comprising a

Va comprising CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3a and a comprising CDRip, CDR2p, and

CDR3P, wherein the CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3a comprise the CDRl a , CDR2a, and

CDR3a am o acid sequences of SEQ ID NO: 3, respectively, and the CDRlp, CDR2P, and

CDR3P comprise the CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P amino acid sequences of SEQ ID NO: 4,

respectively. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a Va comprising CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3a and a Vp comprising

CDR ip, CDR2P, and CDR3P, wherein the CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3a comprise the

CDR la, CDR2a, and CDR3a amino acid sequences of SEQ ID NO: 88, respectively, and the

CDRlp, CDR2p, and CDR3p comprise the CDRlp, CDR2P, and CDR3p amino acid

sequences of SEQ ID NO: 89, respectively. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure

provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID



NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex), the TCR comprising a Va comprising CDRla, CDR2a,

and CDR3a and a β comprising CDRi p, CDR2P, and CDR3P, wherein the CD a ,

CDR2a, and CDR3a comprise the CDR la, CDR2a, and CDR3a amino acid sequences of

SEQ ID NO: 5, respectively, and the CDRlp, CDR2p, and CDR3p comprise the CDRlp,

CDR2P, and CDR3P amino acid sequences of SEQ ID NO: 6, respectively. In certain

embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated TCR) that binds to a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that

binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex), the TCR comprising a

Va comprising CDRl a , CDR2a, and CDR3 and a V comprising CDR ip, CDR2p, and

CDR3P, wherein the CDRla, CD 2 , and CDR3a comprise the CDRl a , CDR2a, and

CDR3a ammo acid sequences of SEQ ID NO: 106, respectively, and the CDRlp, CDR2p,

and CDRSp comprise the CDRlp, CDR2P, and CDR3P amino acid sequences of SEQ ID

NO: 107, respectively. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g.,

an isoiated TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the am o acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-

B*0702 complex), the TCR comprising a Va comprising CDRl a, CDR2a, and CDR3a and a

ν β comprising CDR ip, CDR2P, and CDR3P, wherein the CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3o

comprise the CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3 amino acid sequences of SEQ ID NO: 7,

respectively, and the CDR i p, CDR2P, and CDR3 comprise the CDRlp, CDR2p, and

CDR3P amino acid sequences of SEQ ID NO: 8, respectively. In certain embodiments, the

instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a

EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex), the TCR comprising a Va

comprising CDR la, CDR2a, and CDR3a and a VP comprising CDRlp, CDR2p, and

CDR3p, wherein the CDRl a , CDR2a, and CDR3a comprise the CDRla, CDR2a, and

CDR3a amino acid sequences of SEQ ID NO: 7, respectively, and the CDR ip, CDR2P, and

CDR3P comprise the CDRlp, CDR2p, and CDR3P ammo acid sequences of SEQ ID NO:

108, respectively. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an

isolated TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 47 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702

complex), the TCR comprising a Va comprising CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3a and a V

comprising CDRip, CDR2p, and CDR3P, wherein the CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3o

comprise the CDR la , CDR2a, and CDR3a amino acid sequences of SEQ ID NO: 9,

respectively, and the CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P comprise the CDRlp, CDR2p, and



CDR3P amino acid sequences of SEQ D NO: 10, respectively. In one embodiment, each

CDR is defined in accordance with the IMGT numbering system. In one embodiment, each

CDR is defined in accordance with the Kabat numbering system. In one embodiment, each

CDR is defined empirically, e.g., based upon structural analysis of the interaction of the TCR

with a cognate antigen (e.g., a peptide or a peptide-MHC complex). In one embodiment,

each CDR is independently defined in accordance with the IMGT or Kabat numbering

system, or is determined empirically, e.g., based upon structural analysis of the interaction of

the TCR with a cognate antigen (e.g., a peptide-MHC complex).

[00 150] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ D NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising:

(a) a CDRl a comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: , and/or

(b) a CDR2a comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 6, and/or

(c) a CDR3a comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 2 1, and/or

(d) a CDR comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 26, and/or

(e) a CDR2P comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 3 1, and/or

(f) a CDR3P comprising the am o acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 36.

[00 1 1] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising:

(a) a CDRla comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 12, and/or

(b) a CDR2a comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 7, and/or

(c) a CDR3a comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 22, and/or

(d) a CDR] comprising the ammo acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 27, and/or

(e) a CDR2P comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 32, and/or

(f) a CDR3P comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 37.

[00 52] n certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ D NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising

(a) a CDR1 a comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 3, and/or

(b) a CDR2a comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: , and/or



(c) a CDR3a comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 23, and/or

(d) a CDR 1β comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 28, and/or

(e) a CDR2P comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 33, and/or

(f a CDR3P comprising the ammo acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 38.

[00 53] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a CR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising

(a) a CDR l a comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 13, and/or

(b) a CDR2a comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 09, and/or

(c) a CDR3a comprising the am o acid sequence of SEQ D NO: 23, and/or

(d) a CDRi comprising the am ino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 28, and/or

(e) a CDR2P comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 33, and/or

(f) a CDR3P comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO : 38.

[00 54] n certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that bmds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising

(a) a CD a comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 4, and/or

(b) a CDR2a comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 9, and/or

(c) a CDR3a comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 24, and/or

(d) a CDRip comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 29, and/or

(e) a CDR2P comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 34, and/or

(f) a CDR3P comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 39.

[00 155] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

47 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising

(a) a CDRla comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 15, and/or

(b) a CDR2a comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 20, and/or

(c) a CDR3a comprising the am o acid sequence of SEQ D NO: 25, and/or

(d) a CDRi p comprising the am ino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 30, and/or

(e) a CDR2P comprising the am o acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 35, and/or

(f) a CDR3P comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 40.



[00 156] n certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that hinds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a CDR3a comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 2 1 and/or

a CDR3P comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 36. In certain embodiments,

the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated TCR) that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a

EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex), the TCR comprising a CDR3

comprising the amino add sequence of SEQ ID NO: 22 and/or a CDR3P comprising the

amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 37. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure

provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID

NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex), the TCR comprising a CDR3a comprising the amino acid

sequence of SEQ ID NO: 23 and/or a CDR3P comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID

NO: 38. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a CDR3a comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 24 and/or

a CDR3P comprismg the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 39. In certain embodiments,

the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated TCR) that binds to a peptide

consisting of the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a

RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702 complex), the TCR comprising a CDR3a

comprising the amino add sequence of SEQ ID NO: 25 and/or a CDR3P comprising the

amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 40.

[00 157] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

wherein the TCR comprises a Va having the CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3a amino acid

sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 11, 16, and 2 1; 12, 17, and 22; 13, 18, and 23; 13, 109,

and 23; or 14, 19, and 24, respectively. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure

provides a TCR [e.g., an isolated TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth m SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID

NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex), wherein the TCR comprises a Va having the CDRla,

CDR2a, and CDR3 amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 11, 16, and 2 1,



respectively.

[00 58] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ D NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

wherein the TCR comprises a β having the CDRip, CDR2p, and CDR3P amino acid

sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 26, 3 1, and 36; 27, 32, and 37; 28, 33, and 38; or 29, 34,

and 39, respectively. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an

isolated TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702

complex), wherein the TCR comprises a ν β having the CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3p amino

acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 26, , and 36, respectively.

[00 159] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

47 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

wherein the TCR comprises a Va having the CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3a amino acid

sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 15, 20, and 25, respectively

[00 160] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO :

47 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a RVRjpSJPTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

wherein the TCR comprises a ν having the CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P amino acid

sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 30, 35, and 40, respectively.

[00 ] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

wherein the TCR comprises a Va having CDR la, CDR2a, and CDR3a, and a β having

CDRi p, CDR2P, and CDR3p, and wherein the CDR l a , CDR2a, CDR3a, CDRi p, CDR2P,

and CDR3p comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: , 16, 2 1, 26, 3 1,

and 36: 2, 17, 22, 27, 32, and 37; 13, 18, 23, 28, 33, and 38; 13, 109, 23, 28, 33, and 38; or

14, 19, 24, 2 9, 34, and 39, respectively. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure

provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ D NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID

NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex), wherein the TCR comprises a Va having CDRla, CDR2a,

and CDR3a, and a V having CDR p, CDR2P, and CDR3p, and wherein the CDRla,

CDR2a, CDR3a, CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3p comprise the amino acid sequences set forth



SEQ ID NOs: 11, 16, 2 1, 26, 31, and 36, respectively.

[00 62] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

47 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a RVR[pSjPTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

wherein the TCR comprises a V having CDRlct, CDR2a, and CDR3 , and a β having

CDRi p, CDR2P, and CDR3P, and wherein the CDR l , CDR2a, CDR3a, CDRi p, CDR2P,

and CDR3p comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 15, 20, 25, 30, 35,

and 40, respectively.

[00 63] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ D NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a Va having an amino acid sequence that is at least 75%, 80%, 85%,

90%, 95%, or 100% (e.g., at least 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99%)

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 1, 3, 5, 7, 86, 88, or 106. In

certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a Va having the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 1, 3, 5, 7, 86, 88, or 106. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure

provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ D NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID

NO: 45)~HLA-B*07Q2 complex), the TCR comprising a Va having an amino acid sequence

that is at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, or 100% (e.g., at least 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 9 1, 92,

93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99%) identical to the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

86. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a Va having the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 86

[00 164] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a V having an amino acid sequence that is at least 75%, 80%, 85%,

90%, 95%, or 100% (e.g., at least 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99%)

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 2, 4, 6, 8, 87, 89, 107, or 108.

In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a \ having the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 2, 4, 6, 8, 87, 89, 107, or 108. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure

provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID

NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex), the TCR comprising a \ β having an amino acid sequence



that is at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, or 100% (e.g., at least 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 9 1, 92,

93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99%) identical to the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

87. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a having the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 87.

[00 165] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

47 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a Vet having an amino acid sequence that is at least 75%, 80%, 85%,

90%, 95%, or 100% (e.g., at least 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 9 1, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99%)

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 9 . In certain embodiments, the

TCR comprises a Va having the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 9 .

[00 166] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

47 (e.g., a TCR that bmds to a RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a Vp having an amino acid sequence that is at least 75%, 80%, 85%,

90%, 95%, or 100% (e.g., at least 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 9 1, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99%)

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 10. In certain embodiments,

the TCR comprises a having the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 10.

[00 167] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a Va having an amino acid sequence that is at least 75%, 80%, 85%,

90%, 95%, or 100% (e.g., at least 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 9 1, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99%)

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 1, 3, 5, 7, 86, 88, 106, and a Vp

having an amino acid sequence that is at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, or 100% (e.g., at

least 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 9 1, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99%) identical to the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 2, 4, 6, 8, 87, 89, 107, or 108. In certain embodiments, the

TCR comprises a Va and a Vp comprising the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID

NOs: 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6, 7 and 8, 86 and 87, 88 and 89, 106 and 107, 7 and 108,

respectively. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO :

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a Va having an amino acid sequence that is at least 75%, 80%, 85%,

90%, 95%, or 100% (e.g., at least 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99%)



identical to the am o acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 86, and a β having an amino

acid sequence that is at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, or 100% (e.g., at least 86, 87, 88,

89, 90, 9 1, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99%) identical to the ammo acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO : 87. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a Va and a β comprising the

amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 86 and 87, respectively.

[00 168] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

47 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a Va having an amino acid sequence that is at least 75%, 80%, 85%,

90%, 95%, or 100% (e.g., at least 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99%)

identical to the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID MO: 9, and a Vp having an am o

acid sequence that is at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, or 100% (e.g., at least 86, 87, 88,

89, 90, 9 1, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99%) identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 10. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a Va and a Vp comprising the

amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 9 and 10, respectively.

[00 69] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ D NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a Va having an amino acid sequence derived from a human TRAV27

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 73). One or

more regions selected from framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, CDRla, and CDR2a

(e.g., two, three, four, or five of these regions) can be derived from a human TRAV27

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 73). In certain

embodiments, framework I , framework 2, framework 3, CDR la, and CDR2 are all derived

from a human TRAV27 germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ

ID NO: 73). In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a Va having an amino acid

sequence derived a human TRAV27 germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid

sequence of SEQ ID NO: 73) and a CDR3 having the am o acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 2 1.

[00 170] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO :

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a Vp having an am o acid sequence derived from a human TRBV27

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 74). One or



more regions selected from framework I , framework 2, framework 3, CDRIp, and CDR2

(e.g., two, three, four or five of these regions) can be derived from a human TRBV27

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 74). In certain

embodiments, framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, CDRlp, and CDR2P are all derived

from a human TRBV27 germline sequence (e.g.. comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ

ID NO: 74). In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a ν β having an amino acid

sequence derived from a human TRBV27 germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid

sequence of SEQ ID NO: 74) and a CDR3 having the am ino acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 36.

[00 17 1] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO :

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a V having an amino acid sequence derived from a human TRAV 10

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 75). One or

more regions selected from framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, CDR la, and CDR2a

(e.g., two, three, four, or five of these regions) can be derived from a human TRAVI 0

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 75). n certain

embodiments, framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, CDRla, and CDR2a are all derived

from a human TRAV 10 germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ

ID NO: 75). In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a Va having an amino acid

sequence derived a human TRAV 10 germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid

sequence of SEQ ID NO: 75) and a CDR3a having the am ino acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 22.

[00 172] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a P having an amino acid sequence derived from a human TRBV 12-3

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 76). One or

more regions selected from framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, CDRip, and CDR2

(e.g., two, three, four or five of these regions) can be derived from a human TRBV -3

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 76). In certain

embodiments, framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, R . and CDR2P are all derived

from a human TRBV 2-3 germline sequence (e.g., compri sing the amino acid sequence of

SEQ ID NO: 76). n certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a Vp having an amino acid



sequence derived from a human TRBV 12-3 germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino

acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 76) and a CDR having the ammo acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 37.

[00 173] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR [e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a Va having an amino acid sequence derived from a human TRAV8-4

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 77). One or

more regions selected from framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, CDR la, and CDR2a

(e.g., two, three, four, or five of these regions) can be derived from a human TRAV8-4

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 77). In certain

embodiments, framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, CDRla, and CDR2 are all derived

from a human TRAV8-4 germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of

SEQ ID NO: 77). n certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a Va having an am o acid

sequence derived a human TRAV8-4 germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid

sequence of SEQ ID NO: 77) and a CDR3 having the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 23.

[00 174] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a V having an amino acid sequence derived from a human TRBV9

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 78). One or

more regions selected from framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, CDR ip, and CDR2

(e.g., two, three, four or five of these regions) can be derived from a human TRBV9 germline

sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 78). In certain

embodiments, framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, CDR , and CDR2P are all derived

from a human TRBV9 germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ

ID NO: 78). In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a Vp having an am o acid

sequence derived from a human TRBV9 germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid

sequence of SEQ ID NO: 78) and a CDR3 having the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 38.

[00 175] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),



the TCR comprising a Va having an amino acid sequence derived from a human TRAV20

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 79). One or

more regions selected from framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, CDRla, and CDR2a

{e.g., two, three, four, or five of these regions) can be derived from a human TRAV20

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 79). In certain

embodiments, framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, CDR la and CDR2a are all derived

from a human TRAV20 germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ

ID NO: 79). In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a Va having an amino acid

sequence derived a human TRAV20 germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid

sequence of SEQ ID NO: 79) and a CDR3a having the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 24.

[00 176] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a Vp having an amino acid sequence derived from a human TRBV7-9

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 80). One or

more regions selected from framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, CDRip, and CDR2p

(e.g., two, three, four or five of these regions) can be derived from a human TRBV7-9

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 80). In certain

embodiments, framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, CDRl , and CDR2P are all derived

from a human TRBV7-9 germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of

SEQ ID NO: 80). In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β having an am ino acid

sequence derived from a human TRBV7-9 germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino

acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 80) and a CDR3P having the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 39.

[00 177] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

47 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a Va having an amino acid sequence derived from a human TRAV2

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 81) . One or

more regions selected from framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, CDRla, and CDR2

(e.g., two, three, four, or five of these regions) can be derived from a human TRAV21

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 81). In certain

embodiments, framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, CDRla, and CDR2a are all derived



from a human TRAV2 1 germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ

ID NO: 81) . In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a V having an amino acid

sequence derived a human TRAV2 1 germlme sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid

sequence of SEQ ID NO: ) and a CDR3 having the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 25.

[00 178] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

47 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising a β having an amino acid sequence derived from a human TRBV5- 1

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 82 ). One or

more regions selected from framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, CDR , and CDR2[3

(e.g., two, three, four or five of these regions) can be derived from a human TRBV5- 1

germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 82). In certain

embodiments, framework 1, framework 2, framework 3, CDRip, and CDR2p are all derived

from a human TRBV5- 1 germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino acid sequence of

SEQ ID NO: 82). In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a β having an ammo acid

sequence derived from a human TRBV5- 1 germline sequence (e.g., comprising the amino

acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 82) and a CDR3P having the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 40.

[00 179] n certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising an a chain and a β chain comprising the amino acid sequences set forth

in SEQ ID NOs: 249 and 250, 25 1 and 252, 253 and 254, 255 and 256, or 257 and 258,

respectively. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising an a chain and a β chain comprising the amino acid sequences set forth

in SEQ ID NOs: 249 and 250, 25 1 and 252, 253 and 254, 255 and 256, or 257 and 258,

respectively. In certain embodiments, the a chain further comprises the amino acid sequence

of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-tenninus, or the β chain

further comprises the amino acid sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID

NO: 93) at the C-terminus. In certain embodiments, the a chain further comprises the am o

acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus, or the β chain further comprises the amino acid



sequence of GS at the C-terminus. In certain embodiment, the a chain further comprises the

amino acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus, and the β chain further comprises the amino

acid sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-termmus.

[00 180] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR [e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising an a chain and a β chain comprising the amino acid sequences set forth

in SEQ ID NOs: 58 and 59, respectively. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure

provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID

NO : 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex), the TCR comprising an a chain and a β chain comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 58 and 60, respectively n certain

embodiments, the chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of

GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus, or the β chain further

comprises the ammo acid sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93)

at the C-terminus. In certain embodiments, the chain further comprises the amino acid

sequence of GS at the C-terminus, or the β chain further comprises the amino acid sequence

of GS at the C-terminus. n certain embodiment, the a chain further comprises the am o

acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus, and the β chain further comprises the amino acid

sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-termmus. In

certain embodiments, the chain and the β chain comprise the amino acid sequences set forth

in SEQ ID NOs: 236 and 237, respectively. In certain embodiments, the a chain comprises

an amino acid sequences selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 58, 236, 259,

260, 272, and 26 1, and the β chain further comprises an amino acid sequences selected from

the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 59, 237, 262, 263, 264, 273, and 60, respectively.

[00 181] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising an a chain and a β chain comprising the amino acid sequences set forth

in SEQ ID NOs: 6 1 and 62, respectively. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure

provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth m SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID

NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex), the TCR comprising an a chain and a β chain comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 61 and 63, respectively. In certain



embodiments, the a chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of

GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus, or the β chain further

comprises the amino ac d sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAG DVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93)

at the C-terminus. In certain embodiments, the chain further comprises the ammo acid

sequence of GS at the C-terminus, or the β chain further comprises the amino acid sequence

of GS at the C-terminus In certain embodiment, the a chain further comprises the ammo

acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus, and the β chain further comprises the amino acid

sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGD VEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus.

[00 82] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ D NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising an a chain and a β chain comprising the amino acid sequences set forth

in SEQ ID NOs: 64 and 65, respectively. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure

provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the am o acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID

NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex), the TCR comprising an a chain and a β chain comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 64 and 66, respectively. In certain

embodiments, the a chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of

GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-termmus, or the β chain further

comprises the ammo acid sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93)

at the C-terminus. In certain embodiments, the chain further comprises the amino acid

sequence of GS at the C-terminus, or the β chain further comprises the amino acid sequence

of GS at the C-terminus. In certain embodiment, the a chain further comprises the amino

acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus, and the β chain further comprises the amino acid

sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus.

[00 183] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising an a chain and a β chain comprising the amino acid sequences set forth

in SEQ ID NOs: 67 and 68, respectively. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure

provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth m SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID

NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex), the TCR comprising an a chain and a β chain comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 67 and 69, respectively. In certain



embodiments, the a chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of

GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus, or the β chain further

comprises the amino ac d sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93)

at the C-terminus. In certain embodiments, the chain further comprises the ammo acid

sequence of GS at the C-terminus, or the β chain further comprises the amino acid sequence

of GS at the C-terminus In certain embodiment, the a chain further comprises the ammo

acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus, and the β chain further comprises the amino acid

sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGD VEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus.

[00184] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated

TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

47 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702 complex),

the TCR comprising an a chain and a β chain comprising the amino acid sequences set forth

in SEQ ID NOs: 70 and 71, respectively. In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure

provides a TCR (e.g., an isolated TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the am o acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 (e.g., a TCR that binds to a EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID

NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702 complex), the TCR comprising an a chain and a β chain comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 70 and 72, respectively. In certain

embodiments, the a chain further comprises the amino acid sequence of

GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus, or the β chain further

comprises the ammo acid sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93)

at the C-terminus. In certain embodiments, the chain further comprises the amino acid

sequence of GS at the C-terminus, or the β chain further comprises the amino acid sequence

of GS at the C-terminus. In certain embodiment, the a chain further comprises the amino

acid sequence of GS at the C-terminus, and the β chain further comprises the amino acid

sequence of GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG (SEQ ID NO: 93) at the C-terminus.

[00185] In another aspect, provided herein are TCRs which bind to the same epitope (e.g.,

the same amino acid residues) of a peptide comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47 as the TCRs described supra. In certain embodiments, the peptide is in

complex with an MHC as described supra (e.g., HLA-B*0702). n certain embodiments, the

TCR comprises sequences that do not naturally exist within the TCR germline repertoire of

an animal or mammal (e.g., human) in vivo.

[00186] In one aspect, provided herein is a TCR that binds to one, two, three, or all four

of: i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, ii) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: , iii) a peptide



consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56, and iv) a peptide

consisting of an amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs:

7, 128, 135, 192, and 233. In one embodiment, the TCR does not bind to, or does not

substantially bind to: i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 46, ii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49, 50,

52, 53, 54, 55, or 57, or iii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ

ID NO: 47, or iv) any combination thereof, e.g., as measured in a flow cytometry analysis or

a Biacore analysis. In one embodiment, the TCR does not bind to, or does not substantially

bind to, any of: i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:

46, ii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49, iii) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 50, iv) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 52, v) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 53, vi) a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 54, vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 55, viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 57, and ix) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth

in SEQ ID NO: 47, e.g., as measured in a flow cytometry analysis or a Biacore analysis n

one embodiment, the binding between the TCR and a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46, 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, 57, or 47 s substantially

weakened (e.g., is weakened by at least 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, or 90%) relative to

the binding between the TCR and a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 45, 51, 56, 117, 128, 135, 192, or 233, e.g., as measured in a flow cytometry

analysis or a Biacore analysis.

[00 87 In one aspect, provided herein is a TCR, wherein when the TCR is expressed on

the surface of a T cell, the T cell is activated: i) when co-cultured with a second cell

displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, ii)

when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 51; iii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56, or when co-

cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NOs: 7, 28, 35, 92, and 233, or v) any combination thereof, e.g., as

measured by an assay described herein, e.g., as measured using an IL-2-(NFAT) -EGFP

reporter construct. In one embodiment, when the TCR is expressed on the surface of a T cell,

the T cell is not activated, or is not substantially activated: i) when co-cultured with a second



cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46,

ii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, or 57, or iii) when co-cultured with

a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the am o acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 47, or iv) any combination thereof, e.g., as measured by an assay described herein, e.g.,

as measured using an IL~2-(NFAT)3-EGFP reporter construct. In one embodiment, when the

TCR is expressed on the surface of a T cell, the T cell is not activated, or is not substantially

activated, when co-cultured with a second cell displaying any of the following peptides: i) a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46, ii) a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49, iii) a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 50, iv) a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 52, v) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 53, vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 54, vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID

NO: 55, viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 57,

and ix) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47, e.g., as

measured by an assay described herein, e.g., as measured using an IL-2-(NFAT)3-EGFP

reporter construct. In one embodiment, when the TCR is expressed on the surface of a T cell,

the activation of the T cell is substantially weakened (e.g., is weakened by at least 30%, 40%,

50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, or 90%) when the T cell is co-cultured with a second cell displaying a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ D NO: 46, 49, 50, 52, 53, 54,

55, 57, or 47 relative to the activation of the T cell when the T cell is co-cultured with a third

cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45,

5 , 56, 117, 128, 135, 192, or 233, e.g., as measured by an assay described herein, e.g., using

an assay comprising the following steps: (a) expressing the test TCR in a T cell comprising

an IL-2-(NFAT) -EGFP reporter construct; (b) pulsing a HLA-B*0702 positive T2 cell ("T2-

B7 cell") with the first peptide or the second peptide; (c) co-culturing the TCR-expressing T

ce l with the peptide -pulsed T2-B7 target cell at a ratio of 1:2 for 16 hours at 37°C and 10%

C0 2; (d) analyzing the expression of TCR and EGFP using flow cytometry; (e) determining

the percentage of TCR+ EGFP+ cells; and (f) determining the reduction of T cell activation

when co-cultured with a T2-B7 target cell displaying the first peptide relative to when co-

cultured with a T2-B7 target cell displaying the second peptide based on the respective

percentages of TCR+EGFP+ cells.



[00188] Any TCR constant region from any species can be used in the TCRs disclosed

herein. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a human , β, γ , or δ TCR constant

region. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a wild-type constant region. In certain

embodiments, the TCR comprises an altered constant region, such as a chimeric constant

region or constant region comprising one or more amino acid substitutions, insertions, or

deletions relative to a wild-type constant region. In some embodiments, the TCR comprises

an a chain comprising an a chain constant region of SEQ ID NO: 41. In some embodiments,

the TCR comprises an chain comprising an chain constant region of SEQ ID NO: 42. In

some embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising a β chain constant region of

SEQ ID NO: 43 or 44. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a mouse TCR constant

region. In certain embodiments, the TCR comprises a wild-type mouse constant region. n

certain embodiments, the TCR comprises an altered mouse constant region, such as a

chimeric constant region or constant region comprising one or more amino acid substitutions,

insertions, or deletions relative to a wild-type mouse constant region. n some embodiments,

the TCR comprises an a chain comprising an a chain constant region of SEQ ID NO: 247. In

some embodiments, the TCR comprises a β chain comprising a β chain constant region of

SEQ ID NO: 248.

[00189] The TCRs disclosed herein can be used in any TCR structural format. For

example, in certain embodiments, the TCR is a full-length TCR comprising a full-length a

chain and a foil-length β chain. The transmembrane regions (and optionally also the

cytoplasmic regions) can be removed from a full-length TCR to produce a soluble TCR.

Accordingly, in certain embodiments, the TCR is a soluble TCR lacking transmembrane

and/or cytoplasmic region(s). The methods of producing soluble TCRs are well-known in the

art. In some embodiments, the soluble TCR comprises an engineered disulfide bond that

facilitates dimerization, see, e.g., U.S. Patent No. 7,329,731, which is incorporated by

reference herein in its entirety. In some embodiments, the soluble TCR is generated by

fusing the extracellular domain of a TCR described herein to other protein domains, e.g.,

maltose binding protein, thioredoxin, human constant kappa domain, or leucine zippers, see,

e.g., L set et al., Front Oncol. 2014; 4 : 378, which is incorporated by reference herein i its

entirety. A single-chain TCR (scTCR) comprising Va and β linked by a peptide linker can

also be generated. Such scTCRs can comprise Va and Υβ, each linked to a TCR constant

region. Alternatively, the scTCRs can comprise Va and β, where either the Va, the β, or

both the Va and \ β are not linked to a TCR constant region. Exemplary scTCRs are

described n PCT Publication Nos. WO 2003/020763, WO 2004/033685, and WO



20 1/044 186, each of which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. Furthermore,

the TCRs disclosed herein can comprise two polypeptide chains (e.g., an a chain and a β

chain) in which the chains have been engineered to each have a cysteine residue that can form

an interchain disulfide bond. Accordingly, in certain embodiments, the TCRs disclosed

herein comprise two polypeptide chains linked by an engineered disulfide bond. Exemplary

TCRs having an engineered disulfide bond are described in U .S. Patent Nos. 8,361 ,794 and

8,906,383, each of which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

[00 90] n certain embodiments, the TCRs disclosed herein comprise one or more chains

(e.g., an chain and/or a β chain) having a transmembrane region in certain embodiments,

the TCRs disclosed herein comprise two chains (e.g., an chain and a β chain) having a

transmembrane region. The transmembrane region can be the endogenous transmembrane

region of that TCR chain, a variant of the endogenous transmembrane region, or a

heterologous transmembrane region. In certain embodiments, the TCRs disclosed herein

comprise an chain and a β chain having endogenous transmembrane regions.

[00 9 n certain embodiments, the TCRs disclosed herein comprise one or more chains

(e.g., an a chain and/or a β chain) having a cytoplasmic region. In certain embodiments, the

TCRs disclosed herein comprise two chains (e.g., an a chain and a β chain) each having a

cytoplasmic region. The cytoplasmic region can be the endogenous cytoplasmic region of

that TCR chain, variant of the endogenous cytoplasmic region, or a heterologous cytoplasmic

region. In certain embodiments, the TCRs disclosed herein comprise two chains (e.g., an a

chain and a β chain) where both chains have transmembrane regions but one chain is lacking

a cytoplasmic region. In certain embodiments, the TCRs disclosed herein comprise two

chains (e.g., an a chain and a β chain) where both chains have endogenous transmembrane

regions but lack an endogenous cytoplasmic region. In certain embodiments, the TCRs

disclosed herein comprise an a chain and a β chain where both chains have endogenous

transmembrane regions but lack an endogenous cytoplasmic region. In certain embodiments,

the TCRs disclosed herein comprise a co-stimulatory signaling region from a co-stimulatory

molecule; see, e.g., PCT Publication Nos. : WO 1996/0 18 105, WO 1999/057268, and WO

2000/03 1239, and U.S. Patent No. 7,052,906, all of which incorporated herein by reference in

their entireties.

[00 192] In certain embodiments, the TCRs described herein bind to a peptide -MHC

complex comprising a peptide having the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 or

47, wherein the MHC may be any MHC. In certain embodiments, the MHC is a human

MHC. In certain embodiments, the MHC is an MHC class I molecule comprising an MHC



class 1heavy chain (e.g., an HLA-A, an HLA-B, or an HLA-C, including any subtypes in any

polymorphic fonns) and a p2-microglobulin light chain. In certain embodiments, the MHC is

HLA-B*0702. In certain embodiments, the peptide-MHC complex is EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ

ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702. In certain embodiments, the peptide-MHC complex is

RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702. In certain embodiments, the MHC is an

MHC class II molecule comprising an MHC class II a chain (e.g., an a chain of an HLA-DR,

an HLA-DQ, or an HLA-DP, including any subtypes in any polymorphic forms) and an MHC

class II β chain (e.g., a β chain of an HLA-DR, an HLA-DQ, or an HLA-DP, including any

subtypes in any polymorphic fonns). In certain embodiments, the MHC class II a chain and

the MHC class II β chain are derived from the same type (e.g., HLA-DR, HLA-DQ, or HLA-

DP).

[00 93] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a polypeptide comprising

an chain variable region (Va) and a β chain variable region (Vp) of a TCR fused together.

For example, such polypeptide may comprise, in order, the Va and Vp, or the Vp and the Va,

optionally with a Sinker (e.g. , a peptide Sinker) between the two regions. For example, a Furin

and/or a 2A cleavage site (e.g., one of the sequences in Table 7), or combinations thereof,

may be used in the linker for the Vo/Vp fusion polypeptide.

[00 4] In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a polypeptide comprising

an a chain and a β chain of a TCR fused together. For example, such polypeptide may

comprise, in order, an a chain and a β chain, or a β chain and an a chain, optionally with a

linker (e.g., a peptide linker) between the two chains. For example, a Furin and/or a 2A

cleavage site (e.g., one of the sequences in Table 7), or combinations thereof, may be used in

the linker for the /β fusion polypeptide. For example, a fusion polypeptide may comprise,

from the N-terminus to the C-terrninus: the a chain of a TCR, a furin cleavage site, a 2A

cleavage site, and the β chain of the TCR. Exemplary chain-Furin-P2A-p chain fusion

TCR sequences for TCR0078 include SEQ ID NOs: 268 and 269 In certain embodiments,

the polypeptide comprises, from the N-terminus to the C-terminus: the β chain of a TCR, a

furin cleavage site, a 2A element, and the a chain of the TCR. Exemplary β chain-Furin-

P2A-a chain fusion TCR sequences include SEQ ID NOs: 265 (for TCR0080), 266 (for

TCR0078), and 267 (for TCR0078). In certain embodiments, the polypeptide comprises,

from the N-terminus to the C-terminus: the a chain of a TCR, a 2A cleavage site, and the β

chain of the TCR. Exemplar}- a chain-P2A - chain fusion TCR sequences for TCR0078

include SEQ ID NOs: 270 and 271 In certain embodiments, the polypeptide comprises from

the N-terminus to the C-terminus: the β chain of a TCR, a 2A element, and the a chain of the



TCR. In certain embodiments, the polypeptide comprises, from the N-terminus to the C-

terminus: the a chain of a TCR, a Furin cleavage site, and the β chain of the TCR. In certain

embodiments, the polypeptide comprises from the N-terminus to the C-terminus: the β chain

of a TCR, a Furin element, and the a chain of the TCR. Exemplary β chain-P2A-a chain

fusion TCR sequences include SEQ ID NOs: 83 (for TCR0078), 91 (for TCR0080), and 92

(for TCR0086).

5,3 Cells Presenting T cell Receptors

[00 195] In another aspect, the instant disclosure provides a mammalian cell (e.g., an

engineered mammalian cell) or a population thereof presenting a TCR disclosed herein on the

ceil surface. Any mammalian cell can be used to present a TCR disclosed herein. In certain

embodiments, the mammalian cell expresses CDS (e.g., a CD3y chain, a CD38 chain, and

two CD3e chains). In certain embodiments, the mammalian cell is a human cell. Effector

ceils of the cellular immune system are particularly useful for presenting a TCR disclosed

herein because the cell surface TCR can target these effector cells to tumor cells expressing a

MLL polypeptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47), thereby facilitating killing of the tumor cells.

Accordingly, in certain embodiments, the mammalian cell is a lymphocyte (e.g., a human

lymphocyte), such as a T cell or a natural killer (NK) cell. In certain embodiments, the

lymphocyte is a T cell. Any T cell at any developmental stage can be used to present a TCR

disclosed herein. For example, in certain embodiments, the T cell is selected from the group

consisting of a CD8+ cytotoxic T cell, a CD4 cytotoxic T cell, a CD4+ helper T cell (e.g., a

Thl or a Th2 cell), a CD4/CD8 double positive T cells, a tumor infiltrating T cell, a

thymocyte, a memory T cell, a naive T cell, and a natural killer T cell, e.g., an invariant

natural killer T cell. Precursor cells of the cellular immune system (e.g., precursors of T

lymphocytes) are also useful for presenting a TCR disclosed herein because these cells may

differentiate, develop, or mature into effector cells. Accordingly, in certain embodiments, the

mammalian cell is a pluripotent stem cell (e.g., an embryonic stem ceil, an induced

pluripotent stem cell), a hematopoietic stem cell, or a lymphocyte progenitor cell. In certain

embodiments, the hematopoietic stem cell or lymphocyte progenitor cell is isolated and/or

enriched from, e.g. , bone marrow, umbilical cord blood, or peripheral blood.

[00 96] Cells can be obtained from numerous sources, including but not limited to, tumor,

blood, bone marrow, lymph node, thymus, or another tissue or bodily fluid, or an apheresis

product. In certain embodiments, cells are obtained from a patient directly following a

treatment that leaves the subject with functional T cells. In tins regard, it has been observed



that following certain cancer treatments, in particular treatments with drugs that damage the

immune system, shortly after treatment during the period when patients would normally be

recovering from the treatment, the quality of T cells obtained may be optimal or improved for

their ability to expand ex vivo. Likewise, following ex vivo manipulation using the methods

described herein, these cells may be in a preferred state for enhanced engraftment and in vivo

expansion. Thus, in certain embodiments, cells are collected from blood, bone marrow,

lymph node, thymus, or another tissue or bodily fluid, or an apheresis product, during this

recovery phase.

[00197] In certain embodiments, the mammalian cell is a population of cells presenting a

TCR disclosed herein on the cell surface. The population of cells can be heterogeneous or

homogenous. In certain embodiments, at least 50% (e.g., at least 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%,

95%, 99%, 99.5%, or 99.9%) of the population is a cell as described herein. In certain

embodiments, the population is substantially pure, wherein at least 50% (e.g., at least 60%,

70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 99%, 99.5%, or 99.9%) of the population is homogeneous. In certain

embodiments, the population is heterogeneous and comprises a mixed population of cells

(e.g., the cells have different cell types, developmental stages, origins, are isolated, purified,

or enriched by different methods, are stimulated with different agents, and/or are engineered

by different methods). In certain embodiments, the ceils are a population of peripheral blood

mononuclear cells (PBMC) (e.g., human PBMCs).

[00198] Populations of cells can be enriched or purified, as needed. In certain

embodiments, regulatory T cells (e.g., CD25 T cells) are depleted from the population, e.g.,

by using an anti-CD25 antibody conjugated to a surface such as a bead, particle, or cell. In

certain embodiments, an anti-CD25 antibody is conjugated to a fluorescent dye (e.g., for use

in fluorescence-activated cell sorting). In certain embodiments, cells expressing checkpoint

receptors (e.g., CTLA-4, PD-1, TIM-3, LAG-3, TIGIT, VISTA, BTLA, TIGIT, CD137, or

CEACAM1) are depleted from the population, e.g., by using an antibody that binds

specifically to a checkpoint receptor conjugated to a surface such as a bead, particle, or cell.

In certain embodiments, a T ceil population can be selected so that it expresses one or more

of ΙΡΝγ, TNFa, IL-17A, IL-2, IL-3, .- - GM-CSF, L- 3, granzyme (e.g., granzyme B), and

perforin, or other appropriate molecules, e.g., other cytokines. Methods for determining such

expression are described, for example, in PCT Publication No.: WO 2013/126712, which is

incorporated by reference herein i its entirety.

[00199] Cells can be stimulated ex vivo to increase viability, proliferation, and/or activity.

In some embodiments, the induction does not include any defined antigen, thus providing a



cell population which is polyclonal with respect to antigen reactivity. in certain

embodiments, the cell is contacted with a first agent, which induces or activates a TCR/CD3

complex-associated signal (e.g., an anti-CD3 antibody). In certain embodiments, the cell is

contacted with a second agent, which stimulates an accessory molecule on the T cel surface

(e.g., a ligand of CD28 or an anti-CD28 antibody). In certain embodiments, the cell is

contacted with a molecule or complex that interacts with both CDS and CD28, wherein the

molecule or complex may be presented on a surface (e.g., a bead, particle, or cell). In certain

embodiments, the cell is contacted with a surface (e.g., a bead, particle, or cell) presenting an

anti-CD3 antibody and an anti-CD28 antibody. In certain embodiments, the cell is contacted

with one or more agents that bind to cell surface receptors to increase T cell viability,

proliferation, and/or activity (e.g., 1L-2 or IL-7). In certain embodiments, the cell is

contacted with phytohemagglutinin. In certain embodiments, the cell is contacted with an

agent that stimulates one or more intracellular signals such as Ca + release (e.g., phorbol 12-

myristate 13-acetate and/or ionomycin). Alternatively, the induction may include an antigen

comprising a peptide (e.g., a M X polypeptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide

consisting of the ammo acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47)) which binds to the TCR

presented on the cell surface, thus providing a cell population which is enriched (e.g.,

monoclonal) with respect to antigen reactivity. The antigen may further comprise an MHC

molecule (e.g., an HLA molecule) in complex with the peptide. The antigen may be

presented as a soluble form, bound to a membrane, or presented on a surface. The agents as

described above can be used in any combination, and may be contacted with the effector cell

or precursor thereof either simultaneously or sequentially. The contact can be terminated

while the cell may remain in a state of increased viability, proliferation, and/or activity.

Sustained proliferation of T cells over an extended period of time can yield a multi-fold

increase in the number of cells relative to the original T cell population. In some

embodiments, activation may be performed to promote metabolic fitness through provision of

bioenergetic fuel sources, which enables conditioning of T cells for optimal biological

activity and survival.

[00200] n certain embodiments, the mammalian cell (e.g., lymphocyte) expresses a TCR

disclosed herein from a transgene introduced into the cell and presents the TCR on the cell

surface. The TCR may be displayed constitutively on the cell surface. Alternatively, the cell

may be capable of conditional expression and/or display of the TCR. For example, the

expression or display of the TCR may be induced by an exogenous stimulus or by cellular

differentiation. In certain embodiments, the transgene encodes a TCR a chain and/or β chain,



or a fragment thereof (e.g., , β, CDR3a and/or CDR3P). In certain embodiments, the

transgene is operably linked to an exogenous transcriptional and/or transiational control

sequence (e.g., a promoter, an enhancer, and/or a ozak sequence). In certain embodiments,

the transgene is operably linked to an endogenous transcriptional and/or transiational control

sequence (e.g., a promoter, an enhancer, and/or a Kozak sequence) not at its native genomic

locus (e.g., introduced by a vector). In certain embodiments, the transgene is operably linked

to an endogenous transcriptional and/or transiational control sequence (e.g., a promoter, an

enhancer, and/or a Kozak sequence) at its native genomic locus (e.g., by inserting the

transgene into the native genomic locus).

[0020 1 In certain embodiments, the transgene is a DNA integrated into the host cell

genome, wherein the integration occurs through site-specific integration (e.g., homologous

recombination) or random insertion of the DNA. In certain embodiments, the transgene is a

DNA not integrated into the host cell genome (e.g., maintained as a non-integrating viral

genome or as an episomal DNA). In certain embodiments, the transgene is a polynucleotide

(including but not limited to DNA, RNA, modified DNA, and modified RNA) that can be

transcribed and/or translated to express the TCR disclosed herein. In certain embodiments,

the transgene is an RNA having a cap on the 5' end and/or a poly (A) tail on the 3' end,

wherein the cap and the poly (A) tail may modulate ribosome binding, initiation of translation

and stability of the RNA the cell.

[00202] n certain embodiments, the transgene comprises a first and a second sequence,

the first sequence encoding a polypeptide comprising a TCR chain or a fragment thereof

(e.g., Va or CDR3a), and the second sequence encoding a polypeptide comprising a TCR β

chain or a fragment thereof (e.g., Vp or CDR3P). In certain embodiments, the first and the

second sequences are each operably linked to a transcriptional and/or transiational control

sequence (e.g., a promoter, an enhancer, and/or a Kozak sequence). In certain embodiments,

the first and second sequences are in different polynucleotides (e.g., DNA, RNA, modified

DNA, or modified RNA) molecules. In certain embodiments, the first and second sequences

of the transgene are in the same polynucleotide (e.g., DNA, RNA, modified DNA, or

modified RNA) molecule. In certain embodiments, the first and second sequences are

operably linked by a linker sequence that promotes the production of two separate

polypeptides (e.g., an internal ribosome entry site (IRES), a self-cleavage peptide (e.g., a 2A

peptide), or a peptide sequence recognized by an intracellular or an extracellular protease). In

certain embodiments, the first and second sequences can be transcribed and/or translated

independently. In certain embodiments, the first and second sequences are each integrated



into the host ceil genome. n certain embodiments, the first and second sequences are each

integrated into different regions of the host cell genome.

[00203] Alternatively, in certain embodiments, the cell does not express the TCR, but

instead the TCR is attached to the outside surface of the cell by chemical means or by binding

of the TCR to a cell surface antigen. Accordingly, in certain embodiments, the TCR is linked

to a binding moiety that binds to a cell surface antigen. Any type of binding moiety can be

linked (covalently or non-covalentiy) to a TCR disclosed herein. In certain embodiments, the

TCR is fused (chemically or genetically) to an antibody or antigen binding fragment thereof

that specifically binds to a cell surface antigen of the cell (e.g., lymphocyte).

[00204] In certain embodiments, the cell further comprises a polynucleotide encoding a

polypeptide capable of inducing cell death. n certain embodiments, the polypeptide is a

chimeric polypeptide comprising a multimerization (e.g., dimerization or oligomerization)

region and a cell death-inducing region, wherein the cell death-inducing region is activated

by multimerization. In certain embodiments, the ceil death-inducing region comprises a

sequence of a caspase (e.g., caspase -9) that has protease activity. In certain embodiments, the

ceil death-inducing region comprises the full-length human caspase-9 polypeptide. In certain

embodiments, the cell death-inducing region comprises a truncated human caspase-9

polypeptide (e.g., wherein the CARD domain of caspase-9 is deleted).

[00205] In certain embodiments, the cell further comprises a polynucleotide encoding a

polypeptide capable of inducing T cell activation. In certain embodiments, the polypeptide is

an inducible chimeric stimulating molecule, for example, as described in PCT Publication

No. WO 2015/123527, incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. In certain

embodiments, the polypeptide comprises a multimerization (e.g., dimerization or

oligomerization) region, wherein the polypeptide induces T cell activation upon

multimerization.

[00206] A multimerization region present, for example, in a polypeptide capable of

inducing cell death or a polypeptide capable of inducing T cell activation, can comprise a

ligand-binding domain that will multimerize upon binding to a ligand (e.g., a synthetic

ligand). The ligand may have two or more binding sites, each binding site capable of binding

to a ligand-binding domain of the chimeric polypeptide. In certain embodiments, the ligand

has two binding sites and is capable of inducing dimerization of the chimeric polypeptide. A

variety of synthetic ligands and corresponding ligand-binding domains can be employed. For

example, a multimeric (e.g., dimeric) FK506 can be used to multimerize an FK506 binding

protein (F BP: e.g., FKBP 12 or a variant thereof); a multimeric (e.g., dimeric) cyclosporin A



can be used to multimerize a cyclophilin receptor; a multimeric (e.g., dimeric) estrogen can

be used to multimerize an estrogen receptor; a multimeric (e.g., dimeric) glucocorticoid can

be used to multimerize a glucocorticoid receptor; a multimeric (e.g., dimeric) tetracycline can

be used to multimerize a tetracycline receptor; a multimeric (e.g., dimeric) vitamin D can be

used to multimerize a vitamin D receptor. The ligand-binding domain can be internal or

external to the cellular membrane, depending upon the nature of the construct and the choice

of ligand. Non-limiting examples of ligands and corresponding ligand-binding domains are

described in U.S. Patent No. 9,089,520; Kopytek, S. J., et a!., Chemistry & Biology 7:3 13-

321 (2000); Gestwicki, J . E., et al., Combinatorial Chem. & High Throughput Screening

10:667-675 (2007); Clackson T Chem Biol Drug Des 67:440-2 (2006); and Schreiber, et al.,

Chemical Biology From Small Molecules to Systems Biology and Drug Design (Wiley,

2007), the contents of which are incorporated by reference herein i their entireties.

[00207] n certain embodiments, the polypeptide capable of inducing cell death is a

chimeric polypeptide comprising an FKBP12 polypeptide and a full-length or truncated

caspase-9 (e.g., human caspase-9) polypeptide. In certain embodiments, the FKBP 12

polypeptide comprises a valine at position 36. In certain embodiments, the FKBP12

polypeptide comprises the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 94. In certain

embodiments, the ligand capable of inducing FKBP 12 multimerization is AP1903 (CAS

Registry Number: 195514-63-7; Molecular Formula: C78H98N4O20; Molecular Weight:

1411.65). In certain embodiments, the ligand is AP20 187 or an AP20 187 analog (e.g.,

AP 0). In certain embodiments, the caspase-9 polypeptide comprises the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 95.

Table 6. FKBP12 and caspase-9 sequences.



[00208] n certain embodiments, the polynucleotide encoding the polypeptide capable of

inducing cell death is operably linked to a transcriptional and/or translational control

sequence (e.g., a promoter, an enhancer, and/or a Kozak sequence). The polynucleotide may

be integrated into the host cell genome. Alternatively, the polynucleotide may be maintained

as a non-integrating viral genome or as an episomal DNA. In certain embodiments, the

polynucleotide is operably linked to the first and/or second sequences encoding a TCR by a

linker sequence that promotes the production of two separate polypeptides (e.g., an internal

ribosome entry site (IRES), a self-cleavage peptide (e.g., a 2A peptide), or a peptide sequence

recognized by an intracellular or an extracellular protease). In certain embodiments, the

polynucleotide is transcribed and/or translated independently from the first and/or second

sequences.

[00209] In certain embodiments, the cell is provided in a solution. In certain

embodiments, the cell is cryopreserved at about or lower than -80 °C (e.g., in a liquid

nitrogen storage tank). Methods of cryopreservation are well-known in the art, e.g., as

described in U.S. Patent Nos. : 5,580,714 and 6,740,484, which are incorporated by reference

herein in their entireties. The cryopreserved cell may be recovered by thawing, and any of

the isolation, purification, enrichment, stimulation, and display of the TCR as described

above may be conducted prior to the cryopreservation or after the recovery.

5.4 Methods of Use

[002 10] In another aspect, the instant disclosure provides a method of treating a subject

using the TCRs, polynucleotides, vectors, engineered cells (e.g., a cell comprising a

heterologous and/or recombinant nucleic acid), or pharmaceutical compositions disclosed

herein. Any disease or disorder in a subject that would benefit from the targeting of a TCR to

a MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence of SEQ ID MO: 45 or 47) can be treated using the TCRs disclosed herein. The

TCRs, polynucleotides, vectors, engineered cells, and pharmaceutical compositions disclosed

herein are particularly useful for inducing immunity to tumors displaying a MLL peptide

(e.g., a peptide-MHC complex comprising a MLL peptide, e.g., a peptide-MHC complex

comprising a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-B*0702

or RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-B*0702), and accordingly can be used as an

immunotherapy for subjects with MLL-positive cancer (e.g., MLL phosphopeptide-positive

cancer). For example, in certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a method of

inducing cell-mediated immunity in response to a MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide,

e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47) in a subject,



the method comprising administering to the subject an effective amount of a TCR,

polynucleotide, vector, engineered cell, or pharmaceutical composition as described herein.

In certain embodiments, the instant disclosure provides a method of treating cancer in a

subject, the method comprising administering to the subject an effective amount of the TCR,

polynucleotide, vector, engineered cell, or pharmaceutical composition, as disclosed herein

[002 ] In certain embodiments, the method comprises administering to the subject an

effective amount of a cell or population thereof as disclosed herein. In certain embodiments,

the cell is engineered to constitutively display a TCR as disclosed herein on the cell surface.

In certain embodiments, the cell is engineered to conditionally display a TCR as disclosed

herein on the cell surface in response to an induction event. This induction event can be

either a stimulus by an exogenous agent administered prior to, simultaneously with, or after

the administration of the cell. Additionally or alternatively, the induction event can be a

stimulus by a cell, tissue, or lesion in the subject.

[00 2] n certain embodiments, the cell further comprises a polynucleotide encoding a

chimeric polypeptide comprising a ligand-binding multimerization (e.g., dimerization or

oligomerization) region and a cell death-inducing region, and the method further comprises a

step of administering a ligand of the multimerization region. In certain embodiments, the

chimeric polypeptide comprises an FKBP12 polypeptide and a caspase-9 (e.g., human

caspase-9) polypeptide, and the method further comprises a step of administering an FKBP12

ligand (e.g., AP1903). In certain embodiments, the FKBP12 ligand is administered after

observing an indication of an improvement of a disease (e.g., shrinkage of a cancer, reduction

of a cancer marker, and/or improvement of a cancer symptom) or after identifying an

intolerable side effect (e.g. , a high level of an inflammatory cytokine, and/or a rejection of the

administered cell by the host).

[00213] As disclosed supra, cells administered to the subject can be autologous or

allogeneic. In certain embodiments, autologous cells are obtained from a patient directly

following a cancer treatment. In this regard, it has been observed that following certain

cancer treatments, in particular treatments with drugs that damage the immune system,

shortly after treatment during the period when patients would normally be recovering from

the treatment, the quality of T cells obtained may be optimal or improved for their ability to

expand ex vivo. Likewise, following ex vivo manipulation using the methods described

herein, these cells may be in a preferred state for enhanced engraftment and in vivo

expansion. Thus, in certain embodiments, cells are collected from blood, bone marrow,

lymph node, thymus, or another tissue or bodily fluid, or an apheresis product, during this



recovery phase. Further, in certain aspects, mobilization and conditioning regimens can be

used to create a condition in a subject wherein repopulation, recirculation, regeneration,

and/or expansion of particular cell types is favored, especially during a defined window of

time following therapy. The mobilization agent can be selected from the group consisting of

CXCL12-interacting heparinoids, GM-CSF, G-CSF (e.g., unmodified, glycosylated, or

PEGylated), IL-2 (e.g., unmodified, glycosylated, or PEGylated), CXCR4 antagonists (e.g.,

plerixafor), integrin 4β antagonists (e.g., BI05 192), cyclophosphamide, 5-fiuorouracil,

cisplatin, etoposide, ifosfamide, cytarabine, and a combination thereof.

[002 14] The number of cells that are employed will depend upon a number of

circumstances including, the lifetime of the cells, the protocol to be used (e.g., the number of

administrations), the ability of the cells to multiply, the stability of the recombinant construct,

and the like n certain embodiments, the cells are applied as a dispersion, generally being

injected at or near the site of interest. The cells may be administered in any physiologically

acceptable medium.

[002 15] Cancers that can be treated with the TCRs, polynucleotide, vector, engineered

cells, or pharmaceutical compositions disclosed herein can be any tumor expressing MLL

(e.g., any tumor displaying a MLL phosphopeptide/MHC complex on the cell surface).

Examples of tumors expressing MLL (e.g., tumor displaying a MLL phosphopeptide/MHC

complex on the cell surface) have been disclosed in, e.g., Cobbold et al., Sci Transl Med.

2013 Sep 18;5(203):203ral25; Rao et al, Nat Rev Cancer. 20 15 Jun; 15(6):334-46; Li et al.,

Exp Hematol. 2014 Dec:42(12):995- 10 12; and Krivtsov et al, Nat Rev Cancer. 2007

Nov:7( l); 823-33, each of which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety' .

[002 16] In certain embodiments, the cancer is leukemia (e.g., mixed lineage leukemia,

acute lymphocytic leukemia, acute myeloid leukemia, chronic lymphocytic leukemia, or

chronic myeloid leukemia), alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma, bone cancer, brain cancer (e.g.,

glioblastoma), breast cancer, cancer of the anus, anal canal, or anorectum, cancer of the eye,

cancer of the intrahepatic bile duct (e.g., intrahepatic cholangiocellular cancer), cancer of the

joints, cancer of the neck, gallbladder, or pleura, cancer of the nose, nasal cavity , or middle

ear, cancer of the oral cavity, cancer of the vulva, myeloma (e.g., chronic myeloid cancer),

colon cancer, esophageal cancer, cervical cancer, gastrointestinal carcinoid tumor. Hodgkin's

lymphoma, hypopharynx cancer, kidney cancer, larynx cancer, liver cancer (e.g.,

hepatocellular carcinoma), lung cancer (e.g., non-small cell lung cancer), malignant

mesothelioma, melanoma, multiple myeloma, nasopharynx cancer, non-Hodgkin's

lymphoma, ovarian cancer, pancreatic cancer, peritoneum, omentum, and mesentery cancer,



pharynx cancer, prostate cancer, rectal cancer, renal cancer (e.g., renal cell carcinoma

(RCC)), gastric cancer, small intestine cancer, soft tissue cancer, stomach cancer, carcinoma,

sarcoma (e.g., synovial sarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma), testicular cancer, thyroid cancer, head

and neck cancer, ureter cancer, and urinary bladder cancer. In certain embodiments, the

cancer is melanoma, breast cancer, lung cancer, prostate cancer, thyroid cancer, ovarian

cancer, or synovial sarcoma. In one embodiment, the cancer is synovial sarcoma or

liposarcoma (e.g., myxoid/round cell liposarcoma).

[002 17] In certain embodiments, these methods further comprise administering a

additional therapeutic agent to the subject. In certain embodiments, the additional therapeutic

agent is a chemotherapeutic, radiotherapeulic, or a checkpoint targeting agent. In certain

embodiments, the chemotherapeutic agent is a hypomethylating agent (e.g., azacitidine). n

certain embodiments, the checkpoint targeting agent is selected from the group consisting of

an antagonist anti-CTLA-4 antibody, an antagonist anti-PD-Ll antibody, an antagonist anti-

PD-L2 antibody, an antagonist anti-PD- 1 antibody, an antagonist anti-TlM-3 antibody, an

antagonist anti-LAG-3 antibody, an antagonist VISTA antibody, an antagonist CD96

antibody, an antagonist anti-CEACAM antibody, an antagonist anti-TIGIT antibody, an

agonist anti-CD137 antibody, an agonist anti-GITR antibody, and an agonist anti-OX40

antibody.

[002 18] In certain embodiments, an anti-PD- 1 antibody is used in methods disclosed

herein. In certain embodiments, the anti-PD- 1 antibody is nivolumab, also known as BMS-

936558 or MDX1 106, developed by Bristol-Myers Squibb. In certain embodiments, the anti-

PD- 1 antibody is pembrolizumab, also known as lambrolizumab or MK-3475, developed by

Merck & Co. In certain embodiments, the anti-PD- 1 antibody is pidilizumab, also known as

CT-01 1, developed by CureTech. In certain embodiments, the anti-PD- 1 antibody is

MEDI0680, also known as AMP-5 4, developed by led i mune. In certain embodiments,

the anti-PD- 1 antibody is PDR00 1 developed by Novartis Pharmaceuticals. In certain

embodiments, the anti-PD- 1 antibody is REGN28 10 developed by Regeneron

Pharmaceuticals. In certain embodiments, the anti-PD- 1 antibody is PF-0680 159 1 developed

by Pfizer. In certain embodiments, the anti-PD- 1 antibody is BGB-A3 1 developed by

BeiGene. In certain embodiments, the anti-PD- 1 antibody is TSR-042 developed by

AnaptysBio and Tesaro. n certain embodiments, the anti-PD- 1 antibody is SHR- 12 10

developed by Hengrui.

[002 19] Further non-limiting examples of anti-PD- 1 antibodies that may be used in

treatment methods disclosed herein are disclosed in the following patents and patent



applications, which are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties for all purposes:

U.S. Patent No. 6,808,710; U.S. Patent No. 7,332,582; U.S. Patent No. 7,488,802; U.S. Patent

No. 8,008,449; U.S. Patent No. 8,1 14,845; U.S. Patent No. 8,168,757; U.S. Patent No.

8,354,509; U.S. Patent No. 8,686,1 9; U.S. Patent No. 8,735,553; U.S. Patent No. 8,747,847;

U.S. Patent No. 8,779,105; U.S. Patent No. 8,927,697; U.S. Patent No. 8,993,731; U.S.

Patent No. 9,102,727; U.S. Patent No. 9,205,148; U.S. Publication No. US 2013/0202623

Al; U.S. Publication No. US 2013/0291136 Al; U.S. Publication No. US 2014/0044738 Al;

U.S. Publication No. US 2014/0356363 Al; U.S. Publication No. US 2016/0075783 Al; and

PCT Publication No. WO 2013/033091 Al; PCT Publication No. WO 2015/036394 Al; PCT

Publication No. WO 2014/179664 A2; PCT Publication No. WO 2014/209804 Al; PCT

Publication No. WO 2014/206107 Al; PCT Publication No. VVO 2015/058573 Al; PCT

Publication No. WO 2015/085847 Al; PCT Publication No WO 2015/200119 Al; PCT

Publication No. WO 2016/015685 Al; and PCT Publication No. WO 2016/020856 Al.

[00220] In certain embodiments, an anti-PD-Ll antibody is used in methods disclosed

herein. In certain embodiments, the anti-PD-Ll antibody is atezolizumab developed by

Genentech. In certain embodiments, the anti-PD-Ll antibody is durvalumab developed by

AstraZeneca, Celgene and Medimmune. In certain embodiments, the anti-PD-L 1 antibody is

avelumab, also known as MSB0010718C, developed by Merck Serono and Pfizer. In certain

embodiments, the anti-PD-Ll antibody is MDX-1 105 developed by Bristol-Myers Squibb.

In certain embodiments, the anti-PD-Ll antibody is AMP-224 developed by Amplimmune

and GSK.

[00221] Non-limiting examples of anti-PD-Ll antibodies that may be used in treatment

methods disclosed herein are disclosed in the following patents and patent applications,

which are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties for all purposes: US Patent No.

7,943,743; US Patent No. 8,168,179; US Patent No 8,217,149; U.S. Patent No. 8,552,154;

U.S. Patent No. 8,779,108; U.S. Patent No. 8,981,063; U.S. Patent No 9,175,082; U.S.

Publication No. US 2010/0203056 Al; U.S. Publication No. US 2003/0232323 Al; U.S.

Publication No. US 2013/0323249 Al; U.S. Publication No. US 2014/0341917 Al; U.S.

Publication No. US 2014/0044738 Al; U.S. Publication No. US 2015/0203580 Al; U.S.

Publication No. US 2015/0225483 Al; U.S. Publication No. US 2015/0346208 A I ; U.S.

Publication No. US 2015/0355184 Al; and PCT Publication No. WO 2014/100079 Al; PCT

Publication No. WO 2014/022758 Al; PCT Publication No WO 2014/055897 A2; PCT

Publication No. WO 2015/061668 Al; PCT Publication No WO 2015/109124 Al; PCT



Publication No. WO 2015/195163 Al; PCT Publication No. WO 2016/000619 A ; and PCT

Publication No. WO 2016/030350 A

[00222] In certain embodiments, a TCR, cell, or pharmaceutical composition disclosed

herein is administered to a subject in combination with a compound that targets an

immunomodulatory enzyme(s) such as IDO (indoieamine-(2,3)-dioxygenase) and/or T O

(tryptophan 2,3-dioxygenase). In certain embodiments, such compound is selected from the

group consisting of epacadostat (Incyte Corp; see, e.g., PCT Publication No. WO

2010/005958 which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety), F001287 (Plexus

Biosciences/Bristol-Myers Squibb), indoximod (NewLink Genetics), and NLG919 (NewLink

Genetics). In one embodiment, the compound is epacadostat. In another embodiment, the

compound is F001287. In another embodiment, the compound is indoximod. In another

embodiment, the compound is NLG919. In a specific embodiment, the TCR, cell, or

pharmaceutical composition disclosed herein is administered to a subject in combination with

an IDO inhibitor for treating cancer. The IDO inhibitor as described herein for use in treating

cancer is present in a solid dosage form of a pharmaceutical composition such as a tablet, a

pill or a capsule, wherein the pharmaceutical composition includes an IDO inhibitor and a

pharmaceutically acceptable excipient. As such, the TCR, cell, or pharmaceutical

composition as described herein and the IDO inhibitor as described herein can be

administered separately, sequentially, or concurrently as separate dosage forms. In one

embodiment, the cell, or pharmaceutical composition is administered parenterally, and the

IDO inhibitor is administered orally. n particular embodiments, the inhibitor is selected

from the group consisting of epacadostat (Incyte Corporation), F00I287 (Flexus

Biosciences/Bristol-Myers Squibb), indoximod (NewLink Genetics), and NLG919 (NewLink

Genetics). Epacadostat has been described in PCT Publication No. WO 2010/005958, which

is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for all purposes. In one embodiment, the

inhibitor is epacadostat. In another embodiment, the inhibitor is F001287. In another

embodiment, the inhibitor is indoximod. In another embodiment, the inhibitor is NLG919.

[00223] n certain embodiments, a TCR, cell, or pharmaceutical composition disclosed

herein is administered to a subject in combination with a vaccine. The vaccine can be, e.g., a

peptide vaccine, a DNA vaccine, or an RNA vaccine. In certain embodiments, the vaccine is

a heat shock protein based tumor vaccine or a heat shock protein based pathogen vaccine. n

a specific embodiment, a TCR, cell, or pharmaceutical composition disclosed herein is

administered to a subject in combination with a heat shock protein based tumor-vaccine.

Heat shock proteins (HSPs) are a family of highly conserved proteins found ubiquitously



across all species. Their expression can be powerfully induced to much higher levels as a

result of heat shock or other forms of stress, including exposure to toxins, oxidative stress, or

glucose deprivation. Five families have been classified according to molecular weight: HSP-

110, -90, -70, -60 and -28. HSPs deliver immunogenic peptides through the cross-

presentation pathway in antigen presenting cells (APCs) such as macrophages and dendritic

cells (DCs), leading to T cell activation. HSPs function as chaperone carriers of tumor-

associated antigenic peptides forming complexes able to induce tumor-specific immunity.

Upon release from dying tumor cells, the HSP-antigen complexes are taken up by antigen-

presenting cells (APCs) wherein the antigens are processed into peptides that bind MHC class

I and class II molecules leading to the activation of anti-tumor CD8+ and CD4+ T cells. The

immunity elicited by HSP complexes derived from tumor preparations is specifically directed

against the unique antigenic peptide repertoire expressed by the cancer of each subject.

[00224] A heat shock protein peptide complex (HSPPC) is a protein peptide complex

consisting of a heat shock protein non-covalently complexed with antigenic peptides.

HSPPCs elicit both innate and adaptive immune responses. In a specific embodiment, the

antigenic peptide(s) displays antigenicity for the cancer being treated. HSPPCs are

efficiently seized by APCs via membrane receptors (mainly CD91) or by binding to Toll-like

receptors. HSPPC internalization results in functional maturation of the APCs with

chemokine and cytokine production leading to activation of natural killer cells (NK),

monocytes, and Thl and Th-2-mediated immune responses. In certain embodiments,

HSPPCs used in methods disclosed herein comprise one or more heat shock proteins from the

hsp60, hsp70, or hsp90 family of stress proteins complexed with antigenic peptides. In

certain embodiments, HSPPCs comprise hsc70, hsp70, hsp90, hsp l lO, gr l 70, gp96,

calreticulin, or combinations of two or more thereof.

[00225] In a specific embodiment, the heat shock protein peptide complex (HSPPC)

comprises recombinant heat shock proteins (e.g., hsp70 or hsc70) or a peptide-binding

domain thereof complexed with recombinant antigenic peptides. Recombinant heat shock

proteins can be produced by recombinant DMA technology, for example, using human hsc70

sequence as described in Dworniczak and Mirault, Nucleic Acids Res. 15:5 181-5 197 (1987)

and GenBank accession no. P 1142 and/or Y00371, each of which is incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety. In certain embodiments, Hsp70 sequences are as described in Hunt

and Morimoto Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U .S.A. 82 ( 19), 6455-6459 (1985) and GenBank

accession no. P0DMV8 and/or M l 17 17, each of which is incorporated herein by reference in



its entirety. Antigenic peptides can also be prepared by recombinant DNA methods known in

the art.

[00226] In certain embodiments, the antigenic peptides comprise a modified amino acid.

In certain embodiments, the modified ammo acid comprises a post-translational modification.

In certain embodiments, the modified amino acid comprises a mimetic of a post-translational

modification. In certain embodiments, the modified amino acid is a Tyr, Ser, Thr, Arg, Lys,

or His that has been phosphoryiated on a side chain hydroxyl or amine. In certain

embodiments, the modified amino acid is a mimetic of a Tyr, Ser, Thr, Arg, Lys, or His

amino acid that has been phosphoryiated on a side chain hydroxyl or amine.

[00227] In a specific embodiment, a TCR, cell, or pharmaceutical composition disclosed

herein is administered to a subject in combination with a heat shock protein peptide complex

(HSPPC), e.g., heat shock protein peptide complex-96 (HSPPC-96), to treat cancer. HSPPC-

96 comprises a 96 kDa heat shock protein (Hsp), gp96, complexed to antigenic peptides.

HSPPC-96 is a cancer immunotherapy manufactured from a subject's tumor and contains the

cancer's antigenic "fi ngerprint " In certain embodiments, this fingerprint contains unique

antigens that are present only in that particular subject's specific cancer cells and injection of

the vaccine is intended to stimulate the subject's immune system to recognize and attack any

ceils with the specific cancer fingerprint.

[00228] In certain embodiments, the HSPPC, e.g., HSPPC-96, is produced from the tumor

tissue of a subject. In a specific embodiment, the HSPPC (e.g., HSPPC-96) is produced from

a tumor of the type of cancer or metastasis thereof being treated. In another specific

embodiment, the HSPPC (e.g., HSPPC-96) is autologous to the subject being treated. In

certain embodiments, the tumor tissue is non-necrotic tumor tissue. In certain embodiments,

at least 1 gram (e.g., at least 1, at least 2, at least 3, at least 4, at least 5, at least 6, at least 7, at

least 8, at least 9, or at least 10 grams) of non-necrotic tumor tissue is used to produce a

vaccine regimen. In certain embodiments, after surgical resection, non-necrotic tumor tissue

is frozen prior to use in vaccine preparation. In some embodiments, the HSPPC, e.g.,

HSPPC-96, is isolated from the tumor tissue by purification techniques, filtered and prepared

for an injectable vaccine. In certain embodiments, a subject is administered 6- 2 doses of the

HSPPC, e.g., HSPCC-96. In such embodiments, the HSPPC, e.g., HSPPC-96, doses may be

administered weekly for the first 4 doses and then biweekly for the 2-8 additional doses.

[00229] Further examples of HSPPCs that may be used in accordance with the methods

described herein are disclosed in the following patents and patent applications, which are



incorporated herein by reference herein in their entireties, U.S. Patent Nos. 6,39 1, 306,

6,383,492, 6,403,095, 6,4 10,026, 6,436,404, 6,447,780, 6,447,78 1 and 6,6 10,659.

[00230] In certain embodiments, a TCR, cel , or pharmaceutical composition disclosed

herein is administered to a subject in combination with an adjuvant. Various adjuvants can

be used depending on the treatment context. Non-limiting examples of appropriate adjuvants

include, but not limited to, Complete Freund's Adjuvant (CPA), Incomplete Freund's

Adjuvant (IFA), montanide ISA (incomplete Seppic adjuvant), the Ribi adjuvant system

(RAS), Titer Max, muramyl peptides, Syntex Adjuvant Formulation (SAF), alum (alum inum

hydroxide and/or aluminum phosphate), aluminum salt adjuvants, Gerbu*' adjuvants,

nitrocellulose absorbed antigen, encapsulated or entrapped antigen, 3 De-O-acylated

monophosphoryl lipid A (3 D-MPL), immunostimulatory oligonucleotides, toll-like receptor

(TLR) ligands, mannan-binding lectin (MBL) ligands, STING agonists, immuno-stimulating

complexes such as saponins, Quil A, QS-2 1, QS-7, ISCOMATRIX, and others. Other

adjuvants include CpG oligonucleotides and double stranded RNA molecules, such as

poly(A) and poly(U). Combinations of the above adjuvants may also be used. See, e.g., U.S.

Patent Nos. 6,645,495; 7,029,678; and 7,858,589, all of which are incorporated herein by

reference in their entireties. In one embodiment, the adjuvant used herein is QS-2 1

STIMULON.

[0023 1] In certain embodiments, a TCR, polynucleotide, vector, engineered cell, or

pharmaceutical composition disclosed herein is administered to a subject in combination with

a tumor microenvironment (TME)-conditioning agent. n certain embodiments, the TME-

conditioning agent is a cytokine (e.g., interleukin-2, interferon-a, interferon- β , interferon- γ ,

tumor necrosis factor superfamily member 14 (TNFSF 14)). In certain embodiments, the

cytokine is a chemokine (e.g., (C-C motif) ligand 2 1 (CCL2 1) and C-X-C motif chemokine

10 (CXCL 10)). In certain embodiments, the TME-conditioning agent is an agonist of a

pattern recognition receptor (PRR). In certain embodiments, the agonist is a synthetic agonist

of TLR9 (e.g., CpG). In certain embodiments, the agonist is a synthetic agonist of STING

(e.g. , cGAMP).

[00232] The TCR, polynucleotide, vector, engineered cell, or pharmaceutical composition

and the additional therapeutic agent (e.g., chemotherapeutic, radiotherapeutic, checkpoint

targeting agent, 1DO inhibitor, vaccine, adjuvant, and/or TME-conditioning agent) can be

administered separately, sequentially or concurrently as separate dosage forms. In one

embodiment, the TCR, polynucleotide, vector, engineered cell, or pharmaceutical

composition is administered parenteraily, and an 1DO inhibitor is administered orally.



[00233] A TCR, polynucleotide, vector, engineered cell, or pharmaceutical composition

described herein may be delivered to a subject by a variety of routes. These include, but are

not limited to, parenteral, intranasal, intratracheal, oral, intradermal, topical, intramuscular,

intraperitoneal, transdermal, intravenous, intratumorai, conjunctival, intrathecal, and

subcutaneous routes. Pulmonary administration can also be employed, e.g., by use of an

inhaler or nebulizer, and formulation with an aerosolizing agent for use as a spray. In certain

embodiments, the TCR, polynucleotide, vector, engineered cell, or pharmaceutical

composition described herein is delivered intravenously. In certain embodiments, the TCR,

polynucleotide, vector, engineered cell, or pharmaceutical composition described herein is

delivered subcutaneously. In certain embodiments, the TCR, polynucleotide, vector,

engineered cell, or pharmaceutical composition described herein is delivered intratumorally.

In certain embodiments, the TCR, polynucleotide, vector, engineered ce l, or pharmaceutical

composition described herein is delivered into a tumor draining lymph node.

[00234] The amount of the TCR, polynucleotide, vector, engineered cell, or

pharmaceutical composition which will be effective in the treatment and/or prevention of a

condition will depend on the nature of the disease, and can be detennined by standard clinical

techniques.

[00235] The precise dose to be employed in a composition wili also depend on the route of

administration, and the seriousness of the infection or disease caused by it, and should be

decided according to the judgment of the practitioner and each subject's circumstances. For

example, effective doses may also vary depending upon means of administration, target site,

physiological state of the patient (including age, body weight, and health), whether the patient

is a human or an animal, other medications administered, or whether treatment is

prophylactic or therapeutic. Usually, the patient is a human but non-human mammals

including transgenic mammals can also be treated. Treatment dosages are optimally titrated

to optimize safety and efficacy

[00236] A TCR described herein can also be used to assay the levels of a peptide-MHC

complex comprising a MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting

of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47) and/or the numbers of cells displaying a

peptide-MHC complex comprising a MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47) in a biological

sample using classical immunohistological methods known to those of skill in the art,

including immunoassays, such as the enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA),

immunoprecipitation, or Western blotting. Suitable TCR assay labels are known in the art



and include enzyme labels, such as, glucose oxidase; radioisotopes, such as iodine ( I, 2 1 ),

carbon ( C), sulfur ( S), tritium ( H), indium ( ln), and technetium ( Tc); luminescent

labels, such as luminol; and fluorescent labels, such as fluorescein and rhodamine, and biotin.

Such labels can be used to label a TCR described herein. Alternatively, a molecule that

recognizes a TCR described herein can be labeled and used in combination with a TCR

described herein to detect a peptide-MHC complex comprising a MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL

phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or

47) and/or the numbers of cells displaying a peptide-MHC complex comprising a MLL

peptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of

SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47) in a biological sample.

[00237] Assaying for the levels of a peptide-MHC complex comprising a MLL peptide

(e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ

ID NO: 45 or 47) is intended to include qualitatively or quantitatively measuring or

estimating the level of a peptide-MHC complex comprising a MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL

phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or

47) in a first biological sample either directly (e.g., by determining or estimating absolute

protein level) or relatively (e.g. by comparing to the disease associated protein level in a

second biological sample). The level of a peptide-MHC complex comprising a MLL peptide

(e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ

ID NO: 45 or 47) in the first biological sample can be measured or estimated and

compared to a standard level, the standard being taken from a second biological sample

obtained from an individual not having the disease or being determined by averaging levels

from a population of individuals not having the disease. As will be appreciated in the art,

once the "standard" level is known, it can be used repeatedly as a standard for comparison.

[00238] As used herein, the tenn "biological sample" refers to any biological sample

obtained from a subject, cell line, tissue, or other source of cells potentially displaying a

peptide-MHC complex comprising a MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47). Methods for

obtaining tissue biopsies and body fluids from animals (e.g., humans) are well-known in

the art. Biological samples include peripheral mononuclear blood cells.

[00239] A TCR described herein can be used for prognostic, diagnostic, monitoring and

screening applications, including in vitro and in vivo applications well-known and standard to

the skilled artisan and based on the present description. Prognostic, diagnostic, monitoring

and screening assays and kits for in vitro assessment and evaluation of immune system status



and/or immune response may be utilized to predict, diagnose, and monitor to evaluate patient

samples including those known to have or suspected of having a disorder associated with

cells displaying a peptide-MHC complex comprising a MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL

phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or

47). I vivo applications include directed cell therapy and immune sy stem modulation and

radio imaging of a cell, tissue, or organ displaying a peptide-MHC complex comprising a

MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47).

[00240] In one embodiment, a TCR described herein can be used for detecting a peptide-

MHC complex comprising a MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47) and/or the numbers of cells

displaying a peptide-MHC complex comprising a M LL peptide (e.g., a M LL phosphopeptide,

e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47) in

immunohistochemistry of biopsy samples. A ICRs described herein may carry a detectable

or functional label. When fluorescence labels are used, currently available microscopy and

fluorescence-activated cell sorter analysis (FACS) or a combination of both methods known

in the art may be utilized to identify and to quantitate the specific binding members. A TCR

described herein may carry a fluorescence label. Exemplary fluorescence labels include, for

example, reactive and conjugated probes, e.g., aminocoumarin, fluorescein and Texas red,

Aiexa Fluor dyes, Cy dyes, and D Light dyes. A TCR described herein may carry a

radioactive label, such as the isotopes , l C, 2P, J S, C1, Cr, Co, 8Co, Fe, °'Cu, Y,

Tc, ! 1V 11 Lu, !. I, i. 9 Au, At, Bi, 2 Ac and Re. When radioactive

labels are used, currently available counting procedures known in the art may be utilized to

identify and quantitate the specific binding of the TCR to a peptide-MHC complex

comprising a MLL polypeptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the

amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47). In the instance where the label is an enzyme,

detection may be accomplished by any of the presently utilized colorimetric,

spectrophotometric, fluorospectrophotometric, amperometric, or gasometric techniques as

known in the art. This can be achieved by contacting a sample or a control sample with a

TCR described herein under conditions that allow for the formation of a complex between the

TCR and the peptide-MHC complex comprising a MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL

phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or

47). Any complexes formed between the TCR and the peptide-MHC complex are detected

and compared in the sample and the control. In light of the specific binding of the TCRs



described herein for a peptide-MHC complex comprising a MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL

phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino add sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or

47), the TCRs can be used to detect cells displaying a peptide-MHC complex comprising a

MLL polypeptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47). The TCR described herein can also be used to purify

such a complex or cell via immunoaffinity purification. Also included herein is an assay

system which may be prepared in the form of a test kit for semi-quantitative or quantitative

analysis of the extent of the presence of, for instance, a peptide-MHC complex comprising a

MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47), or a complex comprising the peptide-MHC complex.

The system or test kit may comprise a labeled component, e.g., a labeled TCR, and one or

more additional immunochemical reagents.

5,5 Polynucleotides, Vectors and Methods of Producing TCRs

[00241] In another aspect, provided herein are polynucleotides comprising a nucleotide

sequence encoding a TCR described herein (e.g., a chain, β chain, V domain, and/or β

domain) that binds to a MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting

of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47), and vectors, e.g., vectors comprising

such polynucleotides for recombinant expression in host ce ls (e.g., E. colt and mammalian

cells). Provided herein are polynucleotides comprising nucleotide sequences encoding an a

chain and/or β chain of any of the TCRs provided herein, as well as vectors comprising such

polynucleotide sequences, e.g., expression vectors for their efficient expression in host cells,

e.g., mammalian cells.

[00242] n certain embodiments, a polynucleotide or nucleic acid molecule described

herein is isolated or purified. In general, an isolated polynucleotide or nucleic acid molecule

is one which is separated from other nucleic acid molecules which are present in the natural

source (e.g., in a mouse or a human) of the nucleic acid molecule. Additionally or

alternatively, an isolated polynucleotide or nucleic acid molecule (e.g., a cDNA molecule) is

substantially free of other cellular material, or culture medium when produced by

recombinant techniques, or substantially free of chemical precursors or other chemicals when

chemically synthesized. For example, the language "substantially free" includes preparations

of polynucleotides or nucleic acid molecules having less than about 15%, 0%, 5%, 2%, %,

0.5%, or 0.1% (in particular less than about 10%) of other material, e.g., cellular material,

culture medium, other nucleic acid molecules, chemical precui sors, and/or other chemicals.

[00243] In a particular aspect, provided herein are polynucleotides comprising nucleotide



sequences encoding 'ICRs winch bind to the same epitope of a peptide comprising the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47 as the ICRs described supra. In certain

embodiments, the peptide is in complex with an MHC as described supra (e.g., HLA-

B*0702). n certain embodiments, the TCR comprises sequences that do not naturally exist

within the TCR germline repertoire of an animal or mammal (e.g., human) in vivo. In certain

embodiments, the polynucleotide comprises sequences that do not naturally exist within the

TCR-encoding DNA germline repertoire of an animal or mammal (e.g., human) in vivo.

[00244] n certain aspects, provided herein are polynucleotides comprising a nucleotide

sequence encoding the a chain and/or β chain of a TCR described herein. The

polynucleotides can comprise nucleotide sequences encoding an a chain comprising the a

chain FRs and CDRs of TCRs described herein (see, e.g.. Table 1) or nucleotide sequences

encoding a β chain comprising the β chain FRs and CDRs of TCRs described herein (see

e.g., Table 1).

[00245 n certain embodiments, the polynucleotide encodes the a chain and β chain of a

TCR described herein. In certain embodiments, the polynucleotide encodes a polypeptide

comprising from the N-terminus to the C-terminus: the a chain of the TCR, a 2A cleavage

site, and the β chain of the TCR. In certain embodiments, the polynucleotide encodes a

polypeptide comprising from the N-terminus to the C-terminus: the β chain of the TCR, a 2A

cleavage site, and the chain of the TCR. In certain embodiments, the polynucleotide

encodes a polypeptide comprising from the N-terminus to the C-terminus: the a chain of the

TCR, a furin cleavage site, a 2A cleavage site, and the β chain of the TCR. In certain

embodiments, the polynucleotide encodes a polypeptide comprising from the N-terminus to

the C-terminus: the β chain of the TCR, a furin cleavage site, a 2A cleavage site, and the a

chain of the TCR. The furin cleavage site generally has a consensus sequence of R X JX JR ,

wherein X can be any amino acid, and 2 is K or R (SEQ ID NO: 96). In certain

embodiments, is K or R . In certain embodiments, the furin cleavage site has a sequence of

RAKR (SEQ ID NO: 97). In certain embodiments, the furin cleavage site is cleaved after the

second arginine residue. The 2A cleavage site generally comprises a consensus sequence of

X X E 3 PGP , wherein X is D or G, X2 is V or , and X is any amino acid (SEQ ID NO:

99). In certain embodiments, the 2A cleavage site is cleaved between the C-terminal proline

residue and the preceding glycine residue. In certain embodiments, the 2A cleavage site

comprises an amino acid sequence selected from SEQ ID NOs: 100-105 and 239-246 (Table

7). In certain embodiments, the 2A cleavage site is a porcine teschovirus-1 A (P2A)

cleavage site having the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 100. In certain



embodiments, the 2A cleavage site is a porcine teschovirus-1 2A (P2A) cleavage site having

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 239 In certain embodiments, the

polynucleotide comprises a nucleic acid sequence encoding SEQ ID NO: 90. In certain

embodiments, the polynucleotide comprises a nucleic acid sequence encoding SEQ ID NO:

238

Table 7. Exemplary 2A cleavage sites.

[00246] Also provided herein are polynucleotides encoding a TCR described herein that

are optimized, e.g., by codon/RNA optimization, replacement with heterologous signal

sequences, and elimination of mRNA instability elements. Methods to generate optimized

nucleic acids encoding a TCR (e.g., a chain, β chain, Va domain, and/or V domain) for

recombinant expression by introducing codon changes and/or eliminating inhibitory regions



in the mRNA can be carried out by adapting the optimization methods described in, e.g., U.S.

Patent os. 5,965,726; 6,174,666; 6,291,664; 6,414,132; and 6,794,498, accordingly. For

example, potential splice sites and instability elements (e.g., A/T or A/U rich elements)

within the RNA can be mutated without altering the am o acids encoded by the nucleic acid

sequences to increase stability of the RNA for recombinant expression. The alterations

utilize the degeneracy of the genetic code, e.g., using an alternative codon for an identical

amino acid. In some embodiments, it can be desirable to alter one or more codons to encode

a conservative mutation, e.g., a similar amino acid with similar chemical structure and

properties and/or function as the original ammo acid. Such methods can increase expression

of a TCR by at least 1 fold, 2 fold, 3 fold, 4 fold, 5 fold, 10 fold, 20 fold, 30 fold, 40 fold, 50

fold, 60 fold, 70 fold, 80 fold, 90 fold, or 100 fold or more relative to the expression of a

TCR encoded by polynucleotides that have not been optimized.

[00247] In certain embodiments, an optimized polynucleotide sequence encoding a TCR

described herein (e.g., a chain, β chain, Va domain and/or Vp domain) can hybridize to an

antisense (e.g., complementary) polynucleotide of an unoptimized polynucleotide sequence

encoding a TCR described herein (e.g., a chain, β chain, Va domain, and/or ν β domain). In

specific embodiments, an optimized nucleotide sequence encoding a TCR described herein

under high stringency conditions to antisense polynucleotide of an unoptimized

polynucleotide sequence encoding a TCR described herein. In a specific embodiment, an

optimized nucleotide sequence encoding a TCR described herein hybridizes under high

stringency, intermediate or lower stringency hybridization conditions to an antisense

polynucleotide of an unoptimized nucleotide sequence encoding a TCR described herein.

Information regarding hybridization conditions has been described, see, e.g., U.S. Patent

Application Publication No. US 2005/0048549 (e.g., paragraphs 72-73), which is

incorporated herein by reference.

[00248] The polynucleotides can be obtained, and the nucleotide sequence of the

polynucleotides determined, by any method known in the art. Nucleotide sequences

encoding TCRs described herein, e.g., TCRs described in Tables 1-4, and modified versions

of these TCRs can be determined using methods well-known in the art, i.e., nucleotide

codons known to encode particular amino acids are assembled in such a way to generate a

nucleic acid that encodes the TCR. Such a polynucleotide encoding the TCR can be

assembled from chemically synthesized oligonucleotides (e.g., as described in Kutmeier G et

al, (1994), BioTechniques 17: 242-6), which, briefly, involves the synthesis of overlapping

oligonucleotides containing portions of the sequence encoding the TCR, annealing and



ligating of those oligonucleotides, and then amplification of the ligated oligonucleotides by

PGR.

[00249] Alternatively, a polynucleotide encoding a TCR described herein can be generated

from nucleic acid from a suitable source (e.g., a T lymphocyte) using methods well-known in

the art (e.g., PCR and other molecular cloning methods). For example, PGR amplification

using synthetic primers hybridizable to the 3' and 5' ends of a known sequence can be

performed using genomic DNA obtained from T cells expressing the TCR of interest. Such

PCR amplification methods can be used to obtain nucleic acids comprising the sequence

encoding the chain and/or β chain of a TCR. Such PCR amplification methods can be used

to obtain nucleic acids comprising the sequence encoding the Va domain and/or V domain

of a TCR. The amplified nucleic acids can be cloned into vectors for expression in host cells

and for further cloning, for example, to generate chimeric and humanized TCRs.

[00250] f a clone containing a nucleic acid encoding a particular TCR is not available, but

the sequence of the TCR molecule is known, a nucleic acid encoding the TCR can be

chemically synthesized or obtained from a suitable source (e.g.. a TCR cDNA library or a

cDNA library generated from, or nucleic acid, e.g., poly A R A, isolated from, any tissue or

cells expressing the TCR, such as T lymphocytes selected to express a TCR described herein)

by PCR amplification using synthetic primers hybridizable to the 3' and 5' ends of the

sequence or by cloning using an oligonucleotide probe specific for the particular gene

sequence to identify, e.g. a cDNA clone from a cDNA library that encodes TCRs. Amplified

nucleic acids generated by PCR can then be cloned into replicabie cloning vectors using any

method well-known in the art.

[00251] DNA encoding TCRs described herein can be readily isolated and sequenced

using conventional procedures, e.g., by using oligonucleotide probes that are capable of

binding specifically to genes encoding the chain and/or β chain of the TCR. T lymphocytes

can serve as a source of such DNA. Once isolated, the DNA can be placed into expression

vectors, which are then transfected into host cells such as E. coli cells, simian COS cells,

Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells (e.g., CHO cells from the CHO GS System™ (Lonza)),

or myeloma cells that do not otherwise produce TCR protein, to obtain the synthesis of TCRs

in the recombinant host cells.

[00252] To generate whole TCRs, PCR primers including Va or Vp nucleotide sequences,

a restriction site, and a flanking sequence to protect the restriction site can be used to amplify

the Va or VP sequences into clones, e.g., clones of individual Va or P nucleotide sequences,

or clones of single-chain TCRs containing variable regions of TCRs attached by a flexible



linker. Utilizing cloning techniques known to those of skill in the art, the PGR amplified Va

domains can be cloned into vectors expressing an a chain constant region, and the PGR

amplified V domains can be cloned into vectors expressing a β chain constant region n

certain embodiments, the vectors for expressing the or \ ' β domains comprise an EF-la

promoter, a secretion signal, a cloning site for the variable region, constant domains, and a

selection marker such as neomycin. The a chain and β chain vectors are then co-transfected

into cell lines, either simultaneously or sequentially, to generate stable or transient ceil lines

that express whole ICRs using techniques known to those of skill in the art. The Va or V

domains can also be cloned into one vector expressing the necessary constant regions. The

vector is then transfected into cell lines to generate stable or transient cell lines that express

whole TCRs using techniques known to those of skill in the art.

[00253] The DNA also can be modified, for example, by substituting the coding sequence

for human a chain and β chain constant domains in place of the murine sequences, or by

covalently joining to the TCR coding sequence all or part of the coding sequence for a non-

TCR polypeptide.

[00254] Also provided are polynucleotides that hybridize under high, intermediate, or low

stringency hybridization conditions to polynucleotides that encode a TCR described herein

in specific embodiments, polynucleotides described herein hybridize under high,

intermediate, or low stringency hybridization conditions to polynucleotides encoding a Va

domain and/or ν β domain provided herein.

[00255] Hybridization conditions have been described in the art and are known to one of

skill in the art. For example, hybridization under stringent conditions can involve

hybridization to filter-bound DNA in 6x sodium chloride/sodium citrate (SSC) at about 45°C

followed by one or more washes in 0.2xSSC/0.1% SDS at about 50~65°C: hybridization

under highly stringent conditions can involve hybridization to filter-bound nucleic acid in

6xSSC at about 45°C followed by one or more washes in O.lxSSC/0.2% SDS at about 68°C

Hybridization under other stringent hybridization conditions are known to those of skill in the

art and have been described, see, for example, Ausubel FM et al, eds., (1989) Current

Protocols in Molecular Biology, Vol. I, Green Publishing Associates, inc. and John Wiley &

Sons, Inc., New York at pages 6.3. -6.3.6 and 2 . 10.3.

[00256] In certain aspects, provided herein are ce ls (e.g., host cells) expressing (e.g.,

recombinantly) TCRs described herein which bind to a MLL polypeptide (e.g., a MI

phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or

47), and related polynucleotides and expression vectors. Provided herein are vectors (e.g.,



expression vectors) comprising polynucleotides comprising nucleotide sequences encoding

such TCRs for recombinant expression in host cells, e.g., in mammalian cells. Also provided

herein are host cells comprising such vectors for recombinantly expressing TCRs described

herein (e.g., human or humanized TCR). In a particular aspect, provided herein are methods

for producing a TCR described herein, comprising expressing such TCR from a host cell.

[00257] In another aspect, provided herein are methods for producing an engineered cell

(e.g., a cell comprising a heterologous and/or recombinant nucleic acid) as described herein.

In certain embodiments, the method comprises contacting a cell with a vector as described

herein under conditions that allow introduction of the vector into the cell. In certain

embodiments, the condition allows transfection of the cell with the vector (e.g., by liposome

or electroporation). In one embodiment, the condition allows transfection of the cell with an

mRNA vector by electroporation. In certain embodiments, the vector is a viral vector, and

the conditions allow transduction of the cell with the viral vector n certain embodiments,

the vector is introduced to the ceil in vitro or ex vivo. In certain embodiments, the vector is

introduced to the cell in vivo.

[00258] Recombinant expression of a TCR described herein (e.g., a full-length TCR, a

chain and/or β chain of a TCR, or a single-chain TCR described herein) that binds to a MLL

polypeptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47) involves construction of an expression vector containing

a polynucleotide that encodes the TCR. Once a polynucleotide encoding a TCR described

herein has been obtained, the vector for the production of the TCR molecule can be produced

by recombinant DNA technology using techniques well-known in the art. Thus, methods for

preparing a protein by expressing a polynucleotide containing a TCR encoding nucleotide

sequence are described herein. Methods which are well-known to those skilled in the art can

be used to construct expression vectors containing TCR encoding sequences and appropriate

transcriptional and translational control signals. These methods include, for example, in vitro

recombinant DNA techniques, synthetic techniques, and in vivo genetic recombination. Also

provided are replicable vectors comprising a nucleotide sequence encoding a TCR molecule

described herein (e.g., a full-length TCR, a chain or β chain of a TCR, Va or β of a TCR, or

an a or β chain CDR), operably linked to a promoter.

[00259] The vector can comprise any type of nucleotides (including but not limited to

DNA and RNA) which can be single-stranded or double-stranded, synthesized or obtained in

part from natural sources, and which can contain natural, non-natural or altered nucleotides.

The recombinant expression vectors can comprise naturally-occurring or non-naturally-



occurring internucleotide linkages, or both types of linkages. In one embodiment, the non-

naturally occurring or altered nucleotides or inter-nucleotide linkages do not hinder the

transcription or replication of the vector. The expression vector can be a viral vector (e.g., a

retroviral vector, an adenoviral vector, an adeno-associated viral vector, or a baculoviral

vector). In certain embodiments, the retroviral vector is a lentiviral vector (e.g., a vector

comprising genetic elements of the HIV- genome) or an equine infectious anemia viral

vector. In certain embodiments, the vector is packaged with one or more viral capsid proteins

to provide a viral particle.

[00260] An expression vector can be transferred to a cell (e.g., a host cell) by conventional

techniques and the resulting cell can then be cultured by conventional techniques to produce a

TCR described herein. Thus, provided herein are host ceils containing a polynucleotide

encoding a TCR molecule described herein (e.g., a full-length TCR, a chain or β chain of a

TCR, V a or ν β of a TCR, or an a or chain CDR) operably linked to a promoter for

expression of such sequences in the host cell. In certain embodiments, for the expression of

double-chained TCRs, vectors encoding both the and β chains, individually, can be co-

expressed in the host cell for expression of the entire TCR molecule, as detailed below. In

certain embodiments, a host cell contains a vector comprising a polynucleotide encoding both

the a chain and β chain of a TCR described herein. In specific embodiments, a host cell

contains two different vectors, a first vector comprising a polynucleotide encoding an chain

or an a chain variable region of a TCR described herein, and a second vector comprising a

polynucleotide encoding a β chain or a β chain variable region of a TCR described herein. In

other embodiments, a first host cell comprises a first vector comprising a polynucleotide

encoding an a chain or an a chain variable region of a TCR described herein, and a second

host cell comprises a second vector comprising a polynucleotide encoding a β chain or a β

chain variable region of a TCR described herein. In specific embodiments, an a chain or a

chain variable region expressed by a first cell associated with a β chain or β chain variable

region expressed by a second cell to form a TCR described herein. In certain embodiments,

provided herein is a population of host cells comprising such first host cell and such second

host cell.

[0026 1] In a particular embodiment, provided herein is a population of vectors comprising

a first vector comprising a polynucleotide encoding an a chain or a chain variable region of a

TCR described herein, and a second vector comprising a polynucleotide encoding a β chain

or β chain variable region of a TCR described herein.



[00262] A variety of host-expression vector systems can be utilized to express TCR

molecules described herein (see, e.g., U.S. Patent No. 5,807,715). Such host-expression

systems represent vehicles by which the coding sequences of interest can be produced and

subsequently purified, but also represent cells which can, when transformed or transfected

with the appropriate nucleotide coding sequences, express a TCR molecule described herein

in situ. These include but are not limited to microorganisms such as bacteria {e.g., E . coli and

B. subtilis) transformed with recombinant bacteriophage DNA, plasmid DNA, or cosmid

DNA expression vectors containing TCR coding sequences; yeast (e.g., Saccharomyces

Pichid) transformed with recombinant yeast expression vectors containing TCR coding

sequences; insect cell systems infected with recombinant virus expression vectors (e.g.,

baculovirus) containing TCR coding sequences; plant cell systems (e.g., green algae such as

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii) infected with recombinant virus expression vectors (e.g.,

cauliflower mosaic virus, CaMV; tobacco mosaic virus, TMV) or transformed with

recombinant plasmid expression vectors (e.g., IT plasmid) containing TCR coding sequences;

or mammalian cell systems (e.g.. COS (e.g., COS! or COS), CHO, BHK, MDCK, HEK 293,

NS0, PER.C6, VERO, CRL7030, HsS78Bst, HeLa, and NTH 3T3, HEK-293T, HepG2,

SP210, Rl.l, B-W, L-M, BSCl, BSC40, YB/20 and BMT10 cells) harboring recombinant

expression constructs containing promoters derived from the genome of mammalian cells

(e.g., metallothionein promoter) or from mammalian viruses (e.g., the adenovirus late

promoter; the vaccinia virus 7.5K promoter). In a specific embodiment, cells for expressing

TCRs described herein are CHO cells, for example CHO cells from the CHO GS System™

(Lonza). In a particular embodiment, cells for expressing TCRs described herein are human

cells, e.g., human cell lines. In a specific embodiment, a mammalian expression vector is

pOptiVEC™ or pcDNA3.3. In a particular embodiment, bacterial cells such as Escherichia

coli, or eukaryotic cells (e.g., mammalian cells), especially for the expression of whole

recombinant TCR molecule, are used for the expression of a recombinant TCR molecule. For

example, mammalian cells such as Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells, in conjunction with a

vector such as the major intermediate early gene promoter element from human

cytomegalovirus, are an effective expression system for TCRs (Foecking MK & Hofstetter H

(1986) Gene 45: 101-5; and Cockett M et al, (1990) Biotechnology 8(7): 662-7). Tn certain

embodiments, TCRs described herein are produced by CHO cells or NS0 cells. In a specific

embodiment, the expression of nucleotide sequences encoding TCRs described herein is

regulated by a constitutive promoter, inducible promoter, or tissue specific promoter.

l l



[00263] In certain embodiments, the mammalian host cell is a lymphocyte (e.g., a human

lymphocyte), such as a T cell or a natural killer (NK) cell. n certain embodiments, the

lymphocyte is a T cell. Any T cell at any developmental stage can be used to express a TCR

disclosed herein. For example, in certain embodiments, the T cell is selected from the group

consisting of a CD8 + cytotoxic T cell, a CD4 + cytotoxic T cell, a CD4 helper T cell (e.g., a

T or a Th2 cell), a CD4/CD8 double positive T cells, a tumor infiltrating T cell, a

thymocyte, a memory T cell, a naive T cell, and a natural killer T ceil (e.g., an invariant

natural killer T cell). Precursor cells of the cellular immune system (e.g., precursors of T

lymphocytes) are also useful for presenting a TCR disclosed herein because these cells may

differentiate, develop, or mature into effector cells. Accordingly, in certain embodiments, the

mammalian host cell is a plunpotent stem cell (e.g., an embryonic stem cell, an induced

pluripotent stem cell), lymphocyte progenitor cell, or a hematopoietic stem cell (e.g., isolated

and/or enriched from bone marrow, umbilical cord blood, or peripheral blood).

[00264] Cells can be obtained from numerous sources, including but not limited to, tumor,

blood, bone marrow, lymph node, thymus, or another tissue or bodily fluid, or a apheresis

product. n certain embodiments, cells are obtained from a patient directly following a

treatment that leaves the subject with functional T cells. In this regard, it has been observed

that following certain cancer treatments, in particular treatments with drags that damage the

immune system, shortly after treatment during the period when patients would normally be

recovering from the treatment, the quality of T cells obtained may be optimal or improved for

their ability to expand ex vivo. Likewise, following ex vivo manipulation using the methods

described herein, these cells may be i a preferred state for enhanced engraftment and in vivo

expansion. Thus, in certain embodiments, cells are collected from blood, bone marrow,

lymph node, thymus, or another tissue or bodily fluid, or an apheresis product, during this

recover}' phase.

[00265] In certain embodiments, the mammalian host cell is a population of cells

presenting a TCR disclosed herein on the cell surface. The population of cells can be

heterogeneous or homogenous. In certain embodiments, at least 50% (e.g., at least 60%,

70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 99%, 99 5%, or 99 9%) of the population is a cell as described herein.

In certain embodiments, the population is substantially pure, wherein at least 50% (e.g., at

least 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 99%, 99.5%, or 99.9%) of the population is homogeneous.

In certain embodiments, the population is heterogeneous and comprises a mixed population

of cells (e.g., the cells have different cell types, developmental stages, origins, are isolated,

purified, or enriched by different methods, are stimulated with different agents, and/or are



engineered by different methods). In certain embodiments, the ceils are a population of

peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) (e.g., human PBMCs).

[00266] In bacterial systems, a number of expression vectors can be advantageously

selected depending upon the use intended for the TCR molecule being expressed. For

example, when a large quantity of such a TCR is to be produced, for the generation of

pharmaceutical compositions of a TCR molecule, vectors which direct the expression of high

levels of fusion protein products that are readily purified can be desirable. Such vectors

include, but are not limited to, the E. coli expression vector pUR278 (Ruether U & Mueller-

Hill B (1983) EMBO J 2 : 1791-1794), in which the TCR coding sequence can be ligated

individually into the vector in frame with the lac Z coding region so that a fusion protein is

produced: ρΓ vectors (Inouye S & Inouye M (1985) Nuc Acids Res 3 : 3101-3109; Van

Heeke G & Schuster SM (1989) J Biol Chem 24: 5503-5509); and the like. For example,

pGEX vectors can also be used to express foreign polypeptides as fusion proteins with

glutathione 5-transferase (GST). In general, such fusion proteins are soluble and can easily

be purified from lysed cells by adsorption and binding to matrix glutathione agarose beads

followed by elution in the presence of free glutathione. The pGEX vectors are designed to

include thrombin or factor Xa protease cleavage sites so that the cloned target gene product

can be released from the GST moiety.

[00267] In an insect system, A ograp h californica nuclear polyhedrosis virus (AcNPV),

for example, can be used as a vector to express foreign genes. The virus grows in Spodoptera

frugiperda cells. The TCR coding sequence can be cloned individually into non-essential

regions (for example the polyhedrin gene) of the virus and placed under control of an AcNPV

promoter (for example the polyhedrin promoter).

[00268] In mammalian host cells, a number of viral-based expression systems can be

utilized. In cases where an adenovirus is used as an expression vector, the TCR encoding

sequence of interest can be ligated to an adenovirus transcription/translation control complex,

e.g. the late promoter and tripartite leader sequence. This chimeric gene can then be inserted

in the adenovirus genome by in vitro or in vivo recombination. Insertion in a non-essential

region of the viral genome (e.g., region E or E3) will result in a recombinant virus that is

viable and capable of expressing the TCR molecule in infected hosts (e.g., see Logan J &

Shenk T (1984) PNAS 81(12): 3655-9). Specific initiation signals can also be required for

efficient translation of inserted TCR coding sequences. These signals include the ATG

initiation codon and adjacent sequences. Furthermore, the initiation codon must be in phase

with the reading frame of the desired coding sequence to ensure translation of the entire



insert. These exogenous translational control signals and initiation codons can be of a variety

of origins, both natural and synthetic. The efficiency of expression can be enhanced by the

inclusion of appropriate transcription enhancer elements, transcription terminators, etc. (see,

e.g.. Bitter G et al, (1987) Methods Enzymol. 153: 516-544).

[00269] In addition, a host cell strain can be chosen which modulates the expression of the

inserted sequences, or modifies and processes the gene product in the specific fashion

desired. Such modifications (e.g., glycosylation) and processing (e.g., cleavage) of protein

products can be important for the function of the protein. Different host cells have

characteristic and specific mechanisms for the post-translational processing and modification

of proteins and gene products. Appropriate cell lines or host systems can be chosen to ensure

the correct modification and processing of the foreign protein expressed. To this end,

eukaryotic host cells which possess the cellular machinery for proper processing of the

primary transcript, glycosylation, and phosphorylation of the gene product can be used. Such

mammalian host cells include but are not limited to CHO, VERO, BHK, Hela, MDCK, HEK

293, N H 3T3, W138, BT483, Hs578T, HTB2, BT20 and T47D, NS0 (a murine myeloma

cell line that does not endogenously produce any immunoglobulin chains), CRL7030, COS

(e.g., COS1 or COS), PER.C6, VERO, HsS78Bst, HEK-293T, HepG2, SP210, R . , B-VV, L-

M, BSC1, BSC40, YB/20, BMT10 and HsS78Bst cells. In certain embodiments, TCR

molecules described herein are produced in mammalian cells, such as CHO cells.

[00270] For long-term expression of the recombinant TCRs, stable expression cells can be

generated. For example, ceil lines which stably express a TCR described herein can be

engineered. In specific embodiments, a cell provided herein stably expresses an a chain or a

chain variable region and a β chain or β chain variable region which associate to form a TCR

described herein.

[00271] In certain aspects, host cells can be transformed with D A controlled by

appropriate expression control elements (e.g., promoter, enhancer, sequences, transcription

terminators, polyadenylation sites, etc.), and a selectable marker. Following the introduction

of the foreign DNA/polynucleotide, engineered ceils can be allowed to grow for 1-2 days in

an enriched media, and then are switched to a selective media. The selectable marker in the

recombinant plasmid confers resistance to the selection and allows cells to stably integrate

the plasmid into their chromosomes and grow to form foci which in turn can be cloned and

expanded into cell lines. This method can advantageously be used to engineer cell lines

which express a TCR described herein. Such engineered cell lines can be particularly useful



in screening and evaluation of compositions that interact directly or indirectly with the TCR

molecule

[00272] A number of selection systems can be used, including but not limited to, the

herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase (Wigler M et al, (1977) Cell 11(1): 223-32),

hypoxanthineguanine phosphoribosyltransferase (Szybalska EH & Szybalski W (1962)

PNAS 48(12): 2026-2034), and adenine phosphoribosyltransferase (Lowy I et al, (1980) Cell

22(3): 817-23) genes in tk-, hgprt- or aprt-cells, respectively, each of which is incorporated

by reference herein in its entirety. Also, antimetabolite resistance can be used as the basis of

selection for the following genes: dhfr, which confers resistance to methotrexate (Wigler M et

al, (1980) PNAS 77(6): 3567-70; O'Hare K et al, (1981) PNAS 78: 1527-31); gpt, which

confers resistance to mycophenolic acid (Mulligan RC & Berg P (1981) PNAS 78(4): 2072-

6); neo, which confers resistance to the aminoglycoside G-418 (Wu GY & Wu CH (1991)

Biotherapy 3 : 87-95; Tolstoshev P (1993) Ann Rev Pharmacol Toxicol 32: 573-596;

Mulligan RC (1993) Science 260: 926-932; and Morgan RA & Anderson WF (1993) Ann

Rev Biochem 62: 191-217; Nabel GJ & Feigner PL (1993) Trends Biotechnol 11(5): 211-5);

and hygro, which confers resistance to hygromycin (Santerre RF et al (1984) Gene 30(1-3):

147-56), each of which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. Methods

commonly known in the art of recombinant DNA technology can be routinely applied to

select the desired recombinant clone and such methods are described, for example, in

Ausubel FM et al, (eds.), Current Protocols in Molecular Biology, John Wiley & Sons, NY

(1993); Kriegler M, Gene Transfer and Expression, A Laboratory Manual, Stockton Press,

NY (1990); and in Chapters 12 and 13, Dracopoli NC et al, (eds.), Current Protocols in

Human Genetics, John Wiley & Sons, NY (1994); Colbere-Garapin F et al, (1981) J Mol

Biol 150: 1-14, which are incorporated by reference herein in their entireties.

[00273] The expression levels of a TCR molecule can be increased by vector amplification

(for a review, see Bebbington CR & Hentschel CCG, The use of vectors based on gene

amplification for the expression of cloned genes in mammalian cells in DNA cloning, Vol. 3

(Academic Press, New York, 1987), which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety).

When a marker in the vector system expressing TCR is ampiifiabie, increase in the level of

inhibitor present in culture of host cells will result in selection of host cells with increased

numbers of copies of the marker gene. Since the amplified region is associated with the TCR

gene, production of the TCR will also increase (Crouse GF et al, (1983) Mol Cell Biol 3 :

257-66, which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety).



[00274] n other aspects, the host cell can be transduced with a viral vector (e.g., a

retroviral vector, an adenoviral vector, an adeno-associated viral vector, or a baculoviral

vector) comprising a sequence encoding a TCR as described herein. In certain embodiments,

the retroviral vector is a ientivirai vector (e.g., a vector comprising genetic elements of the

HIV- 1 genome) or an equine infectious anemia viral vector. In certain embodiments, the

vector is packaged with one or more viral capsid proteins to provide a viral particle.

[00275] In certain embodiments, the vector further comprises a transcriptional and/or

transiational control sequence (e.g., a promoter, an enhancer, and/or a Kozak sequence)

operably nked to the sequence encoding a TCR as described herein. Alternatively, the

sequence encoding the TCR may not be operably linked to a transcriptional and/or

transiational control sequence (e.g., a promoter, an enhancer, and/or a Kozak sequence), but

is flanked by sequences homologous to the sequences flanking a locus of the host cell

genome, wherein the integration of the TCR-coding sequence allows expression of the

encoded TCR from the transcriptional and/or transiational control sequence at or near the

genomic locus.

[00276] The host cell can be co-transferred (e.g., co-transfected or co-transduced) with two

or more expression vectors described herein, the first vector encoding an a chain derived

polypeptide and the second vector encoding a β chain derived polypeptide. The two vectors

can contain identical selectable markers which enable equal expression of chain and β chain

polypeptides. The host cells can be co-transferred with different amounts of the two or more

expression vectors. For example, host cells can be co-transferred with any one of the

following ratios of a first expression vector and a second expression vector: 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, 1:4,

1:5, 1:6, 1:7, 1:8, 1:9, 1:10, 1:12, 1:15, 1:20, 1:25, 1:30, 1:35, 1:40, 1:45, or 1:50. In some

embodiments, the coding sequences for the a and β chains are DNA. In some embodiments,

the coding sequences for the a and β chains are RNA.

[00277] Alternatively, a single vector can be used which encodes, and is capable of

expressing, both a and β chain polypeptides. The coding sequences for the a and β chains

can comprise cDNA or genomic DNA. The expression vector can be nionocistromc or

multicistronic. A multicistronic nucleic acid construct can encode 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or

more, or in the range of 2-5, 5-10 or 10-20 genes/nucleotide sequences. For example, a

bicistronic nucleic acid construct can comprise in the following order a promoter, a first gene

(e.g., β chain of a TCR described herein), and a second gene (e.g., a chain of a TCR

described herein). In such an expression vector, the transcription of both genes can be driven

by the promoter, whereas the translation of the mRNA from the first gene can be initiated by



a cap-dependent scanning mechanism and the translation of the mRNA from the second gene

can be by a cap-independent mechanism, e.g., by an IRES. Alternatively, the two genes can

be operably linked by a self-cleavage peptide (e.g., a 2A peptide) or a peptide sequence

recognized by an intracellular or an extracellular protease.

[00278] Once a CR molecule described herein has been produced by recombinant

expression, it can be purified by any method known in the art for purification of an

immunoglobulin molecule, for example, by chromatography (e.g.. ion exchange, affinity, and

sizing column chromatography), ccntrifugation, differential solubility, or by any other

standard technique for the purification of proteins. Further, the TCR described herein can be

fused to heterologous polypeptide sequences described herein or otherwise known in the art

to facilitate purification.

[00279] In specific embodiments, a TCR described herein is isolated or purified.

Generally, an isolated TCR is one that is substantially free of other TCRs with different

antigenic specificities than the isolated TCRs. For example, in a particular embodiment, a

preparation of a TCR described herein is substantially free of cellular material and/or

chemical precursors. The language "substantially free of cellular material" includes

preparations of a TCR in which the TCR is separated from cellular components of the cells

from which it is isolated or recombinantly produced. Thus, a TCR that is substantially free of

cellular material includes preparations of the TCR having less than about 30%, 20%, 10%,

5%, 2%, 1%, 0.5%, or 0.1% (by diy weight) of heterologous protein (also referred to herein

as a "contaminating protein") and/or variants of the TCR, for example, different post-

translational modified forms of the TCR or other different versions of the TCR (e.g.,

fragments thereof). When the TCR is recombinantly produced, it is also generally

substantially free of culture medium, i.e., culture medium represents less than about 20%,

10%, 2%, 1%, 0.5%, or 0.1% of the volume of the protein preparation. When the TCR is

produced by chemical synthesis, it is generally substantially free of chemical precursors or

other chemicals, i.e., it is separated from chemical precursors or other chemicals which are

involved in the synthesis of the TCR. Accordingly, such preparations of the TCR have less

than about 30%, 20%, 10%, or 5% (by dry weight) of chemical precursors or compounds

other than the TCR of interest. In a specific embodiment, TCRs described herein are isolated

or purified.

[00280] TCRs that bind to a MLL polypeptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47) can be produced by

any method known in the art for the synthesis of TCRs, for example, by chemical synthesis or



by recombinant expression techniques. The methods described herein employ, unless

otherwise indicated, conventional techniques in molecular biology, microbiology, genetic

analysis, recombinant DNA, organic chemistry, biochemistiy, PGR, oligonucleotide synthesis

and modification, nucleic acid hybridization, and related fields within tl e skill of tlie art.

These techniques are described, for example, in the references cited herein and are fully

explained in the literature. See, e.g., Maniatis T et al, (1982) Molecular Cloning: A

Laboratory Manual, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press; Sambrook J et al, (1989),

Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual, Second Edition, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory

Press; Sambrook J et al, (2001) Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual Cold Spring

Harbor Laboratory Press, Cold Spring Harbor, NY; Ausubel FM et al, Current Protocols in

Molecular Biology, John Wiley & Sons (1987 and annual updates); Current Protocols in

Immunology, John Wiley & Sons (1987 and annual updates) Gait (ed.) (1984)

Oligonucleotide Synthesis: A Practical Approach, I L Press; Eckstein (ed.) (1991)

Oligonucleotides and Analogues: A Practical Approach, IRL Press; Birren B et al, (eds.)

(1999) Genome Analysis: A Laboratory Manual, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, each

of which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

[00281] In a specific embodiment, a TCR described herein is a TCR (e.g., recombinant

TCR) prepared, expressed, created, or isolated by any means that involves creation, e.g., via

synthesis, genetic engineering of DNA sequences. In certain embodiments, such TCR

comprises sequences (e.g., DNA sequences, RNA sequences, or amino acid sequences) that

do not naturally exist within tlie TCR germline repertoire of an animal or mammal (e.g.,

human) in vivo.

[00282] In one aspect, provided herein is a method of making a TCR that binds to a MLL

polypeptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47), the method comprising culturmg a cell or host cell

described herein. In a certain aspect, provided herein is a method of making a TCR which

binds to a MLL polypeptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the

amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47), the method comprising expressing (e.g.,

recombinantly expressing) the TCR using a cell or host cell described herein (e.g., a cell or a

host cell comprising polynucleotides encoding a TCR described herein). In a particular

embodiment, the ce l is an isolated cell. In a particular embodiment, tl e exogenous

polynucleotides have been introduced into the cell. In a particular embodiment, the method

further comprises the step of purifying the TCR obtained from the cell or host cell.



[00283 The ICRs described herein can be generated using various phage display methods

known in the art. In phage display methods, functional TCR domains are displayed on the

surface of phage particles which cany the polynucleotide sequences encoding them. In

particular, DNA sequences encoding Va and β domains are amplified from animal cDNA

libraries (e.g., human or murine cDNA libraries of affected tissues). The DNA encoding the

Va and \ β domains are connected with a peptide linker by PCR and cloned into a phagemid

vector. The vector is electroporated in E . coli and the E. coli is infected with helper phage.

Phage used in these methods are typically filamentous phage including fd and M l 3, and the

Va and ν β domains are usually recombinantly fused to either the phage gene III or gene VIII.

Phage expressing an antigen binding domain that binds to a particular antigen can be selected

or identified with a peptide or a peptide-MHC complex, e.g., using such a complex displayed

on the surface of a cell or captured to a solid surface or bead. Examples of phage display

methods that can be used to make the TCRs described herein include those disclosed in Zhao

Y et al, (2007) J Immunol 179: 5845-54, which is incorporated by reference herein in its

entirety.

[00284] As described in the above references, after phage selection, the TCR coding

regions from the phage can be isolated and used to generate whole TCRs, including human

TCRs, and expressed in any desired host, including mammalian cells, insect ceils, plant cells,

yeast, and bacteria, e.g., as described below.

[00285] In certain embodiments, to generate whole TCRs, PCR primers including Va or

Vp nucleotide sequences, a restriction site, and a flanking sequence to protect the restriction

site can be used to amplify the Va or ν sequences from a template, e.g., clones of single-

chain TCRs containing variable regions of TCRs connected by a peptide linker. Utilizing

cloning techniques known to those of skill in the art, the PCR amplified Va domains can be

cloned into vectors expressing a V t constant region, and the PCR amplified V domains can

be cloned into vectors expressing a \ β constant region. The chain and β chain vectors are

then co-transfected into cell lines, either simultaneously or sequentially, to generate stable or

transient ceil lines that express whole TCRs using techniques known to those of skill in the

art. The Va or Vp domains can also be cloned into one vector expressing the necessary

constant regions. The vector is then transfected into cell lines to generate stable or transient

ceil lines that express whole TCRs using techniques known to those of skill in the art.

[00286] In certain embodiments, to generate whole TCRs from a polynucleotide encoding

the a chain and β chain of a TCR as described herein, or from a vector comprising thereof, a

polypeptide comprising the a chain and β chain of the TCR is expressed from the



polynucleotide or vector. The polypeptide is optionally isolated and/or purified. The

polypeptide is contacted with a Furin enzyme. In certain embodiments, where the Turin

cleavage site has the amino acid sequence of RX.X R, wherein X is K or R, and X2 is K or R

(SEQ ID NO: 98), the polypeptide is further contacted with a carboxypeptidases either

simultaneously or subsequently, er in the carboxypeptidase removes the basic amino

acids, K or R, from the C-teraiinus of a polypeptide.

[00287] A chimeric TCR is a molecule in which different portions of the TCR are derived

from different TCR molecules, e.g. , TCRs from different species.

[00288] In particular embodiments, a TCR described herein, which binds to the same

epitope of a peptide comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47 as

a TCR described herein, is a human TCR. Human TCRs can be produced using any method

known in the art. For example, transgenic mice which are incapable of expressing functional

endogenous TCRs, but which can express human TCR genes, can be used. In particular, the

human a and β chain TCR genes can be introduced randomly or by homologous

recombination into mouse embryonic stem cells. The mouse and β chain TCR genes can be

rendered no -functional separately or simultaneously with the introduction of human TCR

loci by homologous recombination. In particular, homozygous deletion of the J region

prevents endogenous TCR production. The modified embryonic stem cells are expanded and

microinjected into blastocysts to produce chimeric mice. The chimeric mice are then bred to

produce homozygous offspring which express human TCRs. The transgenic mice are

immunized in the normal fashion with a selected antigen, e.g., all or a portion of an antigen

(e.g. , a MLL peptide, e.g. , a MLL phosphopeptide). T lymphocytes comprising TCRs

directed against the antigen can be obtained from the immunized, transgenic mice. The

human TCR transgenes harbored by the transgenic mice rearrange during T cell

differentiation. Thus, using such a technique, it is possible to produce therapeutically useful

TCRs arising from in vivo immunization.

[00289] Human TCRs which bind to a MLL peptide (e.g. , a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g. , a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47) can be made by a

variety of methods known in the art including phage display methods or mammalian display

using TCR libraries derived from human TCR sequences.

5.6 Kits

[00290] Also provided are kits comprising one or more TCRs described herein,

pharmaceutical compositions or conjugates thereof, polynucleotides (e.g. , expression vectors)

encoding one or more TCRs described herein, or cells expressing one or more TCRs



described herein. In a specific embodiment, provided herein is a pharmaceutical pack or kit

comprising one or more containers filled with one or more of the ingredients of the

pharmaceutical compositions described herein, such as one or more TCRs, polynucleotides,

or ceils provided herein. In some embodiments, the kits contain a pharmaceutical

composition described herein and any prophylactic or therapeutic agent, such as those

described herein. In certain embodiments, the kits may contain a T cell mitogen, such as,

e.g., phytohaemagglutinin (PHA) and/or phorbol 12-myristate 13-aeetate (PMA), or a TCR

complex stimulating antibody, such as an anti-CD3 antibody and anti-CD28 antibody.

Optionally associated with such container(s) can be a notice in the form prescribed by a

governmental agency regulating the manufacture, use or sale of pharmaceuticals or biological

products, which notice reflects approval by the agency of manufacture, use or sale for human

administration.

[0029 1] Also provided, are kits that can be used in the above methods. In one

embodiment, a kit comprises a TCR described herein, e.g., a purified TCR, in one or more

containers. In a specific embodiment, kits described herein contain a substantially isolated

peptide-MHC complex comprising a MLL peptide {e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47) as a control antigen.

In another specific embodiment, the kits described herein further comprise a control TCR

which does not react with a peptide-MHC complex comprising a MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL

phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or

47). In another specific embodiment, kits described herein contain one or more elements for

detecting the binding of a TCR to a peptide-MHC complex comprising a MLL peptide (e.g., a

MLL phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO:

45 or 47) (e.g., the TCR can be conj ugated to a detectable substrate such as a fluorescent

compound, an enzymatic substrate, a radioactive compound or a lum inescent compound, or a

binding molecule which recognizes the TCR can be conjugated to a detectable substrate). In

specific embodiments, a kit provided herein can include a recombinantly produced or

chemically synthesized peptide-MHC complex comprising a MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL

phosphopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting of the am ino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or

47). The peptide-MHC complex comprising a MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL phosphopeptide,

e.g., a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47) provided in

the kit can be attached to a solid support (e.g., a solid surface or a bead) or be integrated into

a lipid membrane (e.g., a liposome, or a fixed cell). In a more specific embodiment, the

detecting means of the above described kit includes a solid support to which a peptide-MHC



complex comprising a MLL peptide (e.g., a MLL phospliopeptide, e.g., a peptide consisting

of the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47) is attached. Such a kit can also include

a non-attached reporter-labeled binding molecule which recognizes the TCR. In this

embodiment, binding of the TCR to the peptide-MHC complex can be detected by binding of

the said reporter-labeled binding molecule.

6. EXAMPLES

[00292] The examples in this Section (i.e.. Section 6) are offered by way of illustration,

and not by way of limitation.

6,1 Example 1: Discovery of novel MLL TCRs

[00293] Novel TCRs that bind to MLL phosphopeptides were identified using two

proprietary platforms. The first platform is a primary T cell expansion platform in which

phosphopeptide-specific cognate TCR pairs were identified by functional screening and

NGS-based sequencing. The second platform is a TCR display platform in which and β

chain libraries were generated from donor PBMCs, optionally without previous target-

specific stimulation, followed by rounds of TCR enrichment for target-specific

phospliopeptide binding.

6.1.1 Preparation of cells

[00294] Human dendritic cells (DCs) and CD8+ T cells were isolated from healthy donor

HLA-B*0702+ PBMCs (Cellular Technologies Ltd., Shaker Heights, OH).

[00295] Briefly, CD 14+ monocytes were isolated from the PBMCs by positive selection

via magnetic separation using anti-CD 14 microbeads according to the manufacturer's

instructions (Miltenyi Biotech, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany, Cat. No.: 130-050-201) and

cultivated in growth medium composed of CellGro* DC-medium (Cell Genix, Cat. No.:

20801-05500) supplemented with 5 human serum (Sigma, Cat. No.: H3667-I00mL), 1%

Penicillin/Streptomycin (Amimed Direct, London, UK, Cat. No.: 4-01F00-H), 800 U/mL of

GM-CSF (Miltenyi Biotech, Cat. No.: 130-095-372), and 10 ng/ml, of IL-4 (Miltenyi

Biotech, Cat. No.: 130-093-917) for three days to induce differentiation to DCs. Following

full differentiation after an additional 16-hour incubation in growth medium supplemented

with 0 iig/mL of Escherichia coli LPS (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, #L4391-1MG), 100

i . ml. of FN (Peprotech, Rocks' Hill, NJ, Cat. No.: 300-02), and 20 fig/ . of the MLL-pM

peptide (EPR[pS]PSHSM; SEQ ID NO: 45) or FLU and CMV control peptides, DCs were

incubated in the presence of 50 ,ng/mL of Mitomycin (Sigma, Cat. No.: M05053-2MG) for 60



min to inhibit dendritic ceil proliferation. DCs incubated in the absence of antigen peptide

were prepared as control samples.

[00296] CD8+ T cells were isolated from CD 14+ monocyte depleted PBMCs via negative

selection using a magnetic bead human CD8+ T cell isolation kit according to the

manufacturer's instructions (Miltenyi Biotech, Cat. No.: 130-096-495). CD8+ T cells were

separated into CD45RO+/CD57- memory T cell and CD45RA+/CCR7+/CD62L+ naive T

cell populations after surface staining with a cocktail of anti-CD8-PerCP (eBioscience,

Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, Cat. No.: 9043-0087-120), anti-CD45RA-PE-Cy7

(eBiosciences, Cat No.: 25-0458-42), anti-CD45RO-FlTC (eBioscience, Cat No : 11-0457-

42), anti-CD57-PE (Biolegend, San Diego, CA, Cat No.: 322312), anti-CCR7-BV421 (BD

horizon, Cat. No.: 562555), and anti-CD62L-APC (eBioscience, Cat. No.: 17-0629-42)

reagents using a FACSArialll (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ) cell sorter.

6,1.2 Phosphopeptide-specific stimulation and staining of human CD8+ T cells

[00297] Memory and naive CD8+ T cell subsets (l.OxlO 6 cells/mL) treated with 5 µg

of 1L-7 (Miltenyi Biotech, Cat No.: 130-093-937) for 16 hours were co-incubated with

pepti de-pulsed or non-pulsed DCs (2.5xl0 3 cells/mL) at a T cell:DC ratio of 4:1 in growth

medium supplemented with 30 ng/mL of IL-21 (Peprotech, Cat. No.: 200-21) for 10 days.

After days 3, 6, 8, and 10, fresh growth medium supplemented with 5 ng/mL (10 ng mL at

day 10) of IL-15 (BioLegend, Cat. No.: 570302) and IL-7 was added to the co-cultures.

[00298] l .O O6 cells from the co-cultures were treated with 1 µΜ of Dasatinib (Cell

Signaling Technology, Cat. No.: 9052S) before 10 µΐ of HLA-B*0702 pentamers loaded

with the MLL-pM peptide EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45), the Flu control peptide

QPEVVFRNVL (SEQ ID NO: 84), or the CMV control peptide TPRVTGGGAM (SEQ ID

NO: 85) were added. Following addition of an anti-CD8-Per-CP reagent, pentamer-binding

of CD8+ T cells was assessed by flow cytometry using a FACSCantoII cytometer.

Subsequently, up to l.OxlO6 cells of the co-cultures containing memory or naive CD8+ T

ceils that bind to the MLL-pM peptide were treated with Monensin (1:1000) (eBioscience,

Cat. No.: 00-4505-51) and Brefeidm A (1:1000) (eBioscience, Cat. No.: 004506-61) and

stained with pMHC pentamers as described above. Cocktails comprising anti-CD8-FITC,

anti-KLGRl-PerCP~eFluor710 (eBioscience, Cat. No.: 46-9488-49), anti-4-lBB-BV421,

anti-CD69-PE-Cy7 (eBioscience, Cat. No.: 25-069942), anti-IFNy-APC (eBioscience, Cat.

No.: 17-7319-82) or anti-IFNy-PE (eBioscience, Cat. No.: 12-7319-82), and anti-TNFa-

BV510 (BioLegend, Cat. No.: 502950) were used to detect surface and intracellular

expression of T cell activation markers. Cells were permeabilized using Cytofix/Cytoperm



(BD, Cat. No.: 5I-2090KZ) and PermWash Buffer (BD, Cat. No.: 51-2091KZ) according to

the manufacturer's instructions. Peptide pentamer-binding was re-assessed using a

FACSCantoII cvtometer and memory and naive CD8+ T cell subsets that bind to the MLL-

pM peptide and/or respond to the MLL-pM stimulation were then acquired using a

FACSAriall cvtometer.

6.1.3 Exemplary data from the screening process

[00299] In a first study, PBMCs from 17 HLA-B*0702 healthy donors were stimulated for

7 days with the MLL-pM peptide (EPR[pS]PSHSM; SEQ ID NO: 45) or the MLL-pP peptide

(RVR[pS]PTRSP; SEQ ID NO: 47), followed by intracellular cytokine staining (ICS) for

FN and TNFa. A pool of 32 peptides selected from viral T cell epitopes was used as a

positive control. Shown in FIG. I are representative data from three donors with increased

TNFa production over the no peptide negative control.

[00300] In a second study, memory CD8+ T cell subsets were co-cultured with peptide -

pulsed or non-pulsed DCs for 10 days. Cells from the co-cultures were stained with HLA-

B*0702 pentamers loaded with the MLL-pM peptide EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45) and

an anti-CD8 antibody, followed by binding assessment by flow cytometry. As shown in FIG.

2, a CD8+ pentamer+ population of cells was detected after co-culturing with DCs pulsed

with the MLL-pM peptide.

6.1.4 TCR sublibrary generation and retroviral transduction

[00301] Separate libraries were generated for TCR a and β chains. RNA was isolated

from healthy donor HLA-B*0702+ PBMC-derived CD8+ T cells or CD8+ T cells enriched

by stimulation with MLL-pM-pulsed DCs using the RNeasy^Midi kit (Qiagen, Cat. No.:

75142) or the AUPrep™ DNA/RNA Micro kit (Qiagen, Cat. No.: 80204). The isolated RNA

was analyzed in a RNA6000 Pico assay (Agilent, Cat. No.: 5067-1513) using a 2100

Bioanalyzer (Agilent, Cat. No.: DE13701 147) according to the manufacturer's instructions

RNA was transcribed into cDNA using the SMARTerDRACE 573' kit (Clontech

Laboratories, Cat. No.: 634860) and variable TCR a (TRAV and TRAJ genes) and β chains

(TRBV and TRBJ genes) were separately amplified by multiplex PCR.

[00302] The resulting variable chain TCR and TCRp gene libraries were separately

cloned into retroviral expression vectors (derived from MIGR1, Addgene, Cat. No.: 27490)

containing murine non-variable a or β regions including transmembrane and intracellular

domains to enable interactions with murine CD3 and signal transduction in murine T cells.

The and β chain expression vectors also comprise the expression markers CD6 and CD7,



respectively. Diversity of the resulting plasmid library was assessed by next generation

sequencing (NGS). To obtain a stable cellular TCR library', TCRa and TCRp library

plasmids were consecutively introduced to a murine cell line AK-D10R3. AK-D10R3 is a

murine thymoma-denved mouse TCR-negative, mouse CD8-negative cell line that expresses

chimeric CDS (human CDS a and β extracellular regions fused to the corresponding mouse

CDS a and β transmembrane and intracellular regions) and a T cell activation reporter

construct comprising a minimal IL-2 promoter, which includes three NFAT binding sites,

operabiy linked to EGFP (the "IL-2-(NFAT)3-EGFP" reporter construct). Expression of

and β chains was confirmed by flow cytometry after staining with anti-human CD6-bio

(Antibodies Online, Cat. No.: ΑΒΓΝ609887) (1:1000) and anti-mouse-TCRp-PE (BD

Bioscience, Cat. No.: 553172) (1:1000) reagents and the final chain distribution and diversity

determined via NGS.

6,2 Example 2 : Characterization of novel MLL T C s in murine cells

[00303] Five novel TCRs that bind to MLL phosphopeptides were developed using a

proprietary mammalian cell TCR display platform. Four of these TCRs, TCR0077,

TCR0079, TCR0081, and TCR0083, bind to EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)-HLA-

B*0702. One of these TCRs, TCR0085, binds to RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47)-HLA-

B*0702. The two phosphopeptides EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45) and RVR[pS]PTRSP

(SEQ ID NO: 47) were referred to as MLL-pM and MLL-pP peptides, respectively. The a

chain variable region (Vet) and β chain variable region (VJ3) sequences of these five TCRs are

provided in Table 4 . These TCRs were expressed as chimeric proteins, with human variable

regions fused to murine constant regions, on the surface of the murine cell line AK-D10R3

described above. The murine constant regions ensure proper anchoring and interaction with

murine CD3 and proper triggering of murine signaling pathways.

6.2.1 Binding of TCR-expressing AK-D10R3 cells t o peptide-MHC pentamers

[00304] AK-D10R3 cells were transduced to express the chimeric TCRs TCR0077,

TCR0079, TCR0081, TCR0083, or TCR0085 and were expanded for three days at 37°C and

10% C0 2 using SF-IMDM media (BioConcept, Cat. No.: 1-28S07-1). TCR-negative AK-

D10R3 cells were included as a negative control. l .O l O3 AK-D 10R3 cells were plated per

well of a 96-well assay plate, centnfuged at 300 x g and 4°C for 5 min, washed twice using

200 assay buffer ( x PBS supplemented with 2% FCS), and resuspended in assay buffer

at a concentration of l .O l O5 cells/100 . For staining, 20 µ . of stock solutions of anti-

mouse TCR β-cham-APC antibody (BD, Cat. No.: 553174, clone H57-597) (1:500) and PE-



labeled HLA-B*0702 pentamers (Proimmune) loaded with the MLL-pM peptide

EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45) (5 µ ,/wel] or 0.5 µ ν ), the MLL-pP peptide

RVRjpSjPTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47) (5 µ νεΙ ), or the non-phosphorylated control peptide

MLL-M EPRSPSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 46) (5 µ !./·». o were added per well. Following 30

min incubation at room temperature, cells were washed twice and analyzed by flow

cytometry using a BD FACSCanto II cytometer. Cells were analyzed for TCR expression

(APC+) versus pMHC-binding (PE+). Using the FlowJo software, dot plots were generated

and the percentage (%) of TCR+ pMHC+ cells was determined.

[00305] As shown in FIG. 3, the chimeric TCRs TCR0077, TCR0079, TCR0081, and

TCR0083 all bind to the MLL-pM/HLA-B*0702 pentamers whereas the chimeric TCR

TCR0085 binds to the MLL-pP/HLA-B*0702 pentamers. None of the five TCRs binds to

HLA-B*0702 pentamers loaded with the non-phosphorylated control peptide MLL-M.

6,2.2 Activation of TCR-expressing AK-D10R3 cells by peptide-pulsed HLA-B*0702
T2 cells

[00306] AK-D10R3 cells expressing an IL-2-(NFAT) -EGFP reporter construct and the

chimeric TCRs TCR0077, TCR0079, TCR0081, TCR0083, or TCR0085 were cultivated in

SF-IMDM media as described above. In parallel, HLA-B*0702 positive T2 target cells ("T2-

B7 cells") were pulsed with MLL peptides. Briefly, T2-B7 cells were centrifuged at 300 x g

and 4°C for 5 min, washed using x PBS and resuspended in x PBS supplemented with 50

g mL or 5 g/mL of the MLL-pM peptide EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45), 50

of the MLL-pP peptide RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47), or 50 µ π of the non-

phosphorylated control peptide MLL-M EPRSPSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 46) at a final

concentration of 1.0xl0 cells/250 µ Cells were incubated for 3 hours at 37°C, washed

twice using x PBS, and resuspended at a final concentration of 5.0* 106 cells/20 ml. using

SF-IMDM media. 200 (5. ί)χ 104 cells) of the TCR-expressmg AK-D10R3 cells were

added per well of a 96-well assay plate and centrifuged at 300 x g for 5 min, and the

supernatant was discarded. Next, 100 µ (2.5 χ θ4 cells) of the T2-B7 target cell suspension

was added to each well and co-incubated for 16 hours at 37°C and 10% CO . .

[00307] For staining, cell suspensions were centrifuged at 300 x g for 10 min, washed

twice using assay buffer, resuspended using 20 µ ν ΙΙ of staining solution (Ix PBS

supplemented with 1:500 APC-labeled anti-mouse TCR β-chain antibody) and incubated for

30 mm at room temperature. Subsequently, cells were washed twice using assay buffer,

resuspended in 80 assay buffer and analyzed by flow cytometry using a BD FACSCanto

II cytometer. Cells were gated for TCR expression (APC+) versus T cell activation



(EGFP-r). Using FlowJo software, dot plots were generated and the percentage ( ) of APC+

EGFP+ cells was determined AK-D10R3 cultivated in the absence of T2-B7 target cells or

co-cultures of TCR-expressing AK-D10R3 cells with non-pulsed T2-B7 cells served as

negative controls.

[00308] AK-D10R3 cells expressing the chimeric ICRs TCR0077, TCR0079, TCR008L

or TCR0083 showed activation of the IL-2-NFAT reporter construct after being co-cultured

with T2-B7 cells pulsed with the phosphopeptide MLL-pM, but not the non-phosphorylated

control peptide MLL-M (FIG. 4A). The chimeric TCR TCR0085 mediated the activation of

the TL-2-NFAT reporter construct after being co-cultured with T2-B7 cells pulsed with the

phosphopeptide MLL-pP (FIG. 4A). The activation of AK-D10R3 cells was dependent on

the interaction between the MLL TCRs and their cognate peptide-MHC complexes, since

such activation was not observed when AK-D10R3 cells were tested on their own, or when

TCR-expressing AK-D10R3 cells were incubated with T2-B7 cells that were not pulsed with

any peptide (FIG. 4B).

6.2.3 Cytotoxicity Assays

[00309] Next, in a similar co-culture study, TCR-expressing AK-D10R3 cells were

assessed for their potential to induce apoptosis in peptide -pulsed T2-B7 target ceils. Briefly,

T2-B7 target cells were pulsed with 5 µ or 50 µg of the MLL-pM peptide

EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45), 50 g m of the MLL-pP peptide RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ

ID NO: 47), or 50 g/mL of the non-phosphorylated control peptide MLL-M EPRSPSHSM

(SEQ ID NO: 46). AK-D10R3 cells expressing the chimeric TCRs TCR0077, TCR0079,

TCR0081, TCR0083, or TCR0085 were co-cultured with peptide-pulsed T2-B7 target cells

for 16 hours at 37°C and 10% C0 in SF-IMDM medium (Amimed #1-28507-1)

supplemented with 500 ng/mL anti-FAS reagent (Biolegend #305702, clone EOS9.1) and 10

µΜ Campothecin (Sigma #C991 1) as described above. The cells were then stained with anti-

mouse TCRP-APC and anti-caspase3-PE (BD Biosciences #5508 ) and assessed by flow

cytometry using a FACSCantoII cytometer. Co-cultures containing non-pulsed T2-B7 cells

or T2-B7 ceils in the absence of AK-D10R3 ce ls served as controls.

[00310] As shown in FIG. 5, AK-D10R3 cells expressing the chimeric TCRs TCR0077,

TCR0079, TCR0081, or TCR0083 increased caspase 3 expression levels in T2-B7 target cells

pulsed with the MLL-pM phosphopeptide, but not T2-B7 cells pulsed with the non-

phosphorylated control peptide MLL-M. AK-D10R3 cells expressing the chimeric TCR

TCR0085 increased caspase 3 expression levels in T2-B7 cells pulsed with the MLL-pP

phosphopeptide (FIG. 5). Caspase 3 expression was minimal in co-cultures containing non-



pulsed T2-B7 cells or T2-B7 cells in the absence of TCR-expressing AK-D10R3 cells (FIG.

5).

6,2.4 Characterization of TCR specificity using alanine scanning

[00311] To assess antigen recognition of the MLL-pM peptide EPRjpS]PSHSM (SEQ D

NO: 45), AK-DI0R3 cells expressing an IL-2-(NFAT) 3-EGFP reporter construct and the

chimeric TCR TCR0077 or TCR0085, or TCR negative AK-D10R3 cells were co-cultured

with T2-B7 target cells pulsed with the MLL-pM peptide or its alanine modified variants:

MLL-pM-Al APR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 49), MLL-pM-A2 EAR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID

NO: 50), MLL-pM-A3 EPA[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 51), MLL-pM-A4 EPRAPSHSM

(SEQ ID NO: 52), MLL-pM -A5 EPR[pS]ASHSM (SEQ ID NO: 53), MLL-pM-A6

EPR[pS]PAHSM (SEQ ID NO: 54), MLL-pM-A7 EPR[pS]PSASM (SEQ ID NO: 55), MLL-

pM-A8 EPR[pS]PSHAM (SEQ ID NO: 56), or MLL-pM-A9 EPR[pS]PSHSA (SEQ ID NO:

57) at a target: effector ratio of 2:1 for 16 hours at 37°C and 10% CO . After staining with

anti-mouse TCRP-APC antibody, expression of the IL-2-(NFAT) -EGFP reporter was

assessed by flow cytometry. Cells were gated for TCR expression versus T cell activation

(EGFP+). Using the FlowJo software, dot plots were generated and the percentage (%) of

APC+ EGFP -r cells was determined. Data were copied into Microsoft Excel for background

correction by subtraction of activation values determined for co-cultures containing T2-B7

cells not pulsed with peptides for graph generation.

[00312] As shown in FIG. 6A, AK-D10R3 cells expressing the chimeric TCR TCR0077

showed activation of the IL-2-NFAT reporter constmct after being co-cultured with T2-B7

cells pulsed with the MLL-pM peptide, the MLL-pM-A3 peptide, or the MLL-pM-A8

peptide. Minimal activation was detected when TCR0077-expressing AK-D10R3 cells were

incubated with T2-B7 ceils pulsed with the other alanine modified variants of MLL-pM, the

MLL-M control peptide, or the MLL-pP control peptide (FIG. 6A). As a control, AK-D10R3

cells expressing the chimeric TCR TCR0085 were tested under the same conditions and these

ceils showed increased EGFP expression only in the presence of MLL-pP-pulsed T2-B7

ceils, but not T2-B7 cells pulsed with the MLL-M peptide, the MLL-pM peptide, or any

alanine modified variants of the MLL-pM peptide (FIG. 6B).

6,2.5 Characterization of TCR specificity using X-scan

[00313] Target specificity of TCR0077 and TCR0081 was assessed by "x-scan" assays

using a library of variants of the peptide EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45), as described

below.



[00314] A set of variants of the peptide EPRjpSjPSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45) was prepared,

in which each amino acid position in each peptide, except for the anchor positions P2 (P) and

P9 (M), of SEQ ID NO: 45 was individually substituted with each of the 19 other possible

naturally occurring amino acids, with position P4 (jpS]) being additionally substituted with

non-phosphorylated serine. The resulting 134 variant peptides are listed in Table 8. The

specificity profiles of TCR0077 and TCR0081 were evaluated by measuring activation of

TCR-expressing AK-D10R3 effector cells after co-culturing with T2-B7 target cells loaded

with one of the 134 variant peptides or the parental peptide EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO:

45).

[00315] AK-D10R3 cells were stably transduced with chimeric TCRs TCR0077 or

TCR0081, a chimeric mouse/human CDS, and an EGFP- reporter construct linked to a

minimal IL-2 promoter comprising three NFAT-binding sites (3xNFAT). Cells were cultured

in SF-IMDM (Amimed Direct, London, UK) supplemented with 3% Fetal Calf Serum (FCS;

Amimed Direct), 1% Penicillin/ Streptomycin (SIGMA-ALDRICH, St. Louis, MO), and 50

µΜ β-mercaptocthanol (Gibco, Fisher Scientific, UK) at 37°C and 10% CO2 . Antigen

presenting Tap-deficient T2 (174 x CEM.T2) cells from ATCC (CRL-1992™) were

maintained n RPM 1640 (SIGMA-ALDRICH) supplemented w th 10% FCS and 1%

penicillin/streptomycin at 37°C and 5% CO?..

[00316] Peptides (purchased from Peptides and Elephants, Germany, or produced in-

house) were suspended in DMSO and the concentration was adjusted to 4 mg/ml.

[00317] T2-B7 cells were washed in PBS (Gibco) and incubated with 20 each of the

134 altered peptides per lxlO 6 cells for 3 hours at 37°C and 5% C02. After incubation, T2-

B7 cells were washed in PBS/2% FCS and then resuspended in SF-IMDM media. Effector

cells expressing the TCR of interest were co-cultured with peptide-pulsed T2-B7 cells in a

1:2 ratio (total 150,000 cells per well of a 96-well plate) for 16 hours in SF-IMDM media at

37°C and 10% C0 2. Cells were washed twice in 2% FCS/PBS and stained with an anti-

mouse TCR-β chain antibody (clone H57-597; BD Pharmingen, San Jose, CA) at a 1:500

dilution for 30 mm at room temperature. Cells were washed twice, followed by FACS-

analysis using a BD FACSCanto™ II flow cytometer (Beeton Dickinson).

[00318] Data analysis was performed using FlowJo V10 Software. TCR activation was

calculated as the proportion of EGFP-expressing cells in the AK-D10R3 population (AK-

D10R3 cells were identified based on TCR expression). Background activation (where T2-

B7 cells in the assay were not loaded with peptide) was subtracted from all peptide-loaded

samples (altered and native sequences). The mean and standard error of the mean (SEM) of



background-subtracted values were calculated from all replicates (at least 3 replicates for

each TCR) and values were normalized to those of the peptide EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID

NO: 45), with normalized values cropped to a minimum of 0.0 (heat maps only) and to a

maximum of 1.0 (heat maps only) for display purposes. Normalized values are shown in heat

map format in FIGs. 7A (TCR0077) and 7B (TCR0081) and in bar chart format in FIGs. 8A

(TCR0077) and 8B (TCR0081).

[00319] The heat maps and bar charts reveal the distinct specificity profiles of each TCR

tested. n general, a larger percentage of white (low normalized values) indicates lower

tolerance for mutations in the MLL-pM cognate peptide and a higher degree of specificity for

the MLL-pM cognate peptide in the context of the above-described assay. As shown in

Figures 7A and 7B, TCR0077 and TCR0081 both exlubited variable degrees of specificity for

each residue position of the MLL-pM cognate peptide.

Table 8. Altered peptides used to generate specificity profiles of chimeric TCRs.



SEQ Target Peptide SEQ Target Peptide SEQ Target Peptide
ID Sequence ID Sequence ID Sequence
NO NO NO
158 EPRQPSHSM 186 EPR[pS]PGHSM 216 EPR[pS]PSWSM

159 EPRRPSHSM 187 EPR[pS]PHHSM 217 EPR[pS]PSYSM

46 EPRSPSHSM 188 EPR[pS]PfflSM 56 EPR[pS]PSHAM

160 EPRTPSHSM 189 EPR[pS]PKHSM 218 EPR[pS]PSHCM

161 EPRVPSHSM 190 EPR[pS]PLHSM 219 EPR[pS]PSHDM

162 EPRWPSHSM 191 EPR pSjP SM 220 EPR[pS]PSHEM

163 EPRYPSHSM 192 EPR[pS]PNHSM 221 EPR[pS]PSHFM

53 EPR[pS]ASHSM 193 EPR[pS]PPHSM 222 EPR[pS]PSHGM

164 EPR[pS]CSHSM 194 EPR[pS]PQHSM 223 EPR[pS]PSHHM

165 EPRjpSJDSHSM 195 EPR[pS]PRHSM 224 EPR[pS]PSHIM

166 EPR[pS]ESHSM 196 EPR[pSJPTHSM 225 EPR[pSJPSHKM

167 EPR[pS]FSHSM 197 EPR[pS]PVHSM 226 EPR[pS]PSHLM

168 EPR[pS]GSHSM 198 EPR[pS]PWHSM 227 EPR[pS]PSHMM

169 EPR[pS]HSHSM 199 EPR[pS]PYHSM 228 EPR[pS]PSHNM

170 EPR[pS]ISHSM 55 EPR[pS]PSASM 229 EPR[pS]PSHPM

171 EPR[pS]KSHSM 200 EPR[pS]PSCSM 230 EPR[pS]PSHQM

172 EPR[pS]LSHSM 201 EPR[pS]PSDSM 231 EPR [pS PS R

173 EPR[pS]MSHSM 202 EPR[pS]PSESM 232 EPR[pS]PSHTM

74 EPR[pS]NSHSM 203 EPR[pS]PSFSM 233 EPR[pS]PSHVM

175 EPR[pS]QSHSM 204 EPR[pS]PSGSM 234 EPR[pS]PSHWM

176 EPR[pS]RSHSM 205 EPR[pS]PSlSM 235 EPR[pS]PSHYM

177 EPR[pS]SSHSM 206 EPR[pS]PSKSM 45 EPRjpSJPSHSM

178 EPR[pS]TSHSM 207 EPR[pS]PSLSM (MLL-pM

179 EPR[pS]VSHSM 208 EPR[pS]PSMSM peptide)

180 EPR[pS]WSHSM 209 EPR[pS]PSNSM

181 EPR[pS]YSHSM 210 EPR[pS]PSPSM

54 EPR[pS]PAHSM 211 EPR[pS]PSQSM

182 EPR[pS]PCHSM 212 EPR[pS]PSRSM

1 3 EPR[pS]PDHSM 213 EPR[pS]PSSSM

1 4 EPR[pS]PEHSM 214 EPR[pS]PSTSM

185 EPR[pS]PFHSM 215 EPR[pS]PSVSM



6.3 Example 3: Characterization of novel MLL TCRs in primary human T cells

[00320] In tins example, the chimeric TCRs TCR0077 and TCR0085 described above

were expressed as fully human TCRs, designated TCR0078 and TCR0086, respectively.

TCR0078 shares variable region sequences with TCR0077 except for a small number of

mutations in framework 4 of the variable regions and contains human constant regions.

Specifically, TCR0078 comprises an chain and a β chain comprising the amino acid

sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 58 and 59, respectively. TCR0086 shares variable

region sequences with TCR0085 and contains human constant regions. TCR0086 comprises

an chain and a β chain comprising the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 70

and 71, respectively. An exemplary expression construct for TCR0078 or TCR0086, as

described in this Example, encodes a fusion protein encoding, in order, the TCR β chain, a

P2A self-cleavage site, and the TCR a chain. As listed in Table 1, an exemplary immature

TCR0078 or TCR0086 fusion protein (containing signal peptides for both a and β chains) has

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 83 or 92, respectively. After expression,

the fusion protein is cleaved at the P2A site to produce mature and β chains of TCR0078

(SEQ ID NOs: 236 and 237, respectively) or TCR0086. As shown in SEQ ID NO: 236, the

exemplary mature chain of TCR0078 comprises a GS am o acid residue extension to the

C-terminus of its core sequence (SEQ ID NO: 58), resulting from a cloning scar on the fusion

protein. As shown in SEQ ID NO: 237, the exemplar}' mature β chain of TCR0078

comprises a short peptide extension (GSGATNFSLLKQAGDVEENPG, SEQ ID NO: 93) to

the C-terminus of its core sequence (SEQ ID NO: 59), resulting from the P2A cleavage of the

fusion protein. Additional exemplary immature TCR0078 fusion proteins (containing signal

peptides for both a and β chains) have the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs:

266-271, as shown in Table 1.

6.3.1 Expression of TCR0078 on the surface of transduced T cells

[00321] Primary T cells were stimulated by co-incubation with CD3/CD28 Dynabeads*

(Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA) at a concentration of 1 x 106 cells/ml and a T cells:beads

ratio of 1:1 at 37°C for 48 hours. The T cells were then transduced with a lentivirus

encoding, in order, the β chain, a P2A cleavage site, and the chain of TCR0078 (SEQ ID

NO: 83), manufactured by Lentigcn (Gaithersburg, MD). For transduction, the T cells/beads

were resuspended at 1 x O6 cells/ml in fresh T cell medium containing 8 µ ml polybrene

(EMD, Miiiipore). The cell suspension was mixed with the lentivirus (MOl 10:1) and then

centrifuged for 90 minutes at 1200g, 32°C to facilitate transduction. The cell/bead



suspension was incubated at 37°C for 4 hours, after which time 1 volume of T cell medium

was added and the cells/beads were further incubated at 37°C overnight. The following day,

ceils were washed and resuspended at 1 x 106 cells/ml in T cell medium, followed by further

incubation at 37°C. At Day 3 post-transduction, beads were removed from the cell culture

using DynaMag magnet (Thermo Fisher). At Day 5 post-transduction, TCR0078 expression

was evaluated by flow cytometry. Specifically, cells were first stained with Zombie NIR™

(Bioiegend) to discriminate live from dead cells, according to the manufacturer's instructions.

Cells were then washed and stained with PE-eonjugated HLA-B*0702 pentamer loaded with

the MLL-pM peptide EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ D NO:45; Prolmmune, Inc, Oxford, UK), and

an antibody cocktail comprising anti-CD3-FITC, anti-CD4-PerCp/Cy5.5 and anti-CD8-

PE/Cy7 antibodies (Bioiegend) for 30 minutes at room temperature protected from light.

Untransduced T cells were used as a negative control. The stained T cells were washed and

analyzed by flow cytometry using a BD FACSCanto™ I cytometer.

[00322] TCR0078 was efficiently expressed in intact, live, singlet T ceils. As shown in

FIG. 9A, for control cells, 62.8% of the detected cells were intact (left panel). Of these intact

cells, 99.2% were living cells (middle panel). Of these living cells, 81.3% were singlets

(right panel). The same flow cytometry gates were used for cells transduced with TCR0078

and obtained similar data (data not shown). Intact, live, singlet cells were selected for use in

the remainder of the experiment. For control T cells, only 1.11% were positive for both CD3

and pentamer staining (FIG. 9B, left panel). In cells transduced with TCR0078, 58.1% were

both CD3 and pentamer positive (FIG. 9B, right panel). The high level of pentamer staining

in the TCR0078-transduced cells was indicative of positive expression of TCR0078 in

stimulated T cells.

[00323] Both control and TCR0078 expressing stimulated T ceils were predominantly in

one of two populations: a CD8+/CD4- cell population and a CD8-/CD4+ cell population.

Control T cells were 44 6% CD8+/CD4- and 49 1% CD8-/CD4+ (FIG 9C, left panel).

Similar results were obtained for the whole population of TCR0078-transduced cells (FIG.

9C, middle panel) and TCR0078 expressing cells determined by pentamer staining (FIG. 9C,

right panel). CD8+ or CD4+ populations were also identifiable in the flow cytometry data

presented to show the level of pentamer staining (FIG. 9D, both panels).

6.3.2 Characterization of human T cells expressing MLL TCRs co-cultured
with G target cells

[00324] Primar ' human T cells were mixed with R encoding TCR0078 or TCR0086

and eiectroporated on Day 0 . The two TCRs were expressed from vectors encoding, in order,



the TCR β chain, a P2A cleavage site, and the TCR a chain. On Day 1, target TCR

expression was evaluated by flow cytometry following staining with HLA-B*0702 pentamers

loaded with the MLL-pM peptide EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45) or the MLL-pP peptide

RVR[pS]PTRSP (SEQ ID NO: 47). T cells were then labeled using the Celltrace Violet cell

proliferation kit (Life Technologies, Cat. No.: C34557). In parallel, KGla cells (a

myelogenous leukemia cell line endogenous!}- expressing M X and overexpressing HLA-

B*0702 ("KGla-B7 cells") or HLA-A*0201 ("KGla-A2 cells") were labeled with

carboxyfluorescein suecimimidyl ester (CFSE) (Biolegend, Cat. No.: 423801). The Celltrace

Violet-labeled T cells were co-cultured with the CFSE-labeled KGla-B2 cells or KGla-A2

cells at an effector: target ratio ranging from 4:1 to 0.25:1. T cells that were incubated with

anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 antibodies were used as positive controls. On Day 2, the cells were

evaluated for CD25 expression, CD107a expression, T cell proliferation, and specific killing

of target cells using flow cytometry. Primary human T cells electroporated with mock

mR A (mRNA encoding a control TCR) were used as a negative control.

[00325] A representative experiment with an effectontarget ratio of 2:1 is shown in FIG.

10. T cells expressing the MLL TCR TCR0078 or TCR0086 were only activated by KG a

cells expressing HLA-B*0702, but not KG a cells expressing HLA-A*0201, as measured by

CD25 expression, CD 107a expression, and T cell proliferation. The activation of T cells was

dependent on the expression of the MLL TCRs since T cells electroporated with mock

mRNA were not activated under the same conditions (FIG. 10).

[00326] T cells expressing the MLL TCR TCR0078 or TCR0086 were able to specifically

kill KG1-B7 target cells even at low effectontarget ratios, while T cells electroporated with

mock mRNA did not kill the target cells (FIG. ) .

6.3.3 Characterization of TCR0078 using an IL-2-NFAT luciferase reporter-
expressing T cell line

[00327] This study assesses the specificity of activation of T cells expressing TCR0078

upon co-culturing with various tumor cell lines, using an TL-2-NFAT luciferase reporter T

ce l line. Specifically, Jurkat cell line J.RT3-T3.5 (ATCC ® Cat. No.: TIB-153™), stably

expressing a luciferase reporter under the control of an IL-2-NFAT response element and a

short CMV minimal promoter, was transduced with the same lentivirus as described in

Section 6.3. . Briefly, control (not transduced) or TCR0078-transduced Jurkat cells were co-

cultured with KGla cells stably expressing HLA-B*0702, K562 cells (a myelogenous

leukemia cell line endogenous!}' expressing MLL) stably expressing HLA-B*0702, Loucy

cells (alymphoblastic leukemia cell line endogenous!}' expressing MLL and HLA-B*0702),



or Namalwa cells (a Burkitt's Lymphoma cell line endogenously expressing MLL and HLA-

B*0702) at various Jurkat:tumor (effectontarget) cell ratios (ranging from 0.1 : 1 to 2:1) for 24

hours at 37°C. Cells were then washed, lysed, and mixed with Nano-Glo '*' Luciferase Assay

reagent (Promega, Madison, W ), according to the manufacturer s instructions. The

luminescence from the expressed IL-2-NFAT-lucifearase reporter, representing the degree of

Jurkat cell activation, was recorded. As a positive control for activation of the IL-2-NFAT

reporter, phorbol 12-myristate 13-aeetate (PMA) and Ionomycin (Biolegend) were used to

induce maximum NFAT-luciferase expression in the control and TCR0078-transduced Jurkat

effector cells, according to the manufacturer's instructions.

[00328] As shown in FIG. 12A, Jurkat cells expressing TCR0078 were significantly

activated when co-cultured, at various ratios, with KG a ceils or K562 cells stably expressing

HLA-B*0702. Namalwa cells activated TCR0078-cxpressing Jurkat cells at all

effector: target ratios tested. Loucy cells activated TCR0078-expressing Jurkat cells at higher

effector: target ratios, compared to the control Jurkat ce l activation levels shown in FIG. 12B.

As expected, PMA/lonomycin induced maximal reporter activation in the Jurkat cells (FIG.

12C).

[00329] The foregoing reporter activation assays were also performed with other tumor

target ceils. H929 cells and U266B1 ceils (which both endogenously express HLA-B*0702),

as well as THP-1 cells (HLA-B*0702 negative) overexpressing HLA-B*0702, all activated

the Jurkat effector cells (FIGs. 13A and 13C). Raji cells (ATCC ® CCL-86™, an HLA-

B*0702 negative cell line) and LCL 721.221 cells (an MHC-l-negative human cell line),

when both were overexpressing HLA-B*0702, significantly activated the Jurkat effector

cells, more potently than KGla-HLA-B*0702 cells (FIGs. 3B and 13C). By contrast, YT-

Indy cells (HLA-B*0702 negative), J.RT3-T3.5 cells (HLA-B*0702 negative), Raji cells,

- ! cells, and LCL 721 .221 cells did not activate Jurkat effector cells (FIGs. 13A-13C).

6.3.4 Impact of peptide dose titration on T ee activation and target e killing

[00330] Next, a study was conducted to assess sensitivity of MLL-specific TCRs. Briefly,

on Day 0, primary human T cells were electroporated with mock mRNA (mRNA encoding a

control ICR) or TCR0078 mRNA as described above. On Day I, T2 cells expressing HLA-

B*0702 ("T2-B7 cells") were labeled using the Celltrace Violet cell proliferation kit (Life

Technologies, Cat. No.: C34557) and pulsed with a dose titration of the MLL-pM peptide

EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45) or the non-phosphorylated MLL-M control peptide

EPRSPSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 46). The T2-B7 target cells were then co-cultured with

electroporated T cells that had been labeled with CFSE (Biolegend, Cat. No.: 423801) at an



effector: target ratio of 1:1. T cells that were incubated with anti-CD3 and anti-CD28

antibodies were used as positive controls. On Day 2, the cells were evaluated for CD25

expression, CD107a expression, and specific killing of target cells using flow cytometry.

[003 ] As shown in FIG. 14, T cells expressing the MLL TCR TCR0078 were activated

by T2-B7 target cells pulsed with the phosphopeptide MLL-pM, even at low doses of the

peptide. The activation of T cells was dependent on the presence of the phosphoseryl moiety

as the non-phosphorylated MLL-M control peptide did not activate the T cells (FIG. 14,

upper right and lower right panels). T cells electroporated with mock mRNA were not

activated by target cells (FIG. 14).

[00332] Consistent with the observations of T cell activation, T cells expressing the MLL

TCR TCR0078 killed the T2-B7 target cells pulsed with the MLL-pM peptide effectively, but

not the T2-B7 target cells pulsed with the non-phosphorylated MLL-M control peptide (FIG.

15). T cells electroporated with mock mRNA did not kill the target cells (FIG. 15).

[00333] A similar study assessing TCR sensitivity to the MLL phosphopeptide

EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45) was conducted using primary T cells stably expressing

TCR0078. Briefly, primary T cells were transduced with lentiviras encoding TCR0078 (SEQ

ID NO: 83), as described in Section 6.3.1. After 13 days, the transduced T cells were tested

for their activation and cytotoxic activity toward target cells in presence of the MLL

phosphopeptide. T2 cells expressing HLA-B*0702 ("T2-B7 cells") were labeled with

carboxyiluorescem succinimidyl ester (CFSE) (Biolegend, Cat. No.: 423801) and then pulsed

for 2.5 hours with a dose titration of either EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)

phosphopeptide or EPRSPSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 46) peptide. The pulsed T2-B7 cells (Target)

were then co-cultured with the primary T cells expressing TCR0078 (Effector), previously

labeled using the Cell Trace Violet cell proliferation kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA,

Cat. No.: C34557), at an effectontarget ratio of 1:1 for 20 hours at 37°C. Cytotoxic activity

(measured by killing of T2-B7 cells) and CD25 and IFN-γ expression of the effector primary

T cells were assessed the following day by flow cytometry. The numbers of living T2-B7

ceils, detected by Celi Trace™ Violet staining, were counted. The percentage of dead T2-B7

cells (calculated by subtracting the living T2-B7 cell number after co-culturing from the total

T2-B7 cell number without co-culturing with the effector primary T cells, then divided by the

total T2-B7 cell number without co-culturmg) represents the cytotoxic activity of the effector

primary T cells. For detection of CD25, cells were first stained with Zombie NIR™

(Biolegend) to discriminate living cells and then stained with an anti-CD25-PE/Cv7 antibody

(Biolegend), according to the manufacturer's instructions. For detection of IFN-γ expression,



cells were incubated with Brefeldin A and Monensin (Biolegend) for 5 hours before staining.

Following cell viability staining and surface staining for CD25-PE/Cy7, CD4-PerCP/Cy 5.5,

and CD8/PE, as previously described, cells were fixed and permeabilized (Biolegned),

according to the manufacturer's instructions, and then stained with an anti-!FN-y-FITC

antibody (Biolegend). The measured fluorescence indicated CD25 and IFN-γ expression

levels.

[00334] As shown in FIGs. 16A-16C, an increase of cytotoxic activity, CD25 expression

and IFN-γ expression was observed in the effector primary T cells in a dose dependent

manner with increasing phosphopeptide EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45) concentrations.

n contrast, the unmodified MLL-M peptide did not increase the cytotoxic activity, CD25

expression, or IFN-γ expression of the T cells (FIGs. 16A- 16C). These results indicate that

TCR0078 is specific for the phosphopeptide EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45)

[00335] To further characterize TCR0078 specificity for HLA-B*0702 and

phosphopeptide EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45), primary T cells transduced with

TCR0078 were co-cultured with peptide-puised T2 cells expressing either HLA-B*0702 or

HLA-A*02.0 1. Cells were then stained, and CD25 and IFN-γ T cell expression was analyzed

by flow cytometry, using the same methods described above.

[003 36] As shown in FIGs. 17A and I7B, primary T cells were activated when co-cultured

with T2-HLA-B*0702 pulsed with the phosphopeptide EPR[pS]PSHSM (SEQ ID NO: 45).

By contrast, primary T cells were not activated when co-cultured with T2-HLA-A*02.02

pulsed with either the phosphopeptide or unmodified peptide.

6.4 Example 4: Characterization of TCR0078 as a cancer therapy

6,4.1 Characterization of TCR0078 us ng tu or cells as target cells

[003 37] To assess the efficacy of TCR0078 against tumor cell lines, primary T cells, not

transduced or transduced with TCR0078, were co-cultured for 20 hours with KGla cells

(endogenously expressing MLL and overexpressing HLA-B*0702 or HLA-A*02.02), at

various effector:target ratios, as described in Example 3 . Ceils were stained [e.g., with

Zombie NIR™, anti-CD25 antibody, and anti-IFN- γ antibody) and cytotoxic activity and

activation of the effector primary T cells were analyzed by flow cytometry, as described in

Example 3 .

[00338] Activation of TCR0078-expressing primary T cells by KGla cells stably

expressing-HLA-B*0702, but not KG l a cells expressing HLA-A*02.01, at various

effector: arget ratios, was confirmed by increased killing of the target KGl a cells (FIG. 18A)

and increased CD25 (FIG. 18B) and IFN-γ (FIG. 18C) expression in the effector primary T



cells. In contrast, untransduced primary T cells (negative control) were not activated by

either of the foregoing KG l a cell lines.

[00339] Similar assays were performed using primary T cells (with or without TCR0078

transduction) co-cultured with various tumor cells (KGla cell, K562 cells, SK-MEL-5 cells,

U266B1 cells, and Namalwa cells) expressing endogenous or recombinant HLA-B*0702, at

various effector:target ratios. The activation of the primary T cells was measured by killing

of the target tumor cells, using the same protocol and flow cytometry methods as described in

Example 3. As shown in Figure 19, TCR0078-expressing primary T cells, but not control T

cells not expressing TCR0078, significantly promoted killing, at various effectontarget ratios,

of target KGla (FIG. 19A) and K562 (FIG. 19B) cells, stably expressing recombinant HLA-

B*0702, as well as SK-MEL-5 cells (FIG. 19C) and 266B cells (FIG. 19D). The cytotoxic

activity of the effector primary T cells was less potent but still statistically significant toward

target Namalwa cells (FIG. 19E).

6.4.2 I n vivo anti-cancer activities of TCR0078

[00340] To assess efficacy of TCR0078-expressing primary T cells in vivo, a T cell

adoptive transfer experiment in immunosuppressed NOG mice (Jackson Laboratory, Bar

Harbor, ME) bearing a KGla-HLA-B*0702 tumor was conducted.

[00341] Prior to the adoptive transfer, TCR0078-transduced primary T cells were tested in

vitro to confirm their activation and cytotoxic activity toward KG 1a-HLA-B*0702 tumor

cells. As previously described, control and TCR0078-transduced T cells were co-cultured

with tumor cells at various effector:target ratios. Killing efficiency and T cells activation

were analyzed by flow cytometry, as described in Example 3 .

[00342] As shown in FIG. 20A, the T cells expressing TCR0078, but not control T cells,

significantly promoted killing, at various effectontarget ratios, of target KGla cells

expressing HLA-B*0702. CD25 expression in the primary T cells expressing TCR0078 was

also significantly increased, compared to the CD25 levels in control T cells (FIG. 20B).

Thus, the TCR0078-expressing primary T cells were activated by and had cytotoxic activity

toward KGla-HLA-B*0702 cells in vitro.

[00343] For the adoptive transfer, at Day 0, one million of KGla-HLA-B*0702 tumors

cells were injected subcutaneously to each of twenty mice. At Day 1, 5 x 106 primary T cells,

transduced with TCR0078 fifteen days prior, were injected intravenously into ten of the mice.

The other ten mice remained un-injected as control. Two of the ten injected mice were

sacrificed at Day 7, after measuring the length and width of their tumors and calculating the

volume of tumors (by multiplying the measured lengtli and width and then 0.52), to confirm



T cells injection and homing. The volume of tumors on other injected and control mice was

calculated by the same method at Day 7 and then every 3-5 days, until Day 42. All mice

were then sacrificed at Day 42 post tumor implantation and their spleens were collected,

processed and stained with Zombie N R™ reagent, anti-CD3 antibody, and anti-CD45

antibody (Biolegend) to detect T cells and tumor cells.

[00344] As shown in FIG. 2 A, m ce injected with TCR0078-expressing T cells showed

significantly slower tumor growth on average, compared to un-injected mice. Among all

eight injected mice alive for the 42-day period, only two showed significant tumor growth

(white circles in FIG. 2 IB, comparable to tumor volumes in un-injected mice in FIG. 2 !A),

while the other six had minimal tumor growth (black circles in FIG. 2 IB), indicating

significant tumor inhibition. As detected by flow cytometry, one mouse with significant

tumor growth in FIG. 2 1B had 0.027% of spleen cells as injected human T cells

(CD45+/CD3+) and 0.25% of spleen cells as metastatic tumoral cells (CD45+/CD3-) (FIG.

2 IC, left panel). In contrast, one mouse with minimal tumor growth in FIG. 21B had a larger

percentage of spleen cells as CD45+/CD3+ T cells (72.5%) and a smaller percentage of

spleen cells as metastatic CD45+/CD3- tumor cells (0.037%) (FIG. 21C, right panel),

indicating that the injection of TCR0078-expressing T cells inhibited metastasis as well as

tumor volume.

[00345 The invention is not to be limited in scope by the specific embodiments described

herein. Indeed, various modifications of the invention in addition to those described will

become apparent to those skilled in the art from the foregoing description and accompanying

figures. Such modifications are intended to fall within the scope of the appended claims.

[00346] All references (e.g., publications or patents or patent applications) cited herein are

incorporated herein by reference in their entireties and for all purposes to the same extent as

if each individual reference (e.g., publication or patent or patent application) was specifically

and individually indicated to be incorporated by reference in its entirety for all purposes.

[00347] Other embodiments are within the following claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED:

1. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising an a chain variable region (Va)

comprising complementarity determining region CDR3a, wherein the CDR3 comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 21.

2 . The isolated TCR of claim 1, wherein the Va comprises CDR and CDR2a comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 1 and 16, respectively.

3 . The isolated TCR of claim 1, wherem the Va comprises the amino acid sequence set forth

in SEQ ID NO: 86 or 1 .

4 . The isolated TCR of claim , comprising an a chain comprising an amino acid sequence

selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 58, 236, 259, 260, 272, 261, and 249.

5 . The isolated TCR of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the TCR comprises a β

chain variable region (VP) comprising CDR3P, wherein the CDR3P comprises the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 36.

6 . The isolated TCR of claim 5, wherem the Vp comprises CDRlp and CDR2P comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 26 and 3 , respectively.

7 . The isolated TCR of claim 5, wherein the ν comprises the amino acid sequence set forth

in SEQ ID NO: 87 or 2 .

8 . The isolated TCR of claim 5, comprising a β chain comprising an amino acid sequence

selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 59, 237, 262, 263, 264, 273, 60, and

250.

9 . An isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising a chain variable region (VP)

comprising complementarity determining region CDR3p, wherein the CDR3 comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 36.

10. The isolated TCR of claim 9, wherein the \ β comprises CDRJ β and CDR2p comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 26 and 3 , respectively.

1. The isolated TCR of claim 9, wherem the ν β comprises the amino acid sequence set forth

in SEQ ID NO: 87 or 2

. The isolated TCR of claim 9, comprising a chain comprising an amino add sequence

selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 59, 237, 262, 263, 264, 273, 60, and

250.

13. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising an a chain variable region (Va)



comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 100%

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 73.

14. The isolated TCR of claim 13, wherein the Va comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 73.

15. The isolated TCR of claim 13, wherein the TCR comprises a β chain variable region (V )

comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 100%

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 74.

16. The isolated TCR of claim 15, wherein the Vp comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth m SEQ ID NO: 74.

7. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising a β chain variable region (Vp)

comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 100%

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 74.

. The isolated TCR of claim 17, wherein the Vp comprises the am o acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 74.

19. The isolated TCR of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the TCR comprises an

chain variable region (Va) comprising CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3a and a β chain

variable region (Vp) comprising CDRlp, CDR2P, and CDR3β, wherein the CDRla,

CDR2a, CDR3a, CDR 1β, CDR2P, and CDR3P comprise the ammo acid sequences set

forth in SEQ ID NOs: , 6, 2 , 26, 3 , and 36, respectively.

20. An isolated TCR comprising an chain variable region (Va) comprising

complementarity determining regions CDR la, CDR2 , and CDR3a and a β chain

variable region (V ) comprising CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P, wherein the CDRla,

CDR2a, CDR3a, CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P comprise the amino acid sequences set

forth in SEQ ID NOs: , 16, 21, 26, 31, and 36, respectively.

21. The isolated TCR of claim 20, wherein the Va and ν β comprise the amino acid

sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 86 and 87 or 1 and 2, respectively.

22. An isolated TCR comprising an a chain and a β chain, wherein the a chain comprises an

amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 58, 236, 259,

260, 272, 261, and 249 and the β chain comprises an ammo acid sequence selected from

the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 59, 237, 262, 263, 264, 273, 60, and 250.

23. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising an a chain variable region (Va)



comprising complementarity determining region CDR3a, wherein the CDR3a comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 22.

24. The isolated TCR of claim 23, wherein the Vo comprises CDRla and CDR2 comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 12 and 7, respectively.

25. The isolated TCR of claim 23, wherein the comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 88 or 3 .

26. The isolated TCR of claim 23, comprising an a chain comprising the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 6 1 or 25 1.

27. The isolated TCR of any one of claims 23-26, wherein the TCR comprises a β chain

variable region (ν β) comprising CDR3P, wherein the CDR3p comprises the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 37.

28. The isolated TCR of claim 27, wherein the Vp comprises CDR and CDR2P comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 27 and 32, respectively.

29. The isolated TCR of claim 27, wherein the Vp comprises t e ammo acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 89 or 4

30. The isolated TCR of claim 27, comprising a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence

set forth m SEQ ID NO: 62, 63, or 252.

31. An isolated T ceil receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising a β chain variable region (ν β)

comprising complementarity determining region CDR3p, wherein the CDR3P comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 37.

32. The isolated TCR of claim 31, wherein the V comprises CDR and CDR2p comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 27 and 32, respectively.

33. The isolated TCR of claim 3 , wherein the Vp comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 89 or 4 .

34. The isolated TCR of claim 31, comprising a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 62, 63, or 252.

35. An isolated T ceil receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising an a chain variable region ( )

comprising an amino ac d sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 100%

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 75.

36. The isolated TCR of claim 35, wherein the Va comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 75.



37. The isolated TCR of claim 35, wherein the TCR comprises a β cham variable region (Vp)

comprising an amino ac d sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 100%

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 76.

38. The isolated TCR of claim 37, wherein the Vp comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 76.

39. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising a β chain variable region

comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 00%

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 76.

40. The isolated TCR of claim 39, wherein the Vp comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 76.

41. The isolated TCR of any one of claims 2.3-40, wherein the TCR comprises an a chain

variable region (Va) comprising CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3 and a β chain variable

region (VP) comprising CDRip, CDR2p, and CDR3p, wherein the CDRla, CDR2 ,

CDR3a, CDRlp, CDR2p, and CDR3 comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in

SEQ ID NOs: 12, 7, 22, 27, 32, and 37, respectively.

42. An isolated TCR comprising an a chain variable region (Va) comprising

complementarity determining regions CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3a and a β chain

variable region ( β) comprising CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P, wherein the CDRla,

CDR2a, CDR3a, CDRip, CDR2p, and CDR3p comprise the amino acid sequences set

forth in SEQ ID NOs: 12, 17, 22, 27, 32, and 37, respectively.

43. The isolated TCR of claim 42, wherein the Va and Vp comprise the amino acid

sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 88 and 89, or 3 and 4, respectively.

44. An isolated TCR comprising an a chain and a β chain, wherein the a chain comprises the

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 6 1 or 25 and the β chain comprises the

ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 62, 63, or 252.

45. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising an a chain variable region (Va)

comprising complementarity determining region CDR3a, wherein the CDR3a comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 23.

46. The isolated TCR of claim 45, wherein the Va comprises CDRla and CDR2a comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 13 and 109, or 13 and ,

respectively.



47. The isolated TCR of claim 45, wherein the Va comprises the am o acid sequence set

forth SEQ ID NO: 106 or 5 .

48. The isolated TCR of claim 45, comprising an a chain comprising the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 64 or 253.

49. The isolated TCR of any one of claims 45-48, wherein the TCR comprises a β chain

variable region (VP) comprising CDR3p, wherein the CDR3P comprises the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 38.

50. The isolated TCR of claim 49, wherein the Vp comprises CDRlp and CDR2 comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 28 and 33, respectively.

5 . The isolated TCR of claim 49, wherein the Vp comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 107 or 6 .

52. The isolated TCR of claim 49, comprising a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 65, 66, or 254.

53. An isolated T ceil receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the am o acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising a β chain variable region (VP)

comprising complementarity determining region CDR3P, wherein the CDR3p comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 38.

54. The isolated TCR of claim 53, wherein the Vp comprises CDRlp and CDR2P comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 28 and 33, respectively.

55. The isolated TCR of claim 53, wherein the Vp comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth SEQ ID NO: 107 or 6 .

56. The isolated TCR of claim 53, comprising a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 65, 66, or 254.

57. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising an a chain variable region (V )

comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 100%

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 77.

58. The isolated TCR of claim 57, wherein the Va comprises the ammo acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 77.

59. The isolated TCR of claim 57, wherein the TCR comprises a β chain variable region (Vp)

comprising an ammo acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 100%

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 78.

60. The isolated TCR of claim 57, wherein the V comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 78.



61. An isolated T ceil receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the ammo acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising a β chain variable region (VP)

comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 100%

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 78.

62. The isolated TCR of claim 61, wherein the P comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 78.

63. The isolated TCR of any one of claims 45-62, wherein the TCR comprises an a chain

variable region (V x comprising CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3 and a β chain variable

region (VP) comprising CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P, wherein the CDR la, CDR2 ,

CDR3 , CDRip, CDR2p, and CDR3p comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in

SEQ ID NOs: 13, 09, 23, 28, 33, and 38, or 13, 8, 23, 28, 33, and 38, respectively.

64. An isolated TCR comprising an a chain variable region (V ) comprising

complementarity determining regions CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3a and a β chain

variable region (VP) comprising CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3p, wherein the CDR l ,

CDR2a, CDR3a, CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P comprise the amino acid sequences set

forth in SEQ ID NOs: 13, 109, 23, 28, 33, and 38, or 13, 18, 23, 28, 33, and 38,

respectively.

65. The isolated TCR of claim 64, wherein the Va and V comprise the amino acid

sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 106 and 107, or 5 and 6, respectively.

66. An isolated TCR comprising an a chain and a β chain, wherein the a chain comprises the

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 64 or 253 and the β chain comprises the

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 65, 66, or 254.

67. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising an a chain variable region (Va)

comprising complementarity determining region CDR3 , wherein the CDR3a comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 24.

68. The isolated TCR of claim 67, wherein the Va comprises CDRla and CD R2 comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ D NOs: 14 and 19, respectively.

69. The isolated TCR of claim 67, wherein the Va comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth SEQ ID NO: 7 .

70. The isolated TCR of claim 67, comprising an chain comprising the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 67 or 255



7 . The isolated TCR of any one of claims 67-70, wherein the 'TCR comprises a β chain

variable region ( β) comprising CDR3P, wherein the CDR3 comprises the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 39.

72. The isolated TCR of claim 71, wherein the p comprises CDRlp and CDR2P comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 29 and 34, respectively.

73. The isolated TCR of claim 71, wherein the β comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 108 or 8.

74. The isolated TCR of claim 71, comprising a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 68, 69, or 256.

75. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising a β chain variable region (ν β)

comprising complementarity determining region CDR3p, wherein the CDR3P comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 39.

76. The isolated TCR of claim 75, wherein the Vp comprises CDRlp and CDR2p comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 29 and 34, respectively.

77. The isolated TCR of claim 75, wherein the Vp comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 108 or 8.

78. The isolated TCR of claim 75, comprising a β chain comprising the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 68, 69, or 256

79. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising an chain variable region (Va)

comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 100%

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 79.

80. The isolated TCR of claim 79, wherein the Va comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 79.

81. The isolated TCR of claim 79, wherein the TCR comprises a β chain variable region ( β)

comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 100%

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 80.

82. The isolated TCR of claim 79, wherein the Vp comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth SEQ ID NO: 80.

83. An isolated T ceil receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, the TCR comprising a β chain variable region (VP)

comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 100%

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 80.



84. The isolated TCR of claim 83, wherein the Vp comprises the am o acid sequence set

forth SEQ D NO: 80.

85. The isolated TCR of any one of claims 67-84, wherein the TCR comprises an a chain

variable region (Va) comprising CDRla, CDR2 , and CDR3 and a β chain variable

region (Vp) comprising CDRip, CDR2p, and CDR3P, wherein the CDRla, CDR2a,

CDR3a, CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P comprise the amino acid sequences set forth in

SEQ ID NOs: 14, 19, 24, 29, 34, and 39, respectively.

86. An isolated TCR comprising an a chain variable region (Va) comprising

complementarity determining regions CDR la, CDR2a, and CDR3a and a β chain

variable region (ν β) comprising CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P, wherein the CDRla,

CDR2a, CDR3a, CDRip, CDR2p, and CDR3p comprise the am o acid sequences set

forth in SEQ ID NOs: 14, , 24, 29, 34, and 39, respectively.

87. The isolated TCR of claim 86, wherein the Va and ν comprise the amino acid

sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 7 and 108, or 7 and 8, respectively.

88. An isolated TCR comprising an chain and a β chain, wherein the a chain comprises the

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 67 or 255 and the β chain comprises the

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 68, 69, or 256.

89. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47, the TCR comprising an a chain variable region (Va)

comprising complementarity determining region CDR3a, wherein the CDR3a comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 25.

90. The isolated T'CR of claim 89, wherein the Va comprises CDR l a and CDR2a comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 15 and 20, respectively.

9 . The isolated TCR of claim 89, wherein the Va comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 9 .

92. The isolated TCR of claim 89, comprising an a chain comprising the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 70 or 257.

93. The isolated TCR of any one of claims 89-92, wherein the TCR comprises a β chain

variable region (VP) comprising CDR3P, wherein the CDR3p comprises the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 40.

94. The isolated TCR of claim 93, wherein the Vp comprises CDRip and CDR2P comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 30 and 35, respectively.

95. The isolated TCR of claim 93, wherein the V comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth n SEQ ID NO: 10.



96. The isolated TCR of claim 93, comprising a β chain comprising the am o acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 71, 72, or 258.

97. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID MO: 47, the TCR comprising a β chain variable region (ν β)

comprising complementarity determining region CDR3p, wherein the CDR3P comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 40.

98. The isolated TCR of claim 97, wherein the VP comprises CDR and CDR2P comprising

the amino acid sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 30 and 35, respectively.

99. The isolated TCR of claim 97, wherein the V comprises the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 10.

100. The isolated TCR of claim 97, comprising a β chain comprising the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 71, 72, or 258.

101. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47, the TCR comprising an chain variable region (Va)

comprising an amino acid sequence a least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 00%

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 81.

102. The isolated TCR of claim 101, wherein the Va comprises the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 81.

3 . The isolated TCR of claim 101, wherein the TCR comprises a β chain variable region

(V ) comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or

0% identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 82.

104. The isolated TCR of claim 101, wherein the comprises the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 82.

105. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47, the TCR comprising a β chain variable region (VP)

comprising an amino acid sequence at least 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99%, or 100%

identical to the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 82.

106. The isolated TCR of claim 105, wherein the P comprises the amino acid sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO: 82.

107. The isolated TCR of any one of claims 89-106, wherein the TCR comprises an a

chain variable region (Va) comprising CDRla, CDR2a, and CDR3 and a β chain

variable region Υ comprising CDRip, CDR2P, and CDR3P, wherein the CDRla,

CDR2a, CDR3a, CDR 1β, CDR2P, and CDR3P comprise the ammo acid sequences set

forth in SEQ ID NOs: 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40, respectively.



108. An isolated TCR comprising an chain variable region ( ) comprising

complementarity determining regions CDR la, CDR2a, and CDR3 x and a β chain

variable region (Vp) comprising CDRip, CDR2P, and CD 3 , wherein the CDRla,

CDR2 , CDR3 , CDRip, CDR2p, and CDR3P comprise the am o acid sequences set

forth in SEQ ID NOs: 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40, respectively.

9 . The isolated TCR of claim 108, wherein the Va and Vp comprise the am o acid

sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 9 and 10, respectively.

10. An isolated TCR comprising an chain and a β chain, wherein the a chain comprises

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 70 or 257 and the β chain comprises the

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 71, 72, or 258.

111. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds to:

i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45,

ii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 5 ,

hi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56,

iv) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 117,

v) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 28,

vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 135,

vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 192, or

viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 233, or

ix) any combination thereof.

2. The isolated TCR of any one of claims 1-22, wherein the TCR binds to:

i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45,

ii) a peptide consisting of the am o acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 51,

iii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56,

iv) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 7,

v) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 28,

vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 135,

vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 192, or

viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 233, or

ix) any combination thereof.

3. The isolated TCR of claim or 2, wherein the TCR binds to:

i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45,

ii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 51,

iii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56,



iv) a peptide consisting of the am o acid sequence set forth in SEQ D MO: 117,

v) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ D NO: 128,

vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 135,

vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 192, and

viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 233.

4 . The isolated TCR of any one of claims 111- 13, wherein the TCR does not hind to, or

does not substantially bind to:

i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46,

ii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49, 50, 52,

53, 54, 55, or 57, or

iii) a peptide consisting of the am o acid sequence set forth in SEQ D NO: 47, or

iv) any combination thereof.

5 . The isolated TCR of claim 4, wherein the TCR does not bind to, or does not

substantially bind to, any of:

i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46,

ii) a peptide consisting of the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49,

iii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 50,

iv) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 52,

v) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 53,

vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 54,

vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 5 ,

viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 57, and

ix) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47.

6 . The isolated TCR of any one of claims - 5, wherein the binding between the

TCR and a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46, 49,

50, 52, 53, 54, 55, 57, or 47 is substantially weakened relative to the binding between the

TCR and a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, 51,

56, 117, 128, 135, 192, or 233.

17. T'he isolated TCR of claim 116, wherein the binding between the TCR and each of:

i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46,

ii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO : 49,

iii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 50,

iv) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 52,

v) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 53,



vi) a peptide consisting of the am o acid sequence set forth in SEQ D MO: 54,

vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 55,

viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 57, and

ix) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47,

is substantially weakened relative to the binding between the TCR and each of:

a) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45,

b) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: ,

c) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56,

d) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 1 7,

e) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 128,

f) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID MO: 135,

g) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 192, and

h) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 233.

. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR), wherein when the TCR is expressed on the surface

of a T cell, the T cell is activated:

i) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45,

ii) when co-cuitured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 5 ,

iii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56,

iv) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 117,

v) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 128,

vi) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 135,

vii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 192, or

viii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID MO: 233, or

ix) any combination thereof.

9 . The isolated TCR of any one of claims 1-22, wherein when the TCR is expressed on

the surface of a T cell, the T cell is activated:



i) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ D NO: 45,

ii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID MO: 51,

iii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the am ino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56,

iv) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 7,

v) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 128,

vi) when co-cultured with a second ceil displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 135,

vii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 92, or

viii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 233, or

ix) any combination thereof.

0 . The isolated TCR of claim or 9, wherein when the TCR is expressed on the

surface of a T cell, the T cell is activated:

i) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45,

ii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 51,

iii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 56,

iv) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 117,

v) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 128,

vi) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 135,

vii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 92, and



viii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 233.

121. The isolated TCR of any one of claims 118-120, wherein when the TCR is expressed

on the surface of a T cell, the T ceil is not acti vated, or is not substantially activated:

i) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46,

ii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, or 57, or

iii) when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino

acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47, or

iv) any combination thereof.

122. The isolated TCR of claim 121, wherein when the TCR is expressed on the surface of

a T cell, the T cell is not activated, or is not substantially activated, when co-cultured with

a second cell displaying any of the following peptides:

i) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46,

ii) a peptide consisting of the ammo acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 49,

iii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 50,

iv) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 52,

v) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 53,

vi) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 54,

vii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 55,

viii) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 57, and

ix) a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47.

123. The isolated TCR of any one of claims 118-122, wherein when the TCR is expressed

on the surface of a T cell, the activation of the T cell is substantially weakened when the

T cell is co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 46, 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, 57, or 47 relative to the

activation of the T cell when the T cell is co-cultured with a third cell displaying a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45, 5 , 56, 1 7, 128, 35,

192, or 233.

124. The isolated TCR of claim 123, wherein when the TCR is expressed on the surface of

a T cell, the activation of the T cell is substantially weakened when the T cell is

separately co-cultured with each of:



i) a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 46,

ii) a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth

SEQ D NO: 49,

iii) a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth

in SEQ ID NO: 50,

iv) a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth

in SEQ ID NO: 52,

v) a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 53,

vi) a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth

m SEQ ID NO: 54,

vii) a second cell displaymg a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth

in SEQ ID NO: 55,

viii) a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth

in SEQ ID NO: 7, and

ix) a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth

SEQ ID NO: 47,

relative to the activation of the T cell when the T cell is separately co-cultured with each

of:

a) a third cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 45,

b) a third cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 51,

c) a third cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 56,

d) a third cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 117,

e) a third cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 128,

f) a third ce l displaymg a peptide consisting of the am o acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 135,

g) a third cell displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 192, and



h) a third ce l displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in

SEQ ID NO: 233.

125. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR) that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ ID MO: 47.

12 6 . The isolated TCR of any one of claims 89-1 0 or 12 5 , wherein the TCR does not bind

to, or does not substantially bind to a peptide consisting of an amino acid sequence

selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 45, 46, and 49-57.

127. The isolated TCR of any one of claims 89-100, 125, or 126, wherein the binding

between the TCR and a peptide consisting of an amino acid sequence selected from the

group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 45, 46, and 49-57 is substantially weakened relative to

the binding between the TCR and a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 47.

128. An isolated T cell receptor (TCR), wherein when the TCR is expressed on the surface

of a T cell, the T ceil is activated when co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47.

129. The isolated TCR of any one of claims 89- 0, wherein when the TCR is expressed

on the surface of a T cell, the T cell is activated when co-cultured with a second cell

displaying a peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47.

30 . The isolated TCR of claim 128 or 129, wherein when the TCR is expressed on the

surface of a T cell, the T cell is not activated, or is not substantially activated when co-

cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of an am o acid sequence

selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 45, 46, and 49-57.

131. The isolated TCR of any one of claims 128-130, wherein when the TCR is expressed

on the surface of a T cell, the activation of the T cell is substantially weakened when the

T cell is co-cultured with a second cell displaying a peptide consisting of an amino acid

sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NOs: 45, 46, and 49-57 relative

to the activation of the T cell when the T cell is co-cultured with a third cell displaying a

peptide consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 47.

132. The isolated TCR of any one of claims 1-3, 5-21, 23-25, 2.7-43, 45-47, 49-65, 67-69,

71-87, 89-91, 93-109, or 111-131, wherein the TCR comprises an a chain comprising an

chain constant region comprising the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ D NO: 4 1

or 2.4 7

33 . The isolated TCR of claim 132, wherein the a chain constant region comprises the

amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 42.



134. The isolated TCR of any one of claims 1-7, 9-11, 13-21, 23-29, 31-33, 35-43, 45-51,

53-55, 57-65, 67-73, 75-77, 79-87, 89-95, 97-99, 101-109, or 111-133, wherein the TCR

comprises a β chain comprising a β chain constant region comprising the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ D MO: 43, 44, or 248.

135. The isolated TCR of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the TCR is a human

TCR.

136. The isolated TCR of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the TCR is a full-

length TCR, a soluble TCR, or a single-chain TCR.

137. The isolated TCR of any one of claims 1-19, 23-41, 45-63, 67-85, or 89-107, wherein

when the TCR is expressed on the surface of a T cell, the T cell is activated when co-

cultured with a second ce l displaying the peptide.

138. The isolated TCR of claim 137, wherein the T cell exhibits (a) increased CD69

surface expression, (b) increased CD25 surface expression, (c) increased CD 107a

expression, (d) increased T cell proliferation, (e) increased FN secretion, or (f)

increased nuclear factor of activated T cells (NFAT) promoter activation when co-

cultured with the second cell displaying the peptide.

139. The isolated TCR of claim 13 7, wherein the T cell induces apoptosis or death of the

second cell displaying the peptide.

140. The isolated TCR of any one of claims 1-19, 23-41, 45-63, 67-85, 89-107, or 111-139,

wherein the peptide is presented in the context of an HLA, optionally HLA -B*0702.

141. The isolated TCR of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the TCR is conjugated

to an effector moiety.

142. The isolated TCR of claim 141, wherein the effector moiety is a cytotoxic agent,

cytostatic agent, toxin, radionuclide, detectable label, or binding moiety.

143. The isolated TCR of claim 142, wherein the binding moiety is an antibody.

144. The isolated TCR of claim 142, wherein the binding moiety is an antibody Fc region.

145. An isolated polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide comprising an a chain variable

region and/or a β chain variable region, or an a chain and/or a β chain of the TCR of any

one of claims 1-144.

146. The isolated polynucleotide of claim 145, wherein the polynucleotide:

i) comprises the nucleic acid sequence of SEQ D NO: 90 or 238, or

ii) encodes a polypeptide comprising an amino acid sequence selected from the group

consisting of SEQ ID NO: 83, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, and 271.

147. An isolated vector comprising the polynucleotide of claim 145 or 146.



148. The isolated vector of claim 147, wherein the vector is a viral vector selected from the

group consisting of a lentiviral vector, a retroviral vector, an adenoviral vector, an adeno-

associated viral vector, and a baculoviral vector.

149. An engineered ceil comprising the polynucleotide of claim 145 or 146 or the vector of

claim 147 or 148

150. An engineered cell presenting the TCR. of any one of claims 1-144 on the cell surface.

151. The engineered cell of claim 150, wherein the cell expresses the TCR.

152. The engineered cell of any one of claim s 149-151, wherein the cell is a human

lymphocyte.

153. The engineered cell of claim 152, wherein the cell is selected from the group

consisting of a T cell, a CD8 + T cell, a CD4+ T cell, a natural killer T (NKT) cell, an

invariant natural killer T (iNKT) cell, a mucosai-associated invariant T (MAiT) cell, and

a natural killer (NK) cell.

154. The engineered cell of claim 153, wherein the ceil is an iNKT cell.

155. An isolated TCR encoded by the polynucleotide of claim 145 or 146 or the vector of

claim 147 or 148.

156. An isolated TCR that results from expression of the polynucleotide of claim 145 or

146 or the vector of claim 147 or 148 in a cell.

57. A pharmaceutical composition comprising the TCR of any one of claims 1-144, 55,

or 156, the polynucleotide of claim 145 or 146, the vector of claim 147 or 148, or the

engineered ce l of any one of claims 149-154, and a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.

158. A method of producing a TCR that binds to a peptide consisting of the amino acid

sequence set forth in SEQ D NO: 45 or 47, the method comprising culturing the

engineered cell of claim 149 so that the polynucleotide is expressed and the TCR is

produced.

59. An isolated TCR produced by the method of claim 158.

160. A method of producing an engineered cell expressing a TCR that binds to a peptide

consisting of the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47, the method

comprising contacting a cell with the vector of claim 147 or 148 under conditions that

allow introduction of the vector into the cell.

161. A method of inducing an immune response to a ceil displaying a peptide consisting of

the amino acid sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 45 or 47 in a subject, the method

comprising administering to the subject an effective amount of the TCR of any one of

claims 1-144, 155, or 156, the polynucleotide of claim 145 or 146, the vector of claim 147



or 148, the engineered cell of any one of claims 149-154, or the pharmaceutical

composition of claim 157.

162. A method of treating cancer in a subject, the method comprising administering to the

subject an effective amount of the TCR of any one of claims 1-144, 155, or 156, the

polynucleotide of claim 145 or 146, the vector of claim 147 or 148, the engineered cell of

any one of claims 149-154, or the pharmaceutical composition of claim 157.

163. The method of claim 161 or 162, wherein the TCR, polynucleotide, vector,

engineered cell, or pharmaceutical composition is administered intravenously.

164. The method of any one of claims 161-163, further comprising administering an

additional therapeutic agent to the subject.

165. The method of claim 164, wherein the additional therapeutic agent is a

chemotherapeutic, a radiotherapeutic, or a checkpoint targeting agent.

166. The method of claim 165, wherein the checkpoint targeting agent is selected from the

group consisting of an antagonist anti-PD-1 antibody, an antagonist anti-PD-Ll antibody,

an antagonist anti-PD-L2 antibody, an antagonist anti-CTLA-4 antibody, an antagonist

anti-TIM-3 antibody, an antagonist anti-LAG-3 antibody, an antagonist VISTA antibody,

an antagonist CD96 antibody, an antagonist anti-CEACAMl antibody, an antagonist anti-

T1G1T antibody, an agonist anti-CD137 antibody, an agonist anti-GITR antibody, and an

agonist anti-OX40 antibody.

167. The method of claim 164, wherein the additional therapeutic agent is a vaccine.

168. The method of claim 167, wherein the vaccine comprises a heat shock protein peptide

complex (HSPPC) comprising a heat shock protein complexed with an antigenic peptide.

169. The method of claim 168, wherein the heat shock protein is hsc70 and is complexed

with a tumor-associated antigenic peptide.

170. The method of claim 168, wherein the heat shock protein is gp96 and is complexed

with a tumor-associated antigenic peptide, wherein the HSPPC is derived from a tumor

obtained from a subject.
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